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Introduction

The cultural preeminence *Hamlet* has always enjoyed testifies to the horror the young prince’s predicament evokes and audiences’ unparalleled fascination with and sympathy for Hamlet in the agony he endures contending with it. His grief so much more intense evidently than that of others at Elsinore (and still achingly raw), his radar alone attuned to moral insensitivity and impropriety there, Hamlet clearly galvanizes attention and inspires audience respect from the moment he first appears on stage. But for those who identify with the prince unreservedly from first to last, what follows will prove an unwelcome caveat. Emphasizing materials from *Hamlet* largely ignored as irrelevant to the hero’s predicament, mindset, and moral choices, this study demonstrates that the play again and again reiterates figurative substantiation of the stark criticism of the prince that has been forwarded by a small, but prestigious group of like-minded scholars—Brooke, Knights, Leverenz, Zitner, Northrop Frye, and, most recently, Rene Girard. Though these readers concede, to varying degrees, the mitigating factors cited above, they all regard Hamlet’s behavior, from beginning to play’s end, as woefully misguided. If, for a moment, we bracket how Hamlet thinks and feels about his quandary, about his fellow men, and about himself and concentrate alone on what in fact he does and accomplishes, it is difficult to ignore the unmitigated disaster and catastrophe his acts (such as they are) accomplish.

Over fifty years ago now, Sheldon Zitner voiced the following critique of Hamlet’s anguished career, an assessment that to this day has largely gone unanswered.

If one were to seek in Shakespeare the clearest representation of the inadequacies, the emptiness of violence, of the consequences of inhibited passion, of the impossibility of a deracinated disinterestedness—indeed, of all the pernicious aspects of “manliness” that underlies them—one would turn to *Hamlet*. . . . here heroic privatism at its noblest is taken up on its own terms and most devastatingly and thoroughly represented. . . . a feud [is not] resolved nor a free time garnered, nor even, as in *Othello*, imperfect sensibilities demonically
abused, to point to in mitigation. The best and worst go down together, and the completion of the task enjoined is, after all the anguish, finally as perfunctory and empty as the ritual blare of Fortinbras’ success. (137)

Though there have been legions since who have tried to ignore, soften, or even contradict this reluctant verdict, no one to my knowledge has made an effort to rebut it directly so as to win a reversal on appeal. And understandably so. It is difficult to wish away the fact that from the moment he vows to avenge his father’s murder until his own death (and indeed all along the way) Hamlet’s behavior, albeit dilatory, does nothing more, figuratively, than ‘discharge’ the “murdr’ing piece” that “gives . . . superfluous death” (4.5.95–6) Claudius had mistakenly expected from another quarter entirely. Though he does take deadly aim at Claudius alone, so long as his sole goal in life remains his oft-reiterated desire to ‘propel’ himself as something of a missile directed at his uncle (a “murdr’ing piece” being a cannon loaded with shrapnel to spread maximum damage when directed at its target), “superfluous death” (including his own) remains the unwitting destiny he determines, that and that alone his only accomplishment. As ‘benighted’ figuratively as the doomed Pyrrhus is literally, as Hamlet proceeds in his analogously vengeful assault, he, too, (albeit less floridly) finds himself “horridly tricked / With blood of fathers [Polonius], mothers [Gertrude], daughters [Ophelia], sons [Rosenkrantz and Guildenstern, Laertes, and himself]” (2.2.457–8), leaving nothing but butchered corpses along his ill-considered trajectory. Had the prince not thought “too precisely on the [lethal] event” (4.4.4) about which he obsesses (that is, ‘with an insufficiently comprehensive perspective’ or an ‘evasive scrupulosity’), at some point or another he would have come to fear and take under conscientious review the alarming collateral damage that, instead, he continues to ignore or downplay all too cavalierly.

Nor is the “superfluous death” Hamlet delivers restricted to relatively innocent bystanders and himself as revenge’s engineer “hoist with his own petar” (3.4.207). In his final gesture, rage redoubled, he forces the poisoned cup upon Claudius even though he’s been now informed that he has wounded the villain fatally with one of the poisoned dueling rapiers: in so doing wreaking “superfluous death” on an enemy he’s already vanquished. Such are the “enactures that with themselves simply destroy” (3.2.19): reckless death-dealing the alpha and omega, “not shriv- ing time allowed” (5.2.47) for anyone executed in the play, “no reck’ning made” (1.5.78) of a spiritual sort whatever but only a numerical ‘reckon- ing’ of the dead left to be tallied in bewilderment by the mute observers of this spectacle of compounded ruin.

Likewise difficult to ignore is the savage spirit with which the prince ‘voices over’ this superfluous death demanded of Claudius, Hamlet’s blas-
phemous curse delivering here on Act 3’s promise to put up his vengeful sword until, at a more propitious moment, he might damn his uncle, body and soul, with “a more horrid hent” (3.3.88). Those (among them perhaps Hamlet himself) who imagine a spiritual advance in the prince in Acts 4 and 5—one seemingly evidenced by Hamlet’s post sea-voyage calm and confidence in a divine order providentially sponsoring and indeed virtually determining the satisfaction he seeks—must address the unhappy fact that when that moment comes Hamlet exhibits no moral advance whatever regarding the purpose, at once lethal and blasphemous, pronounced two Acts earlier and now redundantly reaffirmed. The judgment Hamlet delivers with confident finality over a dying man defers to no divine order transcending this duel between two murderers now still facing off against one another unrepentantly; rather, its all-too-human judgment usurps the divine prerogative presumptively, in its place forging its own damning disposition of Claudius’ soul. As R. A. Foakes aptly characterizes the matter (arguing that Hamlet’s moral occlusion may well be a more deadly spiritual version of the sins of the flesh both he and his father’s ghost presume in Gertrude) “blood lust [and, as well, spiritual arrogance] can be linked incestuously to the radiant angel of righteous indignation” (Shakespeare and Violence 119). For all but Hamlet’s most unreconstructed apologists, it remains difficult to put out of mind, once it has been lodged there, the image of the prince presiding at this execution as something of a devil’s priest conducting a perverted ritual—“a macabre anti-communion, forcing poisoned wine down the throat of a dying man”—not to urge on Claudius a repentant spiritual “union” with his Christian redeemer, but instead to urge a spiteful and lewd union with his doomed incestuous consort in the hell to which Hamlet now consigns mother and uncle together (Coursen 154). In a dramatically ironic sense, then, Hamlet spoke the truth at his mistaken execution of Polonius: “Thus bad” had begun and “worse remain[ed] behind” (3.4.179), awaiting a yet more maliciously mistaken act of violence to come. In such acts—as in every act of vengeance—the avenger does not reestablish a just order but succeeds merely in doing the criminal perpetrator thus punished one better.

In the arc of events and circumstances Hamlet traces, the action simply circles back upon itself, a poisonous serpent biting its own tail. For all the pain its protagonist and those who care for him (both those on and off the stage) endure in frustration, at play’s end, Claudius’ double, Fortinbras, yet another “lawless resolute” (1.1.98), murderous opportunist, and would-be usurper of power simply fills the very void made by Hamlet’s having just cleared the stage of the first villain. In Fortinbras’ concluding declaration (“with sorrow I embrace my fortune” [5.2.388]) we hear a nearly identical pretense of humility to that Claudius mouths at the play’s outset when he would have it known that he yields to the sad necessity
of his similarly untimely and precipitous coronation with “an auspicious, and a dropping eye” (1.2.11). For all the anguished apprehension, mayhem, and bloodshed the play records, Denmark’s prospects have not improved one iota, the nation again now newly under the control of a ‘brazenly brave’ autocrat (Fort-in-bras), an unprincipled aggressor whose very name intimates that his leadership concerns will be restricted to nothing more high-minded than ‘strong-arming’ anything and anyone who might stand in his self-aggrandizing way.

In the history of the royal house of Denmark, the moment at the greatest remove Hamlet references is Old Hamlet’s duel with Fortinbras the elder, both men in the process putting their kingdoms at heedless risk. Now the play ends very nearly where it began: with royalty having gambled its kingdom (“I shall win at the odds [5.2.211–2]) on a reckless duel which Hamlet, his father redivivus, has irresponsibly undertaken (Battenhouse 228–29). Though he may think in the end that he has successfully avenged Old Hamlet, in fact, he has more truly become him instead (Everett 126): both Hamlet pere et fils having now shown themselves negligent members of a royal house all too willing to jeopardize stable social order and more just proceeding to the dangerous vagaries of chance and a factitious honor to be won in a violent triumph earned by a show of skill at arms. Theirs is a terribly misguided self-determination provoked by nothing more justifiable than a dare and challenge to prove one’s manhood in this ludicrous fashion (Old Hamlet so dared by Fortinbras’ father; young Hamlet, by his father’s ghost).

The crime precipitating Hamlet’s dilemma was Claudius’ pouring a leprous distilment into Old Hamlet’s ear while the king slept, a poisoning, as the Ghost emphasizes in telling of it, that began its devastating work immediately. Not to be outdone, Old Hamlet unwittingly reenacts the same deadly crime when he pours an equally lethal poison of his own into his son’s unsuspecting (read ‘sleeping’) ears, from that very moment infecting the devoted young hero with his own sickness unto death. In challenging Hamlet’s manhood by demanding he stage a ‘duel to the death’ with Claudius to avenge his murder or die an irredeemable shame to him (but “the fat weed / That roots itself in ease on Lethe wharf” [1.5.32–3] unferrried), the Ghost proves no redeemed soul but an “implorator of an unholy suit” (1.3.129), a “pious” bawd “sugar[ing] o’er / The devil himself” (3.1.47–8) under the aegis of “devotion’s visage” (3.1.46) aroused in the son thus manipulated.

Once he discovers that Hamlet has killed Polonius, Claudius declares to Gertrude that her son’s “vile deed / We must with all our majesty and skill / Both countenance and excuse” (4.1.30–2). Claudius may well believe his remark cleverly rationalizes as unselfish the cover-up in which he and the queen are about to collude if they hope to protect Hamlet
from the moral and juridical obligation to answer for his homicidal error; but these very words also secretly disclose a further moral obliquity: Claudius and Gertrude’s selfishly pragmatic desire to avoid having to answer for criminal negligence themselves in some public inquest into the chamberlain’s death for not having kept the queen’s disgruntled, ominously erratic son under closer watch. The unscrupulous evasions obscured by Claudius’ guile demonstrate that the threadbare pretext of honorable purpose he declares in his counsel to her in no way constitutes truly honorable behavior. If the critical history of Hamlet is to be acknowledged, however, the same ironically transparent self-revelation cannot be said of the Ghost and Hamlet’s efforts to rationalize their own similarly occluded moral postures. When seen to characterize the Ghost and Hamlet’s stances in the play symbolically, Claudius’ duplicitous remark perfectly captures both the Ghost’s moral obliquity in attempting to convince his son to become his vengeful henchman and, in turn, Hamlet’s own anguished effort thereafter—having now compliantly downed the Ghost’s kool-aid—earnestly to “countenance and excuse” an act he would otherwise consider unthinkably “vile.” In the closet scene, Hamlet informs Gertrude that her lewd habituation to repulsive sins of the flesh represents the “monster custom, who all sense doth eat” (3.4.161), but the only truth the play evidences—its ‘ocular proof’—is that the “monster custom” devouring all rational “sense” here is rather the prince’s habitual and unreconsidered commitment to violent retribution, that “vile deed” Hamlet continues both to “countenance and excuse” to the very end with “all” the considerable “majesty and skill” he can command.

We come to know that the Ghost’s poison has begun its deadly work in Hamlet immediately because from the moment when the dutiful son takes up his father’s demand for violent retribution to play’s end, the young hero in his turn finds he can do no other than spew, emetically, traces of that poisonous bile within him into the ears of anyone who will listen—whether such ears belong to others at Elsinore devilishly tormented by his mocking barbs or to himself, assaulted in self-reviling soliloquies. Then, in the end, even as he pours the poisoned wine down Claudius’ throat, the prince remains true to form, unable to resist pouring poison into his villainous victim’s ears as well, shamelessly reveling in his desire to condemn the villain’s soul along with his body, no more penitential opportunity allowed him than Claudius had granted Old Hamlet. These figurative, mirroring replications of the emblematic means of murder in the play argue that Hamlet’s enactment of violent retribution—whatever its reluctances—must not be esteemed a matter of justice finally served, but a reiteration of the play’s archetypal crime. What’s more, as mute audience to these now completed proceedings, should we ‘applaud’ anything Hamlet has accomplished in them with any enthusiasm whatever, we will
ourselves have succumbed to the unseen toxin insidiously working its way into the play’s (and our own) very heart and soul.

In his loveless alienation from the human species (to which, at the last census, he nevertheless retains membership), Hamlet had expressed a hectic’s bitter satisfaction that his mocking wit did little but mystify his auditors: his “knaveish speech,” to his professed delight, “sleep[ing] in [their] foolish ears” (4.2.23). What he did not suspect, however, was that those very words apply as aptly to him as to those he considers benighted defectives. Though capable of hearing himself talk, he, like his fellows, may remain as foolishly asleep (that is, as ‘unknowing of his speech’s knaveishness’) as those others at whose lack of wit he smirks in contempt. Despite his extraordinary cleverness, Hamlet nonetheless only manages to snare himself in his own devices as surely and completely as do the play’s other would-be assassins, Claudius and Laertes, all three of them foolishly trusting in their poisonous swords and purposes. Quite apart from the way ‘dueling’ jeopardizes a more sensibly minded enactment of justice, even a purely pragmatic calculus would make anyone who has retained an ounce of common sense steer well clear of its folly. The slightest reflection discloses that engaging with one’s enemies by no other means than “fell incensed points” (5.2.61) simply means that nothing prevents both participants from merely exchanging fatal wounds. The “monster custom” devouring “all sense” here is that the prince’s chilling obsession with vendetta and its risks has elbowed aside and banished any real love for others and even himself. So long as he insists only on “thinking too precisely on the” deadly “event” to which he has committed himself, his overwrought conscience, paradoxically, only proves itself lax—‘asleep’ to the knaveishness of his own speech and thought, himself ever unaware that without reflective reconsideration his self-conceived rectitude remains morally stunted.

Late in the play, still thrall to this moral occlusion, Hamlet persists in applying the lash to his soul, disgusted at his lassitude: “I do not know / Why yet I live to say, ‘This thing’s to do’” (4.4.43–4). Though he speaks the truth in saying so, his self-loathing is misdirected. To him such self-laceration appropriately scourges his guilt for not having acted with greater precipitation; but what this self-recrimination should more properly communicate to him is that by now he should have reconsidered his course completely, having found it so morally obtuse and senseless as to rule it out of civilized order. Likewise dramatically ironic is his self-rebuke voiced before Fortinbras’ army poised for war: “how all occasions do inform against me / And spur my dull revenge” (4.4.32–3). The guilt he confesses to himself there is that he has not enacted violent retribution with a sufficient sense of urgency. How ironic that he should imagine his dereliction thus. Nothing in fact could be further from the truth. ‘Ur-
gency’ has been and remains what utterly preoccupies his thoughts. So long as Hamlet never seriously reevaluates his purposes, ever focused on making the effort to propel himself as a deadly missile aimed at another, then “all occasions” in the play do serve to “inform against (him)” as a criminal whose misguided soul does nothing but “spur my dull revenge.” He should not be considered an actor insufficiently intent on a more precipitous lethality, but one instead whose revenge must finally be deemed “dull” or ‘inadequately reflective and enlightened’ because his conscience fails to work actively enough or with sufficient capaciousness of perspective. His conscience but superficially and, therefore, sinfully scrupulous, Hamlet never does put his “nighted [that is, both ‘benighted’ and perversely ‘knighted’] color off” (1.2.68). When he declares at the last “how ill all’s here about my heart” (5.2.212–13), he speaks more revealingly than he knows. It is not alone in his dying breaths, but from the first that everything “about” his “heart” has been ill. His deadly opponent was absolutely correct: “No place should murther sanctuarize” (4.6.127). There should, indeed, be no place in the world where murder should enjoy exemption from ‘apprehension’—not in church sanctuaries, nor in the diseased hearts of men who would, under the masking cloak of “devotion’s visage[,] sugar o’er the devil himself,” using all the “majesty and skill” they can muster to “countenance and excuse” what can never be anything but a “vile deed.”

The dramaturgy of Hamlet has long been acknowledged as one characterized by arrested development (witness the enduring fascination with Hamlet’s curious delay and the way, as Booth argued, its plot disconcertingly proceeds by a series of “impertinent digressions” [62]). What has not received comparable attention and acknowledgment is that all the players in it persistently exhibit ‘arrested development’ in their moral choices as well, Hamlet merely the first among equals in truantly evading responsibilities that must be honored if the social order is to flourish. Albeit disingenuously, Hamlet was correct in his blanket confession to Ophelia that he and his fellows were all “arrant knaves” (3.1.128). For everyone in Hamlet the sense of duty is but a childish, self-regarding fear of offending those in questionable positions of authority and nominal power above them. In pursuit of short-term (and, thus, short-sighted), purely personal gratification and comfort all truantly elbow aside completely a greater and more demanding moral obligation to weigh for themselves (and in concert with others) thorny moral issues in need of beneficial resolution if social order is not to degenerate toward ruin. Such dereliction is in evidence everywhere here: in Ophelia’s unreflective and unprotesting deference to Polonius; in Hamlet’s, to his father’s ghost; in the citizenry’s irresponsibly silent compliance and complicity in Claudius’ suspiciously hasty assumption of power, questionably incestuous marriage to his brother’s widow, and
hush-hush, “hugger mugger” funeral arrangements for the slain chamberlain; in Gertrude’s allowing herself to be cowed completely by the men in her life (both Claudius and Hamlet), failing to say or do anything to confront the issues she suspects as the source of her son’s disquietude seemingly out of the fear she might be shamed and made to feel uncomfortable should that wound be opened. Likewise, she unprotestingly accedes to Claudius’ wishes in the disrespectful burial of Polonius so as to avoid, along with her co-conspirator, any public embarrassment and blame that might otherwise need to be faced. Then, in the closet scene, she does nothing to protest the cruelty with which her son treats her nor challenge his depiction of her hideously corrupted alliance with Claudius, should she see it, as arguably she does, as an ignorant libel on them both. We see it as well in a too readily mollified Laertes before Claudius and in Horatio, who, to stay on the right side of the volatile prince, does nothing to record his doubts that The Mousetrap definitively demonstrated Claudius’ guilt, though the text does record his hesitation in the matter. Nor, later, does he trouble himself sufficiently to explain why he does not share Hamlet’s hectic glee at the prince having sent Rosenkrantz and Guildenstern to their execution without trial at their arrival in Britain. In all these and yet other regards everyone at Elsinore simply goes along with unquestioned authority figures to ‘get along’—‘get along,’ that is, to the catastrophic inconsequence such behavior unknowingly insures. Thus, the play’s dramaturgy becomes emblem: the action “dawdles” (Bell 47) because all the characters in it truantly do. The archetype upon which Hamlet is fashioned and to which the play several times alludes—directly and indirectly—is the account of Nero’s truancies: everyone here—most notably, of course, Hamlet himself—fiddles while Elsinore burns. Not merely the overt crimes the plot discloses, but all play in Hamlet, it turns out, is “foul play” (1.2.255).

Hamlet should heed the sensible advice he offers the players. When people act in life (no less than when on stage) they ought to do more than fluctuate wildly between inexplicable “dumb shows” (3.2.12) about unspoken grief and misery and ranting “noise” (3.2.12) no one can understand clearly. To allow oneself to swerve to and fro in this whipsawing manner is to expend oneself in nothing more than a “spendthrift’s sighs / That hurts by easing” (4.7.122–3) at both extremes, when instead one might seek a more propitious way to contend with even the most intractable problems life may present. Sighs of frustrated indignation at one’s failure to act that then give way to equally paralyzing sighs over the negative costs and consequences of the contemplated action and back again, endlessly, can only yield miserable inconsequence. Our grinning barb thrower and chap-fallen composer of self-impugning soliloquies together blend into one recognizable physiognomy, Hamlet’s sepulchral skull, a death’s head that is all that remains of a man who once was
willing to live among his kind but now and henceforth prefers being ‘dead to the world.’ It is not Claudius’ literal habit of inebriation, but the figurative ‘self-intoxication’ the prince indulges in his “general censure” (1.4.35) of the world of men and himself that poisonously “takes corruption” (1.4.35). The thing that alone might have revived Hamlet’s diseased spirit would have been speech, not mumbled to himself in a sulk nor spit at others shrilly, but speech meant to communicate with at least some of his fellows in hope for the possible reformation of oneself and them, a promising mean between withdrawn silences and the “wild and whirling words” (1.5.133) of the rants by which the prince gleefully puts and keeps others off. The prince reeks not his own good rede in declaring—but himself failing to act upon—his injunction to his distrusted old school friends to level with him in their speech: “if you love me, hold not off” (2.2.291). Though obviously risk-laden, civil speech attempting to communicate to others in the hope and trust in the good and better yet to be realized alone offers the possibility of a more just social order and a healing alternative to the inexorable sickness unto death Hamlet instead elects, enacts, and endures. The “mercy” that bravely and openly “confronts the visage of offence” (3.3.46–7) in others and oneself cannot do so violently and remain mercy; it can only do so through fully conscientious self-reflection and forthright speech delivered civilly. Unfortunately, among the entire cast at Elsinore, “confronting the visage of offence” in that manner is, ironically, the last thing on anyone’s mind and agenda. The merciless results therefore ‘speak’ for themselves in the tragic consequence.

Though exhibiting, unarguably, the greatest moral sensitivity of anyone at court, Hamlet nevertheless joins their ranks in failing to recognize this moral occlusion haunting them all. By mining the text’s generous supply of linguistic cross references and submerged parallelisms in its characterizations, the chapters that follow try to clarify—this the burden of the study’s argument and the greater part of the book’s novelty—the psychological and spiritual reasons the play forwards as to how and why this tragic lapse on his part persists remorselessly.

NOTE

1. G. R. Elliott 135. Citations of the play’s text are keyed to The Riverside Shakespeare, ed. G. Blakemore Evans.
It will surprise no one to say that unlike any other play in the Shakespearean canon, *Hamlet* depends for its dramaturgical interest almost exclusively on its titular hero. The women in the prince’s life are very nearly as incommunicado as Cordelia in the first act of *King Lear*. As substantial as our sympathy for Gertrude and Ophelia may eventually become, their dramatic roles in the plot’s developing action never remotely call to mind the light at the end of the tunnel Cordelia’s return and possible victory in battle represent for those attending the mad king. In *Othello*, the centrality of Desdemona in Othello’s needy heart is an essential spur to his dramatic agon; and the new bride’s naïve intercessions on Cassio’s behalf to test her marital influence dramatically further Iago’s diabolical plotting. Gertrude and Ophelia never attain comparable dramaturgical importance in moving Hamlet’s destiny to its ruin. From the evidence the play provides, we cannot even definitively determine how deeply important to Hamlet Ophelia ever was; what’s more, by the time madness loosens Ophelia’s lips sufficiently to have redirected Hamlet’s actions in some way potentially, the prince is no longer even at Elsinore to hear her. Indeed, nothing Ophelia ever says causes the prince to reconsider—let alone alter—the course he has already set for himself. Her actions in turning him away and refusing him audience speak louder to him than her few tentative expressions of anxiety ever do. Even the long, emotionally charged closet scene with Gertrude—Hamlet all too readily confesses to the Ghost at his second coming—is but a distraction from and contradiction to the orders his father’s spirit had insisted upon earlier and his distraught son had vowed to enact. The dramatic action of *Othello* would never have commenced without a marriageable maiden’s self-willed decision to bypass the will and approval of her father to elope with a most unorthodox choice of bridegroom, her dark-skinned soldier of fortune. By contrast, in *Hamlet*, a marriageable young woman’s meekly submissive decision to defer to her father’s unchallenged wishes silences from the beginning any consequential role she might have played in the progress of the play’s main action and concerns.
If, like Coriolanus, Hamlet remains deeply entangled in his relationship to his mother, nothing she says or does in the play itself triggers its manifestations—only a second marriage that took place (admittedly, with scandalous precipitation) in the offstage past. In Act 1 of Coriolanus, in the flinty toughness with which Volumnia rides roughshod over her daughter-in-law’s anxieties about her husband’s safety in battle and then, a bit later, in the manner of her reunion with Coriolanus himself, we witness directly how profoundly her role as Roman matron in the service of the city’s martial ethic has previously molded and presently reinforces her son’s identity as imperious warrior overlord. Then later, at the play’s dramatic climax, her high-stakes intercession with him on Rome’s behalf alone averts catastrophe for the city even as it spells it for Coriolanus himself—a fact he himself realizes only too well. In Hamlet, by contrast, Gertrude’s role is but a terrified, ghostly shadow of Volumnia’s hulking dramatic presence. For the most part she speaks only when spoken to (and then laconically—if periodically also with judicious penetration). Even when nerved by Polonius at the outset of the closet scene to “be round” with her son about his rude “pranks” (3.4.5 and 2), an angrily ironic riposte or two from her son serves to cow her completely, though significantly not before she makes a hapless attempt at defusing her son’s fury that will prove an unwitting annunciation of the doom awaiting him. She might have provided succor and frankly discussed at length his miserable disquiet; but instead she withholds further communication with him on that score in order to nurse her hurt feelings. If he’s going to insist on remaining unpleasant to her, she simpers, she will “set those to you that can speak” (3.4.16)—his assassins, it will turn out, Laertes and Claudius: villains left to fill the void she has unwittingly left. Immediately thereafter, in mother and son’s only extended exchange, we see her subjected to a merciless browbeating coweringly endured without any protest or verbal self-defense. Indeed, on any occasion when she feels herself to be in a compromised position, her characteristic pattern of response is not to confront the situation directly but to seek to avoid unpleasantness. Feeling guilty about the haste of her remarriage (if for nothing else), in her fearful truancy she never confronts her son to determine whether that is the cause of his moodiness and erratic behavior, let alone insist before him that they talk out the issues and his distress until the issues can be resolved. Likewise, when Ophelia seeks an audience with the queen in Act 4, she assumes that Polonius’ daughter has come to request that she answer for her disquieting part in the chamberlain’s questionable death and hugger-mugger funeral. Rather than deal forthrightly with the distraught girl, her first instinct is to respond to the request by refusing to respond at all: “I will not speak with her” (4.5.1).
Nor, in dramaturgical terms, is it simply the queen’s speech alone about which we feel deprived. It has long been acknowledged that the scandalous behavior that so outrages and disgusts Hamlet about his mother is nowhere dramatized in the play’s action: it exists wholly within the feverish vexation of Hamlet’s tortured soul, eating away there at him alone.¹ When not under duress, she never shows any sign of spiritual discomfort with herself or her actions. Nor—in a play filled with artistically guileful indeterminacies—are we ever to learn whether Gertrude had anything to do with her first husband’s death or, for that matter, whether she and Claudius had betrayed Old Hamlet adulterously prior to it. On the few occasions when she does participate in the action, the major focus of her behavior and speech is nearly exclusively her solicitous efforts (albeit indirect and ‘woefully’ inadequate) to aid her son in his recovery from his melancholia and debilitating grief or to shield him from the severest consequences of his having mistakenly killed Polonius when she misrepresents the stabbing to her husband. There she exaggerates her son’s derangement, failing to disclose that the prince’s expressed hope had been that the hidden spy he had skewered might be the king himself. At no point in the play does she give any sign whatever, by word or gesture, of intimate affection for Claudius, let alone of the “rank sweat of an eneamed bed” (3.4.92). That fevered erotic fantasy is Hamlet’s alone. The bland, seemingly sexless matron we actually meet in the play shows no signs of passionate abandonment of any kind. The only expression of affection for Claudius she displays occurs when her protective loyalties need not remain divided or conflicted because Hamlet has, she imagines, been taken in protective custody to England, beyond any present call for her watchful eye. When Laertes and his rebels burst into the royal chambers, she bravely places herself in harm’s way and defends her husband from any blame for Polonius’ death, scolding Laertes and his men for threatening a coup. That one moment of heroism recorded, she then re-assumes her more characteristic stance as docile wife, utterly submissive to her husband’s will as soon as the king orders her to desist since he’s man enough, he’s certain, to address Laertes’ threats by himself. The one and only time she does not defer to Claudius when asked is her seemingly inconsequential insistence on toasting her son’s success at sword play at the finale over her husband’s muffled objections. That trivial gesture of autonomy results in her departure from the stage as a lifeless corpse.

Neither Gertrude nor Ophelia, then, do anything remotely consequential in the plot action to get at, alter, or positively influence Hamlet’s lonely predicament. Because they do not know and do not seek to know from him that his troubles largely emanate from the deadly labor of love he vowed to his father’s spirit, their efforts to respond to his disturbance of soul never amount to anything more consequential than Ophelia’s hapless
confession of personal impotence and defeat: “Heavenly powers, restore him” (3.1.138), at the conclusion of the prince’s get-thee-to-a-nunnery rant. Hamlet has already had one ghost harrow his soul; he does not need any others. But in their functioning in the plot’s action merely as “mutes or audience” to his distraught condition—everything they do merely to “pale and tremble at this [seemingly] chance” turn of events and nothing more (5.2.319–20)—these two great sources of possible succor become themselves but a pair of harrowing ghosts, ‘present absences’ nearly as ghastly and devastating to Hamlet’s spiritual balance as the one he had encountered on the stronghold’s ramparts.

Nor do the minor male characters step in to develop or redirect any momentum the play’s plot might have developed. The structural design of Hamlet is a most curious thing. Between the Ghost’s visitation and “commandement” (1.5.102) to kill at the outset (the dramatological equivalent of Hedda Gabler’s revolvers on the mantel) and the play’s final moments when all hell suddenly breaks loose, the current of the action repeatedly ‘diverts itself’ (in both senses of the phrase), its looming battle royal lapsing and even at times forgotten in a series of swirling, quasi-comedic eddies. What flow the play does sustain is directed, as Holloway noted (24–5), more by chance occurrences than any plan or design that would carry the action to its avowed goal. Indeed, Hamlet even mistakenly imagines the play’s very resolution but another such delay—a dress rehearsal at best for an unspecified retribution yet to come.² The problem in the play is not so much that Hamlet himself delays (he has demonstrably sensible reasons), it’s that the play itself “dawdles” (Bell 47). Given over to a slew of “impertinent digressions,” (Booth 62), the plot “jolts forward,” when it moves at all, “disconnectedly,” giving the continuing sense of “not getting on with it, simultaneous with a continuing sense of urgent action” (Brooke 189). Indeed, between Hamlet’s antic verbal gamboling (in which he consistently wrong-foots auditors by shifting lexical context from the one they intend and presume) and the bumbling ineptitude the play’s male figures exhibit in the folly of their indirections and diffidences, it’s a wonder anything ever gets done in the play at all. The plot, like the players in it (Hamlet himself in this but the first among equals) thus dramatizes a serious case of ‘arrested development.’ Nothing Polonius, Laertes, Rosenkrantz and Guildenstern, Horatio, the gravediggers, or Osric accomplishes bears in any substantial way on Hamlet’s retributional challenge yet hanging fire. Polonius’ hapless prolixity is dramaturgical emblem. Not Hamlet’s mysterious delay alone, but everything else about the play, too, demonstrates an inability to ‘get to the point’ of the blade the revenge tragedy audience knows must sooner or later plunge into the fratricidal king’s chest.³
Horatio is a principal case in point. What earthly good, one could well ask, is he to his beleaguered friend, no matter how highly the Dane might appear to prize him? Once Horatio (together with the two other watchmen of the night) provides ironclad verification of the Ghost’s reality for the audience, what does this intermittent sidekick do for the play’s action or even its hero’s obvious need for emotional relief from ravaging grief? Nothing he ever does or says in Hamlet’s presence provides the slightest real aid to the prince’s vexed spirit wrestling with the nightmare from which he never does manage to awaken. To read the critical commentary on the play, one would think Horatio should be on the fast track for sainthood (Battenhouse [260] and Blits [304] being the only exceptions I can recall to the admiring acclamation), but the prince’s fellow-student should not continue to be given the free pass he’s historically enjoyed. When we first meet him, Horatio declares his skepticism about the reality of the ghost by answering “a piece of him” to Bernardo’s query: “What, is Horatio there?” (1.1.18–19) His response proves a comical dramatic irony prophetically a propos of his role throughout the play: truth be told, Horatio is never more than ‘half there’ in any of his scenes. Hamlet badly mistakes self-serving diffidence and moral lassitude for Stoic accomplishment of character when he declares of his friend (crowning his reluctant favor in Act 3 in the very act of denying doing so) that “thou hast been / As one in suff’ring all that suffers nothing” (3.2.57–8). Horatio is not a man who by long Stoic discipline of character is able to endure even misery with equanimity; he is, rather, one who avoids as much of it as he possibly can in his own case and lets all the suffering he witnesses in others wash off his back without troubling himself about it sufficiently to do anything to engage or relieve it, indulging instead what he himself admits is his emblematic essence as a man, the “truant disposition” (1.2.169) which he confesses as his true modus vivendi. Marcus Aurelius repeatedly urges the injured to “instruct the malicious” (Miola 46) as a portion of Stoic self-discipline; but Horatio never shows the slightest sign of facing up to the various senses of ‘care’ required to exercise the great Stoic’s counsel. What, pray tell, has kept Horatio at Elsinore and away from his studies at Wittenberg for well over the two months, since, by his declaration, he journeyed there solely to ‘pay his respects’ to his friend and the memory of the former king? More strangely yet, what keeps him thereafter at court for the extended period of time required to have allowed Hamlet to be exiled to England and return, a season long enough to have allowed Laertes time, concurrently, to mount an insurrection with his band of lawless resolutes? Without any textual explanation whatever offered in either instance, we are forced to take him at his word—nothing more substantial than truancy.
The truth is Horatio proves throughout at least as much of a fawning court ‘hanger-on’ as his considerably more voluble mirror image, Osric, a man to whom both he and Hamlet blindly presume an unquestioned superiority of character, their ‘gull’ (that is, “waterfly,” “chough,” “lap-wing,” and elaborately plumed “Ostricke” in Q2–4) being good merely for a few cheap laughs. Idling in mockery of a fool they will not instruct, both the sophomoric prince and his complacent sidekick remain inexplicably content to diddle away the little precious time they both now agree remains to Hamlet, cavorting together in tittering bemusement when neither has even begun to ponder what plan might be effective if Hamlet is to proceed judiciously and with pragmatic hope of success against the king, a man they both have come to know will stop at nothing to see Hamlet soon dead. Horatio may identify Osric as a “lapwing” that “runs away with the shell on his head” (that is, blindly and foolishly), in so saying rightly satirizing Osric’s ‘flighty’ tendency to flee unpleasant confrontations like the one to which Horatio has just been witness. Osric has indeed hastily retreated as soon as he’s realized that his barely hatched effort at impressing both the hero and his valet alike with his own importance fell so flat. But while it will understandably seem like splitting hairs to many, the ironic fact to be noted from that encounter is that Osric actually displays more dignity and good sense in this one chance he has to impress than Horatio does in his handful of cameos. Even more than the aptly named Osric/Ostricke, Horatio’s penny-wise and pound-foolish response to the world is to put his head in the sand rather than face and resolve the trials it can present. Osric at least has enough sense to take his head out of the sand long enough to know when to cut and run. Truant that Horatio is, he can talk a good game, but he has as much trouble following through as his friend—for better reasons—does in delivering on the vow he made to his father’s spirit and the seeming troth he once plighted (if she’s to be believed) to Ophelia.

Take, for instance, how dismally these friends fail to deliver on the promise they make to one another before The Mousetrap is staged to compare notes afterwards, examine the evidence they hope to elicit from it, and determine a judicious verdict on Claudius’ guilt or innocence, having carefully “noted” him during its performance. Instead of a conscientious review of the evidence, we are treated to the less than edifying spectacle of two odd ornithological specimens—one hooting and shrieking in his manic presumption regarding the guilt demonstrated by the king’s hasty exit, while the other puts his head in the sand, neither confirming nor denying the validity of his crowing friend’s new self-certainty. In a self-important parody of judicial restraint Horatio declares only that he has indeed dutifully and “very well” (3.2.268) noted what Hamlet had asked him to keep his eye on at the performance, but then he refuses to
do anything more than figuratively stroke his chin. Caught up short by the fact that his friend does not share his antic glee and will not comment further, Hamlet presses him to declare something more regarding his judgment about what he did see so very well; but Horatio remains unwilling to commit himself to anything more than a reiteration of his previous equivocation. Neither confirming the conclusion to which his friend has now jumped nor willing to declare the reasons for his hesitation, in self-protective fear of giving offense, all Horatio can summon is a place-holding dodge to avoid the ire he fears should his disagreement set the volatile prince off. So much for the judicious deliberation we had been promised. Both of them were all talk and no follow through, displaying no “native [that is, ‘healthy’] hue of resolution”—neither of will nor of shared predicament. They may have talked sincerely about working together to see what might be seen, but it is difficult to deliver on that promise with one irritating peacock shrieking at another strange bird whose head’s in the sand.

The remainder of the incidents in which Horatio figures only confirms this darkly comical pattern in his behavior. Early on, among his fellow watchmen, he had expatiated volubly and learnedly about the possible significance of such portents. Much of that talk was ominous, as when, by Horatio’s account, “the sheeted dead / Did squeak and gibber in the Roman streets” as “precurse” (1.1.121) to the assassination of Julius Caesar. In his very real fear, but also in order to seize the ready opportunity to impress his fellows, he grandly opines that the Ghost’s appearance “bodes some strange eruption to our state” (1.1.69). Yet, despite this suspicious threat to social order he has trumpeted and his conclusion that at the cock’s crow the Ghost “started like a guilty thing / Upon a fearful summons” (1.2.148–9), an “extravagant and erring spirit” (1.1.154), the extravagant and erring Horatio violates his clear obligation to the chain of military command—an even more serious crime in a time of anxious preparations for war—and unaccountably urges his fellow guards not to report what they’ve seen to the king’s men, but, rather, to young Hamlet alone. That surprising truancy is rendered even odder by our subsequent discovery that his delivering his bombshell will be the first personal contact he will have made at Elsinore with his neglected friend, despite the good intentions he might well have had in coming to court. Perhaps, in his contemplating the delivery of this dramatic news, Horatio subliminally imagines he can bypass his shame for his negligence and displace in the prince’s consciousness any lingering sense of offense Hamlet may have taken from Horatio’s failure to express his condolences. Thus, delivering earth-shattering news might summarily re-position him in the grateful prince’s good graces. In any case, this much is sure. When he does drop the bombshell, he mentions nothing
of his earlier fears of ominous eruptions threatening the state, his suspicions of the Ghost’s guilt, or the likelihood that the vagrant spirit may be up to no good, etc. Instead, he speaks only of the “marvel” (1.2.94) he and the others have seen, urging Hamlet to “season your admiration” (1.2.192) until Horatio has had an opportunity to impress him with what he later will call the “wondrous strange” (1.5.163) nature of their sighting, a vision that “would have much amazed” (1.2.233) Hamlet as well had he been privy to it. Apparently he thinks it ill-advised to mention that he thought the Ghost looked “like a guilty thing” started “by a fearful summons” (1.2.148–9). Instead, he now reports to Hamlet with unexceptional neutrality that at the “morning cock [crow],” the Ghost simply “shrunk in haste away / And vanished” (1.2.218-9). Though we do not know what the true case may be with the Ghost, the one spirit we can be certain has started like a guilty thing from fear and has “shrunk in haste away,” an “erring spirit” that “hies / To his confine” (1.2.154-5)—Osric-like—is Horatio himself as he sacrifices full disclosure in a matter of extreme importance to the idle hope to make a successful first impression in greeting his powerful friend. His fear is not for Hamlet or the nation, but only that he not suffer any unpleasantness or spiritual discomfort. Only too happily will he present himself to the prince with air-brushed good news, the deliverer of an amazing revelation that in one fell swoop promises to return Hamlet’s father to him even as it elevates the messenger’s value in the prince’s eyes. Horatio may well have initiated his journey to the Danish court in order to ‘pay his respects’ to the prince and Old Hamlet’s departed spirit; but the truant fact is that he has not made good here (and, indeed, never will) on that obligation. Hence the ironic truth the poet hides in plain sight in the seemingly self-deprecating jest Horatio delivers when first identifying himself to his friend: “your poor servant ever” (1.2.162).

Our guilty thing shrinks away in haste again thereafter when the watch reassembles to wait upon the Ghost for a second time. A self-protecting Horatio almost immediately indulges a thought clearly beyond the reach of his or anyone’s soul when he presumptuously concludes that the Ghost wordlessly beckons Hamlet but no one else

to go away with it
As if it some impartment did desire
To you alone. (1.4.58-60)

Horatio reconsiders promisingly when moments later he argues that Hamlet should resist heeding the Ghost’s fearful summons because of the danger to him in doing so; but as soon as the fevered prince—desperate, in his grief, to communicate with the father he’s lost—threatens violence
to anyone who should try to stop him, his friend bravely backs away from him to a safer remove. Nor does he then insist on following the friend he had but a moment ago rightly warned of danger; indeed, it takes a direct challenge from the soldierly Marcellus ("Nay, let's follow him" [91]) to rule out of order the comfortable piety ("Heaven will direct it" [90]) behind which Horatio would have hid if he had been left to his own devices. Then, when they do later discover Hamlet miraculously safe and half-sound, instead of some expression of relief and anxious inquiries as to whether the prince suffered any harm in his absence from his friends, Horatio greets the prince with a curious non sequitur: "What news, my lord" (118)? Apparently Horatio’s most abiding concern is not the poorly served prince at all, but what novel and dramatic divertissements Hamlet’s adventures might gin up for his university chum.

In a comparable moment later in the play, as Ophelia is exiting from her disturbing audience with the king and queen, clearly raving, the queen orders Horatio and the unnamed gentleman with him to "Follow her close; give her good watch, I pray you" (4.5.72). This is the second of the three occasions in the play (all of which “inform against” him) when Horatio will have been asked to put himself out on another human being’s behalf—however minimally—and in each case he fails to follow through on the simplest of duties required of him. Had Horatio followed the queen’s orders dutifully, Ophelia’s death could well have been averted. But once again, as in Act 1, when he found Hamlet after the prince’s encounter with the Ghost, he subordinates human compassion and concern for someone else in profoundly troubled circumstances to his own idly self-indulgent desire to keep himself abreast of the latest news so that he might not miss a thing. When we next see him, after Ophelia has made another entrance, raving unattended, we find out he has shirked Gertrude’s orders for nothing more than his impatient curiosity to learn the “news” content of the message he suspects has been sent to him in letters from Hamlet in exile—a matter that clearly could have waited.

Horatio’s final appearance in the play does nothing to break this mold. Yet again he fails to obey a royal command to perform an important task. Once left to his own devices, he immediately sacrifices that obligation to maintain instead an undisturbed place at court for himself, the goal that has unfailingly been this hanger-on’s sole and unspoken priority. At his passing, Hamlet begs his friend (three times) to “report my cause aright” (5.2.323) so that the “unsatisfied” Danes might know his execution of Claudius was not an act of treason or criminal regicide, but what the prince imagines it to be—a just retribution. We know, of course, that Hamlet’s dying wish that his name be cleared of any wrongdoing in this gruesome debacle could only amount to putting lipstick on a dead pig, notwithstanding how loving and artful the effort. But Horatio makes
short work of the undertaker’s art—his preliminary and sole characterization of the bloody mess on display before the court’s bewildered onlookers decidedly opaque. It may initially appear that he takes seriously this last opportunity to express devotion to the prince; yet almost as soon as he undertakes the task, the discomforts and complications it would cause him to contend with (and perhaps answer for) lead him to ignore and defer it to a later occasion. Ignoring any urgency to defend his friend’s honor, he instead truantly ‘plays for time’ to orchestrate the testimonial that will give him the best opportunity to control his message for his own benefit. In adding to the suspense now, he pointlessly withholds and delays the disclosure that Fortinbras already has Hamlet’s support for his election as the next king of Denmark for no better reason than to preserve his own control of the present spotlight as long as he can. On some later occasion, he declares in pontification, he will disclose to “the yet unknowing world / How these things came about” (364–5), the prince’s corpse a staged backdrop to the grandstanding oration he will by then have carefully crafted. When an envious Fortinbras (as ever “pricked on by emulate pride”) tries to displace him from the spotlight Horatio has seized to declare the interloper’s own impatient and questionable right to the throne and, thus, his centrality in this dramatic scene (“claim[ing] my advantage” [375]), Horatio doggedly refuses to yield it, affirming an ersatz magisteriality all his own: “Of that [Fortinbras’ future ascendancy] I shall have also to speak” (5.2.376) in the yet grander star turn he now contemplates for himself. It will be a performance carefully scripted and rehearsed for maximum impact, his glory in delivering it heightened by the anticipation in his audience such a magnificent state funeral’s delay will have generated in the meantime. Horatio’s self-aggrandizing fantasy means that he will not—whether literally or figuratively speaking—ever satisfy the “unsatisfied” (not alone the mystified witnesses to this bloodbath but also Hamlet in his dying request of him) within the play’s confines, as he, with nothing on his mind but to steer clear of any taint to himself personally, slyly ignores the prince’s dying request.

The immediate impact of his actions here is to keep the dumbfounded bystanders at Elsinore in the dark, deepening rather than clearing up their (and our) unanswered questions. Truth be told, Horatio’s thoroughly ambiguous, obfuscational stall for time and his desire to steal the spotlight for himself from the principal actors on this tragic stage are not nearly as impressive as he would like to think and hope they are. Indeed, sooner or later, it should dawn on us that what he has orchestrated here is nothing more than another “maimed rite” in a play already filled with them. Despite its show of superficial pomp and circumstance, Horatio’s intended interment of Hamlet and the others (both literal and figurative burial) is but a “hugger-mugger” cover-up comparable to the one a crafty Claudius
arranged for Polonius earlier with equally self-regarding purposes. Each man’s half-baked, hastily hatched plans to dispense with the maimed bodies (and any explanations) are not the generosities to loved ones they pretend to be (he, to Hamlet; the king, to Gertrude), but instead a self-protective means of side-stepping embarrassing questions about their possible complicity in criminal truancies the citizenry might well raise if a complete airing of the questionable case were to occur. In telling Gertrude of his plans, Claudius tried to sell the decision to conduct the hasty interment of Polonius and dispense with an open public inquest regarding Hamlet’s questionable assault as a gesture of love and special favor to his bride and her son; but the audience knows (if she, too, has not by then also seen) that it is a wholly self-serving charade. Horatio’s analogous purposes here may be harder to detect, but once seen for what they are, they prove nothing but a self-serving truancy of their own. In them, a mere hanger-on maneuvers for a place of prominence at court, knowing that a more straightforward effort to reestablish the prince’s honor would have put him in the unenviable position of having to answer for his own questionable behavior all along as a silent accessory to the prince’s wild and whirling excesses.

If Rosenkrantz and Guildenstern’s deaths may not be near Hamlet’s conscience, we know they are somewhat nearer Horatio’s. He knows he would have a most difficult, if not impossible time trying to justify the prince’s condemnation of his former friends to summary execution (“not shriving-time allowed” [5.2.47]) at the hands of the British, especially since there was no proof whatever that the message bearers even knew the contents of the sealed orders they were carrying. How could Horatio have ignored those “casual slaughters,” “deaths” brought on by “forced cause,” and not have spoken up to protest them, calling up short Hamlet’s wild excesses in some way? More fearfully yet, how can Horatio hope to avoid tough interrogation and perhaps even harsher punishment based on his complicity with the prince’s treacherous intent to assassinate a duly elected king on mere suspicion of fratricide, compelling proof for which is even now not demonstrable. Little wonder, then, that Horatio finds silent discretion here the better part of valor. Having, like Osric, tried out a few verbal impenetrabilities designed to impress, he beats a hasty retreat from saying anything more. Horatio’s having said, pregnantly, that the king “never gave the commandment for their [Rosenkrantz and Guildenstern’s] deaths” (5.2.358) and then saying no more, only heightens the curiosity of the onlookers and survivors. His tantalizing vaguenesses—even more befuddling than Osric’s pretentious cant—(“unnatural acts,” “accidental judgments,” “casual slaughters,” “deaths put on by cunning and forced cause” [5.2.366–68]) merely spur the mute audience’s yearning for answers to their unaddressed questions, since these assessments can mean little or nothing definite to them in such a confounding formulation.
Chapter One

Even we—the play’s other unsatisfied audience—knowing more about the background of this catastrophe than its survivors on stage—cannot determine from Horatio’s obscure mouthings any way to differentiate Hamlet’s behavior from that of the other victims caught up in this villainous havoc. If the unsatisfied are seriously hoping to hear something that can be construed as meaningful from the performance we’ve just been promised—both by Horatio and, indeed, by the entire play—they’re not going to get it here at play’s end. “Is this the promised end?” (5.3.264) Kent had moaned in despair at the conclusion of King Lear. Absent that comment’s eschatological directedness, we might well ask the same question here. Is there no end to this? The answer lies buried in an unwitting prophecy Hamlet earlier made: “thus bad begins and worse remains behind” (3.4.183) because the aptly named Fort-in-bras (‘brave in arms’ or, less flatteringly the ‘strong-armer’), spurred on by naked opportunism and a notable absence of honorable substance, is enabled to ease into his ascendancy by the power vacuum the play’s events have generated. In the final analysis, Horatio’s dodgy gambit at the end blares the false bonhommie of the carnival barker hurrying suckers into his tent to eye the ‘wonders’ he has in store for them (“This way to the egress”)—satisfying moral discriminations of any sort be damned. With friends like these, “poor servants ever,” who needs enemies? Hegel has the final word on the craven role Horatio has played in Hamlet’s lonely agony. The hero is not a hero to his valet—not because the hero is not a hero, but because the valet is a valet.

THE REMAINDER OF THE SUPPORTING CAST

Horatio’s improvised bid to steal the spotlight at the end (a damnably clownish improvisation of the first order when the “necessary question” with which the play is concerned should instead have taken rightful priority) serves as an emblem of the play’s dramaturgical oddity throughout. Interludes and eddying mini-dramas in which bit players figure prominently repeatedly insert themselves into the thick of things, inconsequentially intervening between Act 1’s promise of retaliation and that promise’s unsatisfying enactment in the final scene’s indiscriminate bloodletting. Nearly the entire play is, in effect, a long, pregnant pause between an unholy conception and a stillbirth. The intervening material is but a dramaturgical equivalent of the analogously inconsequential “pause” (2.2.458) the blood-drenched avenger, Pyrrhus, makes—hearing Troy’s walls collapse (read Elsinore)—before the unabated and unslaked fury of his blind vengefulness delivers its shameless coup de grace on Priam, that sitting duck already badly weakened by greatly advanced
years. As seemingly beside the point in terms of dramatic centrality as Priam and Hecuba, the hapless supporting cast of *Hamlet* is but a spume that plays upon a ghostly paradigm of things—that duel to the death between the play’s seemingly “mighty opposites” (5.2.62) in which all non-combatants exist, dramatologically speaking, merely to meet grisly ends in their crossfire’s collateral damage. Though the two principals’ battle to the death will not prove the ghostly paradigm itself either in any final analysis, our anticipation of the decisive contest between them is at least the subcutaneous spine that alone allows the play to propel itself with some sense of direction and a modicum of tragic gravitas.

Just how near the heart of the dramatological matter the duel between these two lies declares itself in the emblematic verbal exchange that initiates the play.

Bernardo: Who’s there?  
Francisco: Nay, answer me. Stand and unfold yourself. (1.1.1–2)

Though these jumpy commands’ more profound figural resonances will require fuller address later, even the exchange’s most superficial pertinence is rich with schematic implication because it identifies the underlying current carrying the play’s hesitant action forward. Two armed men, each ‘in the dark’ and ever anxiously fearful of threats to their very existence from unseen quarters, try to defend themselves as best they can even as they threaten anyone who might represent harm to them. For Bernardo and Francisco, read the prince and his uncle. With legitimate authority uncertain, each one wary of the other, they spend the better part of their interaction—deadly weapons at the ready—trying to determine with some certainty how profound a danger each one’s continued existence poses to the other, the thrust and parry of their acting a tense rehearsal for the deadly contest that may yet prove necessary. Guards armed for self-defense, nephew and uncle each presume and assert a position of authority from which to demand satisfaction from the other. Mimicking the guards who open the play, personal terror having seized both of them, little else matters to this pair than that the other may be a deadly threat to their very lives. The neglected essence, however, is that neither concerns himself with a guard’s most central duty—the protection of the commonweal.

The analogy breaks down at this point, however. Deadly contestation is not avoided between the play’s jittery leads as it is between the guards. Once king and nephew have determined that the other is indeed sworn enemy and thus deadly threat rather than friend to Denmark (a fact of deeper symbolic import than either apprehends), in the finale deadly swordplay erupts and then just as abruptly ends, each man’s rapier having proved
unbated—literally and figuratively—with a “fell incensed point” (5.2.61).\footnote{ unbated—literally and figuratively—with a “fell incensed point” (5.2.61).11} Lancing the boil cannot remedy an infection this deep. In the end, as at the outset, the time remains out of joint; indeed “something” still remains “rotten in the state of Denmark” (1.5.90), figured in the ascendancy of the corrupt opportunist about to be acclaimed the nation’s next king, his lawlessly ambitious path conveniently cleared by this killing field littered with the last murdered remnants of the Danish royal house.

The disquieting fact of Fortinbras’ ascendancy must deeply trouble (if not completely undermine) any faith that the divine ordination that “shapes our ends, / Rough-hew them how we will” (5.2.10–11) can have operated providentially here.\footnote{ The disquieting fact of Fortinbras’ ascendancy must deeply trouble (if not completely undermine) any faith that the divine ordination that “shapes our ends, / Rough-hew them how we will” (5.2.10–11) can have operated providentially here.12} It would seem that the prince’s trust in providence, upon which he fabricated a degree of spiritual peace and resignation after his sea rescue, was as much a heedless ‘shot in the dark’ as the more literal stab at his duty when he eviscerated Polonius. Hamlet’s final rapier thrust was just as disastrous as the first: the prince’s bet on it as a final solution as much a losing one as his assumption that the king lay hidden behind the arras in Gertrude’s closet. For over a century now the focus of debate has been how right-mindedly or profoundly spiritual Hamlet’s resignation to the divine will in fact was in the play’s latter stages; but the larger question rendering such fine theological controversy beside the point is whether the divine will and ordination of events is anywhere to be seen at all in the deadly mayhem with which the play ends, divinity itself—to our befuddlement—seemingly ‘missing in action’ even as the final scene’s headlong battle royal merely “cries on havoc” (5.2.349) and nothing more constructive.

The final scene does clarify this much. The unseen cancer in Denmark’s body politic has not proved a mere dislocation to be “set right” by a lonely hero’s violent action presumptively designed to wrench the commonwealth into healthy function again. The body politic’s deeper malaise is an unseen “imposthume” (4.4.27), an untreated abscess, long at its poisoning work throughout the societal body (Claudius and Hamlet in this being but two of its diseased organs). At the final scene’s convulsion, that abscess bursts fatally and “shows no cause without / Why [the body] dies” (4.4.28–9). But thereafter, the “foul disease” remains to “feed / . . . on the pith of [Denmark’s] life” (4.1.22–3), undiagnosed. In every citizen of Elsinore a “vicious mole of nature” remains, a “dram of evil / [that] Doth all the noble substance . . . doubt [that is, ‘obliterate’] / To [their] own scandal” (1.4.24.35–7). This undiagnosed poison, a pervasive moral lassitude, can do nothing but continue to “damn” them so long as the Danes let this untreated “canker of our nature come / In further evil” (5.2.68–70).

Things are no longer ‘so particular with’ the prince as he had once imagined them to be now that he lies indistinguishable from the other corpses splayed about the stage, all having fallen prey (as much figura—
tively as literally) to this very same poison working its destruction from within. In Claudius’ having relegated dueling duties to Laertes and in Hamlet’s having ‘played along’ with the ominous ‘practice’ of those he knew to have reason to want him dead, even the play’s leads figuratively consign themselves to ‘supporting’ roles in a lethal action whose upshot leaves its principals as inconsequential to the play’s unsatisfactory resolution as any of the other guilty victims littering the stage. Once this paroxysm makes the stage bleed, it would seem the ‘rest’ should be but the ‘silence’ of the Elsinore audience mystified by the unexplained cause of the carnage before them. But that still, small voice in the fearful silence gets no chance to register properly, however, because it is almost immediately ‘shouted down’ or buried, first by Horatio’s distracting play for the spotlight and then by Fortinbras’ busy, hastily concocted arrangements for a military burial for Hamlet—both men’s actions awkward and ill-concealed efforts to obscure the aporia resulting from this disastrous muddle, theirs but a “flattering unction” that “will but skin and film the ulcerous place / Whiles rank corruption, mining all within, / Infects unseen” (3.4.149;151–3). The self-assertiveness of Fortinbras here represents but another “maimed rite” of interment covering up crime, a hugger-mugger affair designed simply to establish the authority of the amoral militarism Fortinbras himself embodies, covering over criminal aggression with a show of dignified order. Without any conscientious examination of the military honors he hastily confers on Hamlet in wholesale ignorance of the circumstances, the factitious pageantry he orders (complete with dead march and muskets and cannon firing hollowly) stands as a dignifying pretense that clearly does not do justice to the squalid reality before us. The settling smoke from the discharges is no more than an obscuring pall drifting over the dead bodies. No proper winding sheet honoring the dead, it is instead a ghastly postscript devoid of substance, full of sound and fury signifying nothing of note, communicating nothing more meaningful than dumb show and volleys of noise as it dissipates into thin air. Symbolically speaking, Fortinbras’ makeshift spectacle is no honorable state funeral for Hamlet; it noises instead an unwitting dirge for and nonsensical tribute to the corrupted state of Denmark truantly ready to yield responsible self-rule to a loose Norwegian cannon presuming to direct its destiny.

The battle to the death between seeming hero and villain does not, then, definitively identify the ghostly paradigm haunting this play. The ultimate reality to be reckoned with here is, instead, a monstrous alastor—the devouring spirit of vengeance itself13—hunting down hero and nation alike, the only divinity shaping their rough hewing, the merciless justice the goddess Nemesis herself enacts. In a characteristically extravagant and erring pronouncement, Hamlet identifies his impending war with
Claudius as a battle of “mighty opposites.” But the dramaturgical expectation this pronouncement sets up does not square with the less flattering characterological realities. The last scene may promise an Armageddon-like battle pitting good against evil, but the reality fails to live up to that billing. In a symbolic sense more profound than that realized by the plot resolution’s irresolution, Claudius and Hamlet are neither “mighty” nor, indeed, even “opposites.” This is no final and definitive battle between good and evil, but an ill-planned and hapless scrum, a battle in which good (Hamlet) is not wholly good (and certainly not resolutely so) nor evil (in the person of Claudius) without forsaken merit. The battle between the forces they represent is not the long-awaited and decisive triumph of good over evil, but an indiscriminate bloodbath. Good has not triumphed: though one evil has been eradicated, good in the process has ‘fallen prey to evil’ in evil’s collapse on itself. With Laertes, Hamlet has been snared in the trap sprung on both of them, each equally “woodcocks” to the “springe” (1.4.115). Evil’s eradication, having compromised good in its seeming extermination, simultaneously proves, *ipso facto*, its own resurrection and triumph in the person of Fortinbras waiting in the wings. Fortinbras’ meritless assault on Poland is but prelude. Under his lawless rule, Denmark’s future history, even more monstrously than its immediate past and deplorable present, will be little more than a slaughter bench. Despite what merit in them we may have come to appreciate along the way, Hamlet and Claudius have merely “spread . . . compost on the weeds” (3.4.155).

If Hamlet unknowingly overestimates his and his antagonist’s “mighty” powers, just as misprizingly he misconstrues the extent to which they remain discrete “opposites” warring upon each other to the death. In comparing his uncle to his father, a son blinded by love and loss clearly exaggerates the absolute nature of the distinction between his elders (“Hyperion to a satyr”) since, in fact, both father and uncle have recapitulated Cain’s crime. Just as invidious is his comparison of himself to his uncle because each is identical in licensing surreptitious fratricidal violence.14

Several generations ago now, G. Wilson Knight made what was at the time an astonishing claim: had it not been for Hamlet haunting Elsinore with the spirit of death he incarnates, the court and its new ruler would be the very picture of vigor and health. One does not have to credit his *reductio ad absurdum* to concede, however, that there are worthy and readily redeemable dimensions in Claudius’ character, notwithstanding his vilenesses. From his first appearance before us, we witness a man paying proper homage to civic proprieties, demonstrating his wise conceptions and capacity for thoughtful rule. In the entire play he never fails to show respect and concern for the queen. Indeed, even when he finally sacrifices her to his devices in the final scene, he does so with obvious horror and
a heavy heart. Most importantly, though he doesn’t act on his best impulses, repeatedly he shows in asides and at prayer that he is waging a battle with feelings of remorse for what he has done and for the continuing thralldom to sin he finds himself too weak to resist: feelings of remorse and regret over sinful habitation, ironically enough, with which, for his part, we never see or hear Hamlet similarly concern himself. Though the clever way he manipulates Laertes’ impulse to avenge Polonius’ death to the service of his own deadly purposes in Act 4 dramatizes his villainy as nothing before has, even that repulsiveness could never rival in our imaginations the frisson of terror Iago or Antony’s Octavius inspires virtually every time they speak. We would never mistake him—as we do them—for the devil himself nor shiver at his reach and accomplishment. Indeed, he seems to have as much difficulty nerving himself to villainy as Hamlet does to violent retribution. Despite having killed once, he seemingly finds it difficult to bring himself to do it again; and when he does, he attempts it through the distancing agency of intermediaries. Just as in the curiously truant decision to allow Fortinbras’ army of lawless resolutes to ‘occupy’ and thus jeopardize Denmark’s national defense, so, too, his curious patience with Hamlet’s increasingly threatening behavior risks his own safety and the nation’s political stability when acting more preemptively would have rid him of the problem his nephew represents. The Hamlet of Act 5 is, then, not the first figure in this play to take reckless and inexplicably gratuitous risks with his own well-being, cooperating with his sworn enemy without protest or plan for self-defense. In this narrowly specific sense, in their battle to the death, uncle and nephew are not opposites so much as nearly identical twins—indeed, “a little more than kin” if decidedly less than “kind” to one another (1.2.65). If Hamlet has trouble living up to his billing as hero, Claudius has trouble living up to his as villain—especially when we consider that the trap Claudius finally sets for his nephew proves as faulty a device by which to reach his goals as Hamlet’s Mousetrap does his, both men identical in overestimating the reach of their own cleverness.

There is a most suggestive aptness in Shakespeare’s having given the Norse Hamlet’s uncle the Roman name, Claudius. In speaking of the Roman emperors from Tiberius to Nero, Braden notes that “only Claudius escapes the charge of criminal savagery, and that largely by having to answer to one of radical incompetence” (Braden 110). An able administrator, Claudius was led on by his passion for his new wife to adopt her son, Nero (cf.3.3.362), and then name him his successor, as Claudius does Hamlet. The emperor, like Hamlet’s uncle, only discovers belatedly what a mistake that had been, but too late to protect him from suffering death for it—and from poison no less. The similarities in the two scenarios are two extensive to be merely coincidental.
So recessive is his uncle’s villainy in the early stages of the play and so patiently restrained his responses to his nephew’s antic needling and provocations that Hamlet’s claiming him as his “mighty opposite” can only be credited as another example of the prince’s “wild and whirling words.” Mighty opposites? Hamlet protests too much. Though his uncle is undoubtedly not prepared to acknowledge it, in Acts 1–3 Claudius plays, not a shared lead (an odd word to feature in this theater of arrested development), but a decidedly ‘supporting role’ in the action; and even when in Acts 4 and 5 he stirs to action, he does so nearly from the wings, delegating the battle’s defining engagement to a man he considers an underling. In this restricted sense, Claudius is no more consequential than the other ancillary players in the cast. Though in some ultimate sense his nephew likewise plays but a supporting role in this tragic spectacle, dramaturgically speaking, only he commands the stage before us from first to last, trying desperately (if in less than an ‘accomplished’ manner) to enact a worthy fate. Even more than his father’s ghost, Hamlet looms before us demanding our response and estimation of the mystery he incarnates, the “questionable” (1.4.43) authority he asserts as compelling and essential to our own futures as old Hamlet’s bewildering manifestation and command were to him.

Hamlet is quite correct to warn anyone within the sound of his own voice:

’Tis dangerous when the baser nature comes
Between the pass and fell incensed points
Of mighty opposites; (5.2.60-2)

but he does not demonstrate the conscientious wherewithal, in Ophelia’s words, to “reak his own rede” (1.3.51). The battle royal the play most meaningfully records, a contest fought to a mortal draw, is not so much that between Claudius and his nephew, but the unseen battle between the opposing sides of Hamlet’s own character and divided soul engaged in an unresolved duel to the death, about which we see only glimpses. The most ironic fact about the much-remarked ‘irresolution’ in our hero’s character is decidedly not that in it he may not display the stomach of a true warrior, but that all the bravery he shows in battle goes for nought—nothing, that is, but the engineer hoist on his own petar in the explosion that goes off unexpectedly as he idly awaits a propitious moment to rig it, an explosion that (along with the other victims he destroys by it also) fordoes his own “baser nature”—his own frail human flesh goaded and spurred from within until the sore beast so unfeelingly whipped simply breaks down completely and gives out in Act 5’s wholesale abdication of self-determination in Hamlet. Thus the prince unwittingly adds to the lightly regarded collateral human damage he consistently disdains in his
elitist contempt. The most neglected and forgotten victim of the war on which the play centers is Hamlet himself. “Frailty” (1.2.146) is not the contemptible prerogative of women, as the newly misogynistic prince presumes; it inheres (as the unheeded idiom ‘human frailty’ testifies) in one and all. Like the rest of us, the prince is a pitiable failure: an actor with a terrible case of flop sweat awaiting his great moment on the stage who, when that scene unexpectedly begins, is not yet prepared for it and is, therefore forced to improvise—and it shows. Ever since he made his vow to his father’s ghost in Act 1, he has done nothing but torture himself in a monomaniacal push to ready himself for the heroic destiny he feels called upon to enact, only to find now dying, that he has jeopardized decent reviews by not yet having done enough to perfect the role. Momentarily he thinks to redress that failure by begging Horatio to explain to the audience he had hoped to impress what he had had in mind for the part all along; but even that proves too much for his fraying nerves and he flees into the wings, completely broken, waving even Horatio off in his final capitulation to a proud despair (“the rest is silence” [5.2.343]) in which, without knowing it, he has been caught up from the start.

Pitiable as this shame may be to witness, it is yet worse to suffer. No one could well survive what Hamlet has put himself through. Though the desperate warrior / simpleton (Amleth / Amlothi’s name in Old Norse paradoxically means both) is never kind enough to himself to realize the sympathetic irony, the only truly ‘accomplished’ thing he manages in the course of his self-chosen trials is to beat his own human frailty senseless. The avenger’s part for which he was preparing himself could not ever have been performed well, even if it had been performed capably. The self-torture involved in his trying to nerve himself to it was not worth the candle. The problem is not that Hamlet is not brave; it is that, like Fortinbras, his “mettle” is “unimproved” (1.1.96). It is not that he is not resolute; it is that, “lawless resolute” himself, he drives his beast to ruin as thoughtlessly as Fortinbras drives his “lawless resolutes” to their meaningless deaths. Like them, he, too, fights unyieldingly for a patch of ground—an airy nothing, truth be told—too insubstantial to bury his war’s casualties, a terra incognita no less fictional than the self-deceivingly misguided sense of personal honor spurring Fortinbras on to his atrocities. Overtly irresolute as Hamlet’s behavior among men may in fact be, his problem is not that he lacks committed courage; it is that his unyielding will to fulfill his vow to the Ghost has never and could never possess the “native hue” of robust health because it has been “sicklied o’er” from the start with the “pale cast” of the Ghost’s malice to which he has ceded the untrammeled exercise of his own conscience. Curiously enough, the prince’s deepest failing is not the exercise of too much conscience, but not enough. It is not that we should urge upon him more self-torture, but that the only
“mercy” he might serve at Elsinore would require him to “confront the visage of [his own] offense” (3.3.47).

LIFE FOREDONE

At Ophelia’s funeral, Hamlet remarks to Horatio that the “maimed rites” they’re witnessing “doth betoken / The corse they follow did with desperate hand / Foredo it own life” (5.1.195–7). Though the “churlish priest” (5.1.216) in attendance prejudges the case just as misguided (if with less fellow feeling), we know better from Gertrude’s strange account of the death than either Hamlet or the heartless priest do that Ophelia’s death was not suicidally sinful. Indeed, the gravediggers’ parody of theological hairsplitting provides all the basis one needs to make that determination with the kind of charitable confidence that would accord the insane Ophelia the benefit of reasonable doubt—certainly enough doubt to militate against the cruel judgment of the priest that “shards, flints, and pebbles” should be strewn on her grave rather than the “charitable prayers” (5.1.205–6) the influential have forced him to offer up in presiding at her funeral. The truant17 account narrated to Gertrude clearly demonstrates that in the gravediggers’ terms Ophelia did not go “wittingly” (5.1.9) to the water, but that the water came to the mad victim instead, so she cannot be deemed “guilty of [her] own death, shortens not [her] own life” (4.7.17). When she clambered up the brookside willow to hang garlands in mad grief for lost love, an “envious sliver” from the tree “broke” off (4.7.171), plunging the poor perdu willy-nilly into the water below where her clothing but momentarily buoyed her up. Seemingly “incapable of her own distress” (4.7.176), she sang afloat snatches of old lauds until her garments, now sodden, pulled her under. Had she anything of her wits about her, she would at least have registered or manifested in some way the distress she was experiencing. In truth, then, she did not go to the water, the water came to her.

If Hamlet speaks unknowingly of Ophelia’s end, he speaks accurately in symbolic terms18 of the maimed and maiming rite of attempted purification he contemplates throughout the play’s action and then impulsively enacts in stabbing and poisoning Claudius. Mad solely in “craft,” Hamlet, however, never steps, like Ophelia, beyond some degree of self-determining responsibility for his own premature demise, as his hesitant but willing participation in the concluding duel discloses. In other words, to some degree at least he goes to the water; the water does not come to him. Though he has consciously rejected suicide in several soliloquies despite its visceral appeal to him, it remains true that “with desperate hand” he does indeed “foredo”—that is, ‘willfully shorten,’ ‘do away with,’ and thus ultimately
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‘destroy’—“his own life.” The one promise he successfully keeps in the play is his unfailing insistence on ‘doing away’ with any life in which he might have engaged so that he might instead concentrate exclusively on fulfilling the Ghost’s grisly command, until the stress attendant on this fixation so wears him down that his will can barely drive his abused flesh (his “baser nature” in the crossfire unpitied) to place foot in front of foot with weary tread at tale’s end. Nowhere nearer then to a plan he can resolve to enact, he allows himself to be led on by forces other than sensible self-determination, a lamb ambling to his butchers. From then on, sadly, the water comes to him as it had to Ophelia.

Hamlet is never clinically mad: his madness is moral. Claudius says more than he can possibly realize when he declares that the prince is far “from the understanding of himself” (2.2.9). Hamlet’s mental confusion is not that he is losing his mind, but that his reflective interiority—in which he alone lives and lives alone—is blindly misdirected. The “crafty madness” (3.1.7) Polonius rightly sees as something of an act on the prince’s part, is ‘crafty,’ not so much because it is designed to deceive, but because it is morally compromised. One should not make too much of the strangely pacific state of mind in which the prince returns from his sea voyage. His newfound resignation and sense of providential design (awakened by his fortuitous rescue by the pirates) is no exit from his moral dilemma. Instead it is an implicit confession of despair on his part that anything he might think or do to resolve it is now ‘beyond him.’ In any case, his trust that “heaven will direct it” (1.4.91) will prove as hapless and disappointing as Ophelia’s unanswered prayers for the prince in his distraction (3.1.131 and 137) or Horatio’s trust that the prince will survive the lonely encounter with the ghost to which he had relegated him in Act 1. As the history of commentary on the play has repeatedly shown, Hamlet’s newly declared quietism has, in fact, proved difficult to distinguish from fatalism. Nor does the play’s denouement reward Hamlet’s presumption regarding providential design. It is true that Claudius pays with his life for his crimes; but so do Laertes, Gertrude, and Hamlet himself in the troubling ineptitude of this divine plan. A legalistic theologian might argue (as some literary divines have) that Hamlet’s own death must also occur in the proceedings to expiate his murder of Polonius; but does anyone leave the theater now convinced that in death the prince has “answer[ed] well / The death [he] gave [Polonius]? Almost no one has been able to imagine so because Hamlet’s tortured life and violent death seems a disproportionately merciless punishment for a mortal misapprehension occurring midway along his heroic trial of conscience. Can the best—or even appropriate—satisfaction for such crime a Christian God can design be an eye for an eye? Though Hamlet may return from his sea voyage thinking that providence is now steering his course, God has
little or nothing to do with directing events here. What brought Hamlet home to ‘another chance’ at the violent retribution on which he has ever recklessly gambled his life is not divine intervention, but, more emblematically, the prince’s complicity with self-regarding, antisocial renegades (both the pirates and equally—as we shall see—his father’s ghost and Hamlet himself) who prey on the commonweal’s more general good for private benefit and yet seek exoneration from any accountability for doing so. His promise to return the favor outlaws have shown him (rather than to aid the authorities in any way he can to bring them to a just account) symbolically makes of their affiliation a shameless persistence in securing license to violate the social order without personal penalty. God has not rescued Hamlet at sea: even the prince knows he remains in his self-declared “prison” (2.2.235) once back at Elsinore. His return’s illusion of freedom is but a second and equally unwitting deal with the devil, one purchasing a false favor (as he had from Old Hamlet’s ghost) from piratical ne’er-do-wells in exchange for one he will do for these forces of evil (“I am to do a good turn for them” [4.7.19–20]). When Claudius recruits Laertes to do his dirty work, saying, “But to the quick of the ulcer— / Hamlet comes back” (4.7.121–2), he unknowingly pronounces Shakespeare’s sad judgment emblematically. Hamlet is more than the ulcer paining Claudius that the usurper hopes to excise; the prince nurses within himself an ulcer that continues to eat at him, improperly diagnosed and untreated, even in these final days of his fatal dis-ease.

This verdict against the prince hides itself in open view in the dramatically ironic symbolism of a seemingly trivial bit of stage business moments prior to Hamlet’s hugger-mugger execution of Claudius. Hearing his mother cry that she’s been poisoned, the prince shouts “villainy” (296) and orders that the royal chamber’s doors be locked to prevent further evil from entering from without or escaping from within. In ignorance of its truest and most abiding source (the prince’s shouts ‘resting assured’ even this near death), he then cries: “treachery! Seek it out” (297). Thinking of prospective personal gain he might win in his defeat by opening the prince’s eyes now that he’s suffered mortally from his own villainy (and thus still contesting with the prince even as he tries to make his peace with him), Laertes belatedly confesses his part in the “foul practice.” Minimizing his own guilt and ensuring that his co-conspirator be called to greater account than himself, he lays the “blame” for the spreading blood’s stains at the king’s door (305). Urging upon the prince a painlessly facile reconciliation in self-serving mutual exoneration, he hopes to be shriven at his death so that by means of forgiveness thus readily bartered he might yet forestall any otherworldly punishment he could otherwise expect to suffer. In symbolic terms, Laertes’ last gesture unknowingly
depicts an even more deeply obscured truancy neither Hamlet nor he is prepared to apprehend in themselves.

Hamlet: Treachery! Seek it out.
Laertes: It is here, Hamlet. Hamlet thou art slain;
   No med’cine in the world can do thee good.
   In thee there is not half an hour’s life.
   The treacherous instrument is in thy hand,
   Unbated and envenomed. The foul practice
   Hath turned itself on me. (5.2.297–303)

The treachery and villainy here are not solely in the stage business at hand—that is, “out” there to be sought in others—as Hamlet presumes. Nor is the “foul practice” that has turned itself on Laertes been merely the king’s (and to a significantly lesser extent his own), as Laertes would have Hamlet imagine. Hamlet himself bears unacknowledged responsibility for “foul practice” as well, though he has not yet hatched a specific plot to kill his uncle. Indeed, his entire career in the play has been but a ‘foul practice’ or rehearsal for the foul deed he finally completes here. Nor is the treacherous instrument in Hamlet’s hand merely or even most importantly Laertes’ own envenomed rapier exchanged in the melee. It lies deeper within Hamlet, nearer the flawed heart of this courageous warrior prince trying to prove his worthiness. Hidden poison and treachery are not limited to the unabated and envenomed point of the weapon Hamlet now wields and is about to use on Claudius; hidden poison and treachery are also the lethal “instrument” of the vengeful spirit which Hamlet (and Laertes) have unabashedly brandished. The “potent poison” that the prince later declares “o’ercrows [his] spirit” (338) is not solely or most significantly the deadly concoction Laertes applied to the rapier that kills them both here. It is as well the poison first poured into his ears by the Ghost’s demand for vengeance that has ever since slowly worked its destructive way into the very essence of his person until it overwhelmed utterly the nobility of his character and “spirit”: in the process, strutting rant and idle bravado—talking a good game—ever “o’ercrowing” or ‘shouting down’ any felt need to enact some good in actuality. If he has not used daggers until now, he has, with great heart heartlessly spoken them, most famously, of course on his mother and Ophelia, stabbing and raking the defenseless hearts of those (himself included in his soliloquies) least likely to mount meaningful resistance. Surely there is no honorable bravery in making such hapless and wounded beings the target of relentless brutalities. If Hamlet never poisons anyone but Claudius literally in repayment for the poison poured into his father’s ear, for as long as he’s been on stage he has spent the better part of his time pouring the “leperous distilment”
of his own dis-eased heart and wit into the ‘sleeping’ ears (read ‘lax consciences’) of anyone at Elsinore he can harass, himself ever gleeful that his “knavish speech sleeps in a foolish ear” (4.2.20). Only an adolescent sense of outraged righteousness and its sniggering sense of moral superiority to everything it surveys can begin to explain how the prince could fail to reak his own rede in this, his conscience as asleep as everyone else’s in its way, his knavishness no less real for its having been provoked. The play’s most hidden treacheries lie not in the hands of others; they are in his own “desperate hand” that “foresdoes” the lives of so many others with his own. Where is the treachery? “It is here, Hamlet”: in the very hero now being snared by his own unseen part in it. Indeed, Hamlet’s premature death results as much from his own befouling devices as from anything that diabolically clever Laertes and Claudius have designed, fellow woodcocks whose bad intentions toward him it would take no genius to intuit and before whose ‘foul practice’ he should surely have been more wary if sensible concern for his own well-being were of any consequence to him in the offing.

In the prince there is not a half hour’s life, not simply because he has but a few minutes left to him now, literally, but because in the sum and substance of his entire career in the play since his fateful encounter with the Ghost—he vowed to ban all life and living things from human concern in favor of a foul “commandement” he remains eager to obey by sweeping to revenge. This “extravagant and erring” enthusiasm for a task that might allow a desperate child to win his father’s otherwise withheld approval is itself a sinister and death-dealing response to Old Hamlet’s extravagant and erring demand of him in their baneful pact. From that initial spiritual poisoning till the bitter end, “no med’cine in the world” can do Hamlet “good” since his deeply troubled obsession with ‘making good’ somehow on an evil promise must perforce mean that “it cannot come to good” (1.2.158), as the prince himself feared even before he made his unholy vow. Short of ‘thinking better’ of that original vow and repudiating it—something Hamlet never considers—his career must remain the obscurely tortured and sinister sickness unto death the play dramatizes.

THE SINS OF THE FATHERS

Darkly comic ironies abound at Ophelia’s burial, not the least of which is that Hamlet blindly presumes that the “desperate hand” radically foreshortening Ophelia’s life was in fact her own—and not that of the suitor who abruptly broke a sacred pledge of love to her and then butchered her father in a feverish explosion of suppressed rage, not alone against its known target, Claudius, but also unknowingly against the very powers
above him who have seemingly imprisoned him in this no-win situation. These two blunt-forced blows to Ophelia’s spirit in quick succession without a word of explanation or remorse had much more to do with the onset of her mental disorientation and madness than anything she ever did herself. In the final analysis, however, it is not how Hamlet’s desperate hand affects Ophelia that matters most to the play’s toxic effect. It is, rather, that the prince’s desperate hand fordoes itself. Hard as it may be to believe, in at least one significant judgment, the dotty Polonius once proved wiser than the disturbed prince standing over Ophelia’s grave unchastened and unabashed. Hamlet may be utterly mistaken about what cut life short in her case, but the clueless Polonius was very nearly correct when he deemed Hamlet’s distraught visit to Ophelia’s closet the “very ecstasy of love / Whose violent property fordoes itself” (2.1.102–3). The only mistake the chamberlain made in that diagnosis was to misidentify the object of that dangerous “ecstasy of love.” The threat to the young prince’s self-undoing lay, not with a most desirable maiden with whom life might well have been happily and richly multiplied; it lay, instead, in the very ecstasy of his love for and fidelity to a wraith that never demonstrates the slightest concern for anyone’s ongoing life whatever (in this, like father, like son), let alone loving fear for the particular danger his boy will face should he agree to satisfy the old mole’s sightless spite.

But in order to unpack the complicated manner in which Hamlet’s “very ecstasy of love” for his father’s spirit is to be his undoing, one needs to understand some characteristics of that love object. In the Act 1 visitation that is to haunt Hamlet ever thereafter, a self-preoccupied and self-regarding spirit expresses no fondness for nor delight in his son’s person nor regard for the young man in his past or present bereavement. Indeed, he does not offer the slightest solicitude for the prince or his people’s restoration of health and prosperity. As it will with his son after their colloquy, the spirit of vengeance has obsessively obliterated every other consideration from his consciousness. Even the consternation the Ghost expresses regarding the unshriven state of his own soul at death is a false lead. This is no soul in purgatory, but one stewing in his own juices in his private hell. His regret that his unexpected death prevented him from receiving the last sacraments is not a sign of remorse or repentance for those sins. Indeed, in his unwitting vanity, his words confess only that his sudden death “cut [him] off even in the blossoms of my sin” (1.5.76), as if what he truly resents is not that sinful state but the frustration he suffered (and still suffers even now) because his fleurs du mal never had an opportunity to bear fruit—an unfortunate state of affairs he still has hopes to remedy. In referring to his purported post-mortal torments, when he unwittingly parodies Christ’s early warning about the destiny that awaits him—“my hour is not yet come”
(cf. “My hour is almost come” [1.5.2])—he converts his purgation into a self-flattering crucifixion. He does not seem to realize that the vengeful retribution he presently hopes to deliver is no lovely bloom cut off, but an already fully developed poisoned apple, the deliciously cold taste of which he now urges his son to sample. “The serpent that did sting thy father’s life” and “now wears his crown” (1.5.39–40) is not, as the Ghost imagines, his brother alone, foul murderer though Claudius may be. The villainous “treachery is here” in the slain king himself, still yearning in his frustration and cold remorselessness that his blossoming sin may yet bear the fruit of the unseen canker within he unknowingly feeds. The “unhouseled, disappointed, unaneled” (77) state he endures (and likewise now propagates) is no irreparably lamentable loss to his soul’s possible repair but yet one more spur to frustrated revenge. Lost to their sacred function, the last rites (read, for him, his ‘last rights’) have simply been added to the hollow set of honorific signs of his own imperial worth—crown, wife, and the armorial trappings of triumphant battle glory he parades in here—Old Hamlet imagines exist alone to glorify him, whenever he should utilize them: all merely symbolic prerogatives of the absolute dominion he presumes to enjoy.

At first hearing, one might imagine that the leniency the Ghost shows Gertrude hints some concern for another—some residual protective-ness toward a woman he once cared for deeply—but renewed inspection argues that his order to spare her from violent assassination with Claudius does not imply that she occupies any treasured place in his heart; it merely demonstrates her subordinal reality as a mere woman and figurative prize of conquest when measured against the man and brother whose murderous betrayal bested Old Hamlet in contestation, those mano a mano challenges he alone truly craves: in this manner supremacy over and deference from other men imposed. The dead soldier of fortune is still “pricked on by emulate pride.” Though his brother stole upon him in deceitful ambush, Old Hamlet’s defeat at another man’s hands still stinging-ly shames his amour propre. Singling out Claudius for violent reprisal is no sign from Old Hamlet that Gertrude deserves better—or, indeed, any consideration whatever.23 Far from it, in fact. Her part in all of this is nearly beneath his contempt, like the woman herself. A murderous order of violence against her would be, as he obscurely sees it, ‘too good for her.’ He has no trouble delegating her punishment to other subordinate officers who will dispose of her for him (the judgment of “heaven” itself and “those thorns that in her bosom lodge / To prick and sting her” [86–7] for all eternity). What sticks in his craw is that some other man—any other man—should have bested him in single combat and taken his bedmate as prize (his tormentor less blood kin than a “wretch whose natural gifts were poor / To those of mine” [51–2], or, more ludicrously yet, “garbage”
to his “radiant angel” [57; 55]—this last clearly a vainglorious reference to himself, not to his better half. The Ghost shows no signs of being tortured by what could have so hardened his own brother that he could be tempted to commit fratricide. He shows no signs of worrying about the kind of damage such a man could do as a leader of Denmark. What he does demonstrate instead is the reckless spectacle of male warrior pride stung and a lust to pay his unworthy executioner back with interest, the huge risks to the proxy he is sending to do his dirty work no part of his reckoning beyond a vague pragmatic warning that the prince “Taint not thy mind” (85)—not ‘thy soul,’ mind you—presumably because a tainted mind might somehow distract his unpaid assassin from the commitment to reprisal he has summarily ordered.

The imperious warrior in full battle dress who harrows Hamlet’s soul in 1.5 is a hard taskmaster accustomed to having his will honored as law, his son but his place-holding lieutenant summoned to be given his marching orders. His first and last words to the prince (“Mark me” [1.5.2] and “Remember me” [1.5.91]) are but peremptory military ‘calls to attention’ in a directive focused on one thing alone, a repeated order to exterminate the enemy (1.5.6; 24; 34; 80). Three times in the forty lines leading up to the narrative describing his poisoning, he orders his subordinate to “hear” (97) or “List, list, O, list” (23) as he pours into his ears a poison just as deadly as that which he describes having literally been poured into his own. (No penitent from Purgatory could have made this visitation to exact spiteful tribute from a son.) Claudius, of all people, proclaims (albeit disingenuously) the absolute rule of law before which Old Hamlet stands condemned: “no place should murder sanctuarize” (4.7.125)—no place in one’s own soul and no place, for God’s sake, in one’s own son’s. He has no more right to order this vile devotion from Hamlet junior than Polonius has to order his daughter to “sugar o’er / The devil himself” with “devotion’s visage” (3.1.48–9). What Polonius had mistakenly claimed to Ophelia of Hamlet’s wooing, is true of the Ghost: it is an undetected “implorator of unholy suits / Breathing like sanctified and pious bawds, / The better to beguile” (1.4.129–31).

Having found young Hamlet “apt” (31) in taking his directive to heart, he does not linger as any loving father might, hoping against hope for more time to share his company or even express generous concern for him when his boy will again be beyond the reach of his care. The odd tag-end in his dismissal at command’s end—“Fare thee well at once (italics mine)”—discloses that this is no prayer for a beloved son’s virtue and future well-being. No reluctant wave of the hand acknowledging a sad familial separation, it is, instead, a superior officer’s dismissive wave of the back of his hand as he commands a subordinate to “fare” or ‘do’ his bidding “well” and (irony of ironies given what is to follow) without
Chapter One

the slightest delay. Though Hamlet will have endless trouble observing the letter of this corrupted law, he will be true to its meanness of spirit. After much delay, a dutiful son will execute his father’s fateful order “at once”—that is, not alone with the explosive suddenness of his rapier thrust at the spur of an unexpected moment, but, more importantly, with “not shriving time allowed” for the victim and the deadly avenger alike until, like the implorator himself, fratricide and avenger are together “sent to [their] account / With all [their] imperfections on [their] head” (1.5.78–9).

Given the portrait of the Ghost just sketched, one might well wonder how the young man who bravely dared death and risk to his soul to know what the apparition might disclose, could yet within minutes be so cowed by the Ghost’s dictatorial manner that, like Gertrude in the closet scene subjected to Hamlet’s browbeating, the prince can here completely forget his prior and original purpose and instead limply accede to the command of a questionable authority bitterly imposing itself upon him. Even as the encounter with the Ghost began, Hamlet forcefully expressed reasonable doubts about the nature and purposes of the “questionable shape” (1.4.43) before him: whether it represented a “spirit of health” or “goblin damned” sent from “heaven” or “hell” (40–1), its intents “wicked or charitable” (42); but such vital questions do not survive the interview itself. By the time he greets Horatio again he has mystifyingly jumped to the conclusion that the phantasm addressing him was an “honest ghost, that let me tell you” (1.5.138), a spirit definitively of purgatorial origin (the implication of his immediately preceding allusion to St. Patrick [136]), all his earlier dubieties now ancient history. In one of the first examples of the arrested development in the play and its hero, Hamlet may have begun this scene rather promisingly, but he subsequently finds following through on that promise insuperably difficult. What is it that could so fatefully make the prince forget himself and his thoroughly sensible doubts so completely, even though in but a few moments more he will concede thoroughgoing distaste for the task that has been imposed? (“O cursed spite / That ever I was born to set it right!” [1.5.187–8]) It cannot simply be the shock of the extraordinary reunion itself, great as that must have been, or even the accusation against Claudius the apparition had made, since any “reason” exercised that does not truantly “pander will” (3.4.89) would not on those grounds alone have yielded its antecedent questions (enumerated above) to submit so completely to the ghost’s shocking demands. What, then, urges him so persuasively to cede his own moral self-determination and unanswered queries to the Ghost’s imperious commands and manner? The answer is a familiar one. As with the first poisoned fruit proffered in Eden, reason, common sense, and moral rectitude here yield completely to an immature form of love, a love that lives in fear of the enthralling
love object’s disfavor. What makes Hamlet taste of the apple is the “very ecstasy of love / Whose violent property foredoes itself, / And leads [his] will to desperate undertakings” (2.1.102–04). Once the poison has been tasted, it “usurps immediately” Hamlet’s “wholesome life” (241) until by play’s end it has completely devoured him from within, unseen.

Polonius does not know how truly he speaks when he declares his conviction that the “origin and commencement of [Hamlet’s] grief / Sprung from neglected love” (3.2.13–4). Though Ophelia’s apparent withdrawal of her affections does not help at all, the origin of the prince’s fatal disease is another neglected love—the love a father neglects to give and his son’s self-disfiguring internalization of that neglect.24 In that drama Old Hamlet’s recent death, powerfully described by Lacan as a “hole in the real” for Hamlet, while clearly devastating, is not as important as the bereft state of the prince’s psyche ever longing for the parental deus absconditus he worships so. Though he does not realize it, he has been mourning the loss of his father from the very dawning of his consciousness. For over a century now we have been barking up the wrong tree, put off the scent by Freud.25 Ever without a caring paternal presence and loving favor in his life, he has been left alone, starving for it—now no less than ever. Boys love their fathers; boys whose fathers do not love them back, sadly, love them even more, substituting in their helpless deprivation desperate efforts to win approval for love’s generosities received and reciprocated. It takes no professional to know that when the natural impulse of childish love is blocked or stymied by parental indifference and loveless neglect, the child’s energies are perforce dammed up, their natural development (and he himself) arrested: that is to say, both ‘stymied’ and ‘imprisoned.’ Unaware that the true God and his worthy representatives on earth are wholly concerned that young life mature into the fullness of being, the arrested child, in the blind yearning of neglected love, fashions an empty idol to worship, sheathed in the impregnable armor that idol always wears, “cap-a-pe” (1.2.200), but cold to the touch. That hollow facsimile of godhead can never deliver on the promise it seemingly offers, no matter how unrelenting the yearning child’s devotion to it. Idols of their own creation, these ‘brazen calves’ have no warmly beating heart; there’s not even a half hour’s life in them. So complete is Hamlet’s arrest in the toils of this self-snaring misprision that even at his dying breath, after everything he’s endured, this false idol’s avatar—a.k.a. Fort-in-bras—a being that in the prince’s heart of hearts he secretly contemns, still gets his vote of support to be crowned king of all the Danes.

In symbolic terms, then, Old Hamlet never did defeat Old Fortinbras. Not his antagonist, but, figuratively, his double, he merely supplanted him—just as young Hamlet will supplant old Hamlet and Fortinbras, he, in his turn. Their battle to the death was never a crusade to restore a
threatened virtue, but one enthroning warrior virtu standing preeminent in their own persons, both combatants solely and separately “pricked on by emulate pride” into a wholly inconclusive and empty contest for personal supremacy, their unwitting bedevilment “sugared o’er” (or should one say, ‘feathered out’) in a dignified display of seemingly chivalrous spectacle.26 Though Hamlet knows it not, his unaltering devotion to his father—in that it models its image of nobility on the facsimile of it to which he’s been habitually exposed—is not therefore ‘true’: it is the hero worship of an arrested child, itself “pricked on by emulate pride” as well. It is an emulate pride that fails to see that the heroic honor it would show in its proud hero-worshipping humility (in comparing himself to “Hercules”—that is, his father—Hamlet readily concedes he’s a mere ‘chip off the old block’) yet emulously seeks to enthrone the son above the father by one day exceeding his battle glory, having himself now been “dared to the combat.” Having no other model of manhood to imitate, Hamlet does not (any more than Old Hamlet did his rival) ‘best’ his father in the emulate pride he simultaneously takes in him and feels toward him. Instead of ‘bettering’ his honored rival, he merely models his life blindly on him: his nobility as compromised as that of the father he worships; his inner being, as unwittingly egoistic and uncaring.

The signs of this state of arrest in Hamlet are everywhere in the prince’s behavior during the course of the play’s action. It is no accident or sign of artistic inattention that Shakespeare makes such a point of surprising audiences near play’s end with the sudden revelation that Hamlet is, in fact, some thirty years of age. The disclosure is so shocking because we subliminally recognize all along that the prince has behaved as if his age were half that. Alternatively withdrawn and ‘acting out,’ his mood desperately black or desperately black forced to put on cynical motley to hide that blackness, himself bitterly satirical toward others or, by turns, self-despising, the love he bears toward his heroic father is the only bulwark his adolescent spirit has against utter despair.

However, even in his idealizing hero worship, he cannot quite shake a sneaking suspicion he dare not interrogate or articulate that his father’s godliness may itself prove nothing but a damnable illusion (cf. 3.1.565–70 and 3.2.74). That close to the truth, his bravery falters, unable properly to pursue the thought that the hero he worships is in fact a fiction of his own creation—that is, no more a hero than he is. Were he to do so, every last thing in his universe would seem odiously diseased, his life no more than a sickness unto death. When Hamlet learns of the fashionable cachet the child actors presently enjoy, he makes an apt satirical jibe at their expense, but without the slightest recognition of the symbolic relevance of the witticism to his own personal situation. Like the child actors he mocks who threaten to throw adult troupes into complete eclipse, our child-man, too,
is unwittingly proceeding down a blind alley. He knows the child actors are on a fool’s errand in forcing their theatrical rivals into disrepute when they should know they will become “common [that is, adult] players” (2.2.232) themselves one day. But then, he is similarly blind. Unable to see any way to proceed forward in his task to his own satisfaction, the stymied prince does very little else in the play but “exclaim against his own succession” (2.2.234) in the way the child actors do, as benightedly unaware as they that soon he will have become one of those very beings he now contemns—nothing more than an interchangeable replacement for the distressingly inadequate adult actors he would do away with completely if he could. Whether muttering bleakly to himself in his soliloquies or satirizing others and the way their world goes in his antic outbursts, Hamlet never actually does anything much besides “exclaim against” this “succession,” fearful that anything more than idle talk will make him ‘like them,’ the badly flawed adults all around him he contemns. Why would any self-respecting adolescent ever want to be like the sorry adults among whom he’s been forced to drag out his days? The straight-faced answer to that question should involve a sobering hesitation. Indeed, why? Perhaps the best place to start would be with the honest admission that we sorely need each other. Only after all of us—adults and adolescents alike—realize that human frailty is our shared lot can the real satisfactions of active love finally begin to displace the hollow, isolating gaze of Narcissus we vainly worship. Only then might the realization make itself felt that we all stand in need of succor and care if our diseased condition is to be healed or at least mitigated, its straining agony to the death (even agonies as seemingly intransigent as Hamlet’s own) relieved. Only thus can a truly adult life of human acceptance for the first time deliver itself into human being.

It is a consummation for which audiences can only wish in vain in Hamlet’s case, however. The grip the Ghost maintains on his son is a deathly one. Something of the degree to which the Ghost’s visitation harrows the soul of the prince (“so horridly to shake our disposition” [1.4.55]) communicates itself in two short speeches framing their fateful encounter. When he first sees the apparition, Hamlet asks the Ghost to

\[
\text{tell me why thy canonized bones, hearsed in death,} \\
\text{Have burst their cerements; why the sepulcher} \\
\text{Wherein we saw thee quietly interred} \\
\text{Hath oped his ponderous and marble jaws} \\
\text{To cast thee up again.} \\
\text{(1.4.46–51)}
\]

The Ghost may be a disembodied spirit, but in Hamlet’s imagination at least the stench of exhumed human remains imposes itself upon him
with emetic force when the prince initially encounters it. This strange ‘resurrection’ event has no salvific overtones; it merely sickens the prince debilitatingly. The Ghost, taking no note of the extreme discomfiture and physical revulsion he has caused his son, merely beckons him on in silent withdrawal from him—iterating in that symbolic theatrical gesture the more devastatingly silent personal withdrawal with which he has always led him on. Then, when moments later he begins his narrative, he brushes aside Hamlet’s pity and refuses to “tell [him] the secrets of his prison house” [both, one presumes, the specific sins he has committed and the nature and extent of the punishment he presently suffers for them] under the pretext that doing so would

harrow up thy soul, freeze thy young blood,
Make thy two eyes like stars start from their spheres,
Thy knotted and combined locks to part,
And each particular hair to stand on end,
Like quills upon the fretful porpentine. (1.5.15–20)

Clearly Hamlet as spooked colt has already bolted from that barn. His refusal to fill Hamlet’s “ears of flesh and blood” (23) with these dark secrets is no sensible and caring effort to shield his son from harm. It is no more than a disingenuous rationalization for sparing himself disclosures that would shame him, cutting ‘his highness’ down to more human proportions as something decidedly less than the exalted monomyth before which his son has ever previously bowed in awe. In his next breath he does not hesitate to pour a “leperous distilment” (1.5.64) into his son’s “ears of flesh and blood” at least as horrific as the tortures he just refused to pronounce, since fulfilling the Ghost’s “commandement” (102) will involve the prince personally in the requirement to assassinate a duly elected king and in every likelihood get himself killed in the process, or, if not that, certainly be branded forever as a traitor to the nation for doing so on insufficiently demonstrable grounds. Were the Ghost at all attentive to anything but his own obsessive purposes, he would realize that what Hamlet has already seen and heard here means that he is presently enduring the very kinds of things the Ghost declares must not be endured by any human being intent on avoiding frightful consequences. Withholding the particulars will not spare a sensitive youth who loves and admires his father when that father tells him:

I to sulph’rous flames
Must render up myself . . .
confined to fast in fires
Till the foul crimes done in my days of nature
Are burnt and purged away. (1.5.3–4, 11–13)
The Ghost’s saying so only magnifies the unnamed horrors in the son’s imagination; it does not banish them from mind as if their auditor had never heard them referred to. Nor does he do his son any favors when he dismisses the prince’s expression of fellow feeling (“Alas, poor ghost”) as a matter of no real consequence or significance to him. Unconcerned that to speak so diminishes his child, he declares that he has more important matters to attend to now than Hamlet or any human mutuality in which they could presently participate. He opts instead to try to impress the boy by telling him, in effect, that even dead he is so strong that he can bear up under any agony alone and without anyone else’s aid. That can only intensify his befuddled child’s worship of the martial grit so much greater than his own with which his hero can endure even the most horrific distress. Thus, later, when the prince himself agrees to take up his own cross, rendering himself up to the purgatorial suffering that even thinking about his task entails, he will mimic that example of manly, self-reliant strength. Pricked on by emulate pride in trying to carry out his orders faithfully, he will make a point of turning away from sympathy or fellow-feeling from others, refusing to communicate his agony to anyone, but instead insisting on bearing up under it alone in heroic folly. Though he feels imprisoned by his double bind, he will not even consider Rosenkrantz’s wise advice: “You do surely bar the door upon your own liberty, if you deny your griefs to your friend” (3.2.311-12).

In a childhood in which he was left to raise himself, alone and bereft, in the blows that rain on him in the Ghost’s sudden visitation now, and in the incessant beating he himself will administer on his now nearly “distracted globe” (1.5.97) from this moment forward “whiles memory [of his unfulfilled vow] holds a seat there” (1.5.95–6), Hamlet never really knows what hit him, what’s hitting him now, and what will keep raining blows on him until he expires.

A chink in the seemingly impregnable armor with which his father has ever kept him at bay has at long last manifested itself. The prince believes the Ghost is honest because he so wishes that it might be so. His father actually appears to need him, and he impetuously vows, in the ecstasy of an immature love, to satisfy that need. He would do anything to seize this opportunity to win the old mole’s approval or—sad to say—die trying. Dared to the combat both by and with a corrupted and corrupting phantasm, he now lives in the benighted dream of winning his father’s favor. At an even more deeply repressed level of his conscience, he likewise foolishly imagines that with the blow required of him he may heroically slay his dragon—not, as he imagines, his vile uncle alone, but his most threatening nemesis, Old Hamlet himself, whose figurative jackboot, by triumphant virtue of the boy’s heroic accomplishment, will be hurled from his now pinioned neck. Can it be any wonder that he leaps at the
chance, even if it should mean “coup[ing] hell” (1.5.92) and erasing from memory all “fond records,” all wise “saws of books,” and all his own best thoughts (cf. 98–101)—including, perhaps most notably, the sensible queries with which he had thought to begin the interview itself privileging instead the futile effort to prove himself a man by ‘being a good boy and doing as he’s been told’?

His prey already weakened by starvation, the Ghost finds Hamlet easy pickings here. The prince is as easily manipulated by the Ghost as Laertes will be by the more transparently villainous Claudius later—and by the same means. All it takes to make both sons rise to the bait is to question their love for their fathers. (Compare “If thou didst ever thy dear father love” [24] with Claudius’ question, “Laertes, was your father dear to you?” [4.7.105]) Thus these woodcocks are lured into a belief that a vile and violent act of revenge will represent proof of love that will distinguish their manhood. The Ghost goads Hamlet: “If thou hast nature in thee, bear it not” (1.5.81). That, together with the Ghost’s barely veiled threat of eternal alienation from him if his son should not prove apt (“and duller shouldst thou be than the fat weed / That rots itself on Lethe’s wharf; / That rots itself on Lethe’s wharf, / Wouldst thou not stir in this” [1.5.32–4]), proves sufficient to seal a devilish pact that will haunt his son’s every thought for the remainder of his foreshortened life.

In this way Hamlet is riven to the very root of his being, a pitiably cloven, self-damning thing. The God in heaven he worships has commanded, “Thou shalt not kill”; the god on earth he worships—dividing his allegiance—commands (cf. 1.102’s “commandement”) just the opposite. Utterly paralyzed by these warring ‘affiliations,’ Hamlet will never again give his beleaguered soul any rest.

A CONSCIENCE AT ODDS WITH ITSELF

The clarifying emblem of the prince’s obscure predicament going forward is voiced by Claudius, the man Hamlet imagines is playing villain to his hero in waiting. As divided a soul as his nephew, Claudius confesses his spiritual paralysis as he unsuccessfully attempts to act on his urge to reform himself in Act 3:

Pray can I not,
Though inclination be as sharp as will.
My stronger guilt defeats my strong intent
And like a man to double business bound,
I stand in pause where I shall first begin,
And both neglect.   (3.3.38–43)
Claudius realizes that one cannot be pardoned by heaven for crime and yet will to “retain the offence” (56). Plagued by guilt for what he’s done, he has a “strong intent” to repent and reform; but a “stronger guilt” within him persists sinfully, refusing to remit the ill-gotten gains he now commands. His committed desire to do the right thing butts head-on into his equally stubborn (and indeed “stronger”) wish to continue to pursue the gratification of his illicit desires, a tantalizing carrot suspended before him on the sticking point of his guilt. The only significant difference between the divided state of soul uncle and nephew share is that Claudius has already acted on his illicit desires whereas Hamlet mistakenly imagines that he has not, since he is still but contemplating bloody murder. The truth is, however, that the vow Hamlet has already sworn to the Ghost shows both a “strong intent” to do the right thing (difficult as that will prove to determine) and a “stronger,” but occluded “guilt” in a comparable stalemate. His strong intent, urged first by “inclination” and then cemented by vowing “will,” cannot presume its innocence before God in heaven for not yet enacting itself without self-deception. Hamlet will soon enough berate himself as a coward for “losing the name of action” (3.1.88)—that is, ‘for not having acted’—in what he imagines to be an unconscionable delay; but the overlooked reality is that his cowardice is not manifested in his failure to exercise a murderous intent but in his unwillingness to “confront the visage of offence” (3.3.47) in it (the only confrontation that would allow “mercy” to be served). Hamlet’s problem is not, as he imagines, that he has not acted on murderous impulse expeditiously enough, but that the very state of division within himself, leaving him paralyzed, has indeed “lost the name of action” in his own mind (i.e., lost its identification as itself a form of action). A delaying inaction is its own form of action, one that urges the will to continue its pursuit of illicit gratifications: namely, the favor he unwittingly but supinely curries from pleasing his father’s spirit; the mean-spirited pleasure of proving his manhood by outdoing his elders; and the perverse pleasure of inflicting pain in meting out justice as he sees it even as he finds himself pulled back and stymied by his “strong intent” to honor righteousness both before his God above and the old mole below. Thus, “like a man to double business bound,” the prince, too, ever “stands in pause” where [he] shall first begin / And both neglect.” He remains unable to confront, let alone repent, his guilt even as he likewise remains unable properly to honor justice and his sacred ties both to his earthly and his heavenly father, however strong his intent to do so on both fronts. Inaction that delays action, not for a sensibly scrupulous reason, but merely to dig one’s own grave in the futile attempt to preserve one’s self-respect is already a corrupted form of action in need of conscientious reconsideration.
Hamlet himself voices this truth when, late in the play—thinking he speaks only of Claudius’ villainy—he suspects that further delay in enacting the right is itself a form of criminality.

And is’t not to be damned
To let this canker of our nature come
In further evil    (5.2.68–70)

But that moment of dubiety, like all the others in the play, passes truantly and comes to nothing. The prince remains all talk and no-action—but inaction until he’s blue in the face. In the end (but unknowingly), the prince himself assesses his own destiny with the penetration of a blind prophet: “the potent poison quite o’er-crows my spirit” (5.2.338). Throughout the play, his “spirit”—emblematically, that “strong intent” to do the right thing—has ever been on display, not to serve the good truly, but unknowingly to serve himself, a strutting cockerel whose vain shrieking merely discomposes others and, in soliloquy, himself. In the end, the “potent poison” of his “stronger guilt,” having worked its way into the deepest recesses of his being, bests this spirit at its own game, laboring to shout down the prince’s virtuous spirit in a show of its own superior vainglory. And nothing of substance eventuates or communicates itself, remaining no more ‘accomplished’ a performance than the dumb shows and rant Hamlet had inveighed against in actors playing their parts improperly.

In the enervating stalemate that succeeds his vow to the Ghost, the prince’s soul, whipsawed between obedience to the will of his heavenly father and its “mighty opposite,” the will of his earthly father—between Christian virtue and pagan virtu—has plenty of time to contemplate the push me-pull me dilemma now trying his soul. Indeed, even in the first moments after the encounter, as the prince begins to calm down and come back to himself somewhat from the “very ecstasy of love” that led his will to the “desperate undertaking” (2.1.102–3) involved in his vow, he begins to record, half-unwittingly, the tangle of emotional tensions now threatening body and soul. In an attempt to detach himself from the experience he’s just had, he begins to review the future facing him as he departs the scene.

The time is out of joint. O cursed spite
That ever I was born to set it right! (2.1.187–8)

If the ‘I’ of line 188 is given emphatic inflection, the lines largely testify to an untested hero’s fear of his possible inadequacy to the task he’s undertaken—very likely the import of the lines Hamlet most consciously intends. But if the previous word, ‘ever,’ spoken in bitterness, is empha-
sized, his speech, made modest curse, subliminally communicates what a torturing plight the speaker feels has been imposed upon him, the blame for it extending in two directions at once—toward his father’s spiteful obsession with vengeance and toward his heavenly father’s arbitrary condemnation of him to the hideous sin required of him to exact just retribution. The prince’s repressed resentments flow in both directions. This short speech, already straining against the fetters pinioning him as he “mutines in the bilboes” (5.2.6)—that is, merely lacerating his manacled flesh—is not wholly explicable as a simple crisis of personal confidence in himself; its straining additionally represents a frantic, even more visceral revulsion at the seemingly inescapable corruption now filling his nostrils and making his gorge rise. So distasteful and depressing is his own contemplated involvement in this “cursed” condition—‘better were I never born,’ so to speak—that the appeal of suicide he frequently hints as a forbidden but appealing alternative to the destiny he now faces seems an understandable temptation. When, after consideration, he realizes that never to have been born at all or premature exit from life itself are as much nonstarters as he himself is, in desperate deference to the sacred canon he seemingly comes to assume that the only way he might approximate setting things right is a perverse form of martyrdom. In a distraught delusion of grandeur, he wrongly jumps to the conclusion that the only possible thing to do with the time’s ‘dislocation’ is not to try to remedy it by a painful realignment by which the times at Elsinore might be almost miraculously ‘righted’ and eventually fully healed (popping the dislocated limb—symbolically Hamlet himself—back into place, so to speak), but to lay waste to it completely in the manner of an immature child who destroys his first efforts at construction completely when he discovers that they are not as impressive as he had hoped. At this point, he has no proper idea that the destructively heroic fantasy he entertains in his subtly egomaniacal gloom (‘I alone can set it right’) will come to ‘play itself out completely’ before things are said (but not done), his heroic enterprise throughout having proved nothing more than an idle waste of time.

In near despair, Hamlet has already described the world as

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{an unweeded garden} \\
&\text{That grows to seed. Things rank and gross in nature} \\
&\text{Possess it merely.} \\
\end{align*}
\]

(1.2.134–6)

The prince vainly imagines himself some angelic emissary commissioned to purge the world of its vileness; he does not imagine himself already and ineradicably ‘taking’ his rank and gross ‘place’ within it. When he singles out Claudius as a weed that must be uprooted, he does not adequately realize that even were he to accomplish the task, the labor
it requires of him would be in vain because as he was so acting other weeds (ironically, himself among them) would have sprouted in that weed’s place. Violently to exhaust oneself destroying any and every weed that should pop up is not sufficient to remedy the gardener’s plight; the unweeded garden must instead be ‘cultivated’ with more discriminat- ing care. The overwhelming problem and adolescently melodramatic cause for near despair is not, as the prince unseeingly imagines, that the garden world has been completely overrun by noxious weeds, leaving no more room for useful specimens to grow and flourish as they have a right to hope. Rather it is that things rank and gross in nature “possess it merely”—‘merely’ taking their place in it, occupying it idly—not laboring to cultivate it properly and thus ‘improve’ the soil in which more useful specimens might flourish. Our quotidian yet modestly hopeful efforts must be to nurture valued cultivars with creative and loving purpose, even as we also labor to ‘control’ the weeds as best we can, knowing they cannot be exterminated completely. Were humans to so cultivate an im- perfect earth and our imperfect place in it, all could yet be well.

Needless to say, Hamlet is not prepared to see himself (nor will he ever) as a thing rank and gross in nature among others of his kind whose sole purpose in life is but to ‘take place,’ ‘taking up space’ and little more—his destiny, like theirs, merely to grow and die, becoming but compost spread on more weeds. His “divine ambition” (4.4.49) even more exalted than the Fortinbras he contemns for that crime, the prince subliminally imagines his destiny as a far more consequential thing, a destiny in which, in his overcompensational thinking, Christ himself is the only figure worth rivaling. Though his brave willingness to suffer to set the times right simultaneously dignifies him, when Hamlet takes up the cross here on which he will crucify himself, he figuratively enacts a benightedly blasphemous parody of the Christian narrative. Accepting the notion that he must be about his father’s business, he will lay down his life (imagining the act heroically self-sacrificial) to obviate Denmark’s pervasive rot by himself taking its vile contamination upon himself—however much doing so will alienate him from the heavenly father he believes he loves as much as his earthly one. Until the death of Polonius, the internal torture he volunteers to endure is an extended Gethsemane experience, seeking any virtuous means to resolve the issue facing him without contaminat- ing his imagined purity of heart or suffering the loss of divine favor, such that the poison cup might pass from his lips and sinful rupture not alien- ate him from one or another of his two fathers (all this despite a degree of resentment he may feel at their “cursed spite” placing him in this double bind). Once Polonius lies bleeding, however, Hamlet immediately pre- sumes that there is now no exit from his horror, and he nails himself to his cross. The shot in the dark that misses its mark—eliminating, not the
vileness it aimed at, but the overconfident counselor who overestimated the powers of detection his plotting could uncover—simultaneously kills off Polonius’ similarly fatuous understudy and apprentice, the Hamlet of Acts 2 and 3. The murder of the chamberlain means, Hamlet now presumes, that the cup cannot be passed from his lips because deadly retribution in some form must inexorably dog him now, too, both here on earth and, as it will be, in heaven.

The vexing issue haunting those of us who cannot help but sympathize deeply with Hamlet is that the prince never even laments this mistaken killing, let alone show a scintilla of agonized remorse for it. For Hamlet, Polonius always remains but another “base nature” caught up in the crossfire of the mighty opposites warring at Elsinore and in the prince’s very soul. Habituated to fixating on his great burden, Hamlet immediately looks beyond his pathetic part in this tragic mistake to the signs of a heavenly design he reads into it. His sacred work still lies ahead of him. The prince thinks his own soul’s damnation more than adequate compensation for the death of this “foolish prating knave” (4.1.218)—that “lesser” being than the villain he aimed at, his “better,” the fratricidal Claudius.

I do repent; but heaven hath pleased it so,
To punish me with this, and this with me
That I must be their scourge and minister.
I will bestow him and will answer well
The death I gave him. (3.4.177–80)

So blithely to convert one’s horrific part in a human catastrophe of these dimensions into a divinely appointed plan is great work if one can get it. The only thing that keeps such grandiosity from absurdity is that the man who arrogates to himself this divinely appointed status knows and accepts at the instant he proclaims it that this same divine instrumentality will damn him—indeed, already has done so. Polonius’ death gives Hamlet no reflective pause, no reason to second guess his course; instead, it simply hardens his resolve to complete it (“Thus bad begins and worse remains behind” [3.4.183]) by now killing the right man with an even more desperate and embittered sense of purpose. Since he clearly had no intention to kill the rash, intruding fool, no doubt Polonius’ death gives him yet more reason, subliminally, to suspect that the “cursed spite” of heaven singled him out unjustly; but now, even more full of himself than ever, he accepts the painful sacrifice of his own life yet to come as a holy act of atonement for men’s sin, sin so profound that it can be satisfied only by his taking it upon himself and suffering it in their name.

High-mindedly (if benightedly) asinine, the declaration that he “will answer well the death” he “gave” Polonius (some ‘gift’) is but a preening
and dismissive gesture of noblesse oblige. By it, the prince means, most superficially, that he is willing to pay restitution for his crime with his own life—great for small. But, at a deeper level, he subliminally means to say that in the execution of Claudius, he will—despite his punishment as a divine “scourge” damned for all eternity—paradoxically redeem himself and “answer well” or ‘atone for’ one innocent death with one rotting in its guilt. Thus, the prince’s self-contradictory claim to have become both a “scourge” and a holy “minister” of the divine will may begin to make a feverish kind of sense it otherwise cannot sustain. When Hamlet then sums matters up by saying “thus bad begins and worse remains behind,” he simply means that one death demands satisfaction by another to right the scales of justice. For his readers it should mean, rather, that one death—the unintended killing of Polonius—is to be followed by a “worse” error yet—an intentional act of deadly violence with malice and forethought now directed at a man more despisedly targeted than ever. “This physic but prolongs” Hamlet’s “sickly days” (3.4.96) as surely as does Claudius’ failed attempt at repentance.

Hamlet may subliminally construe his intended execution of Claudius as a self-sacrificial atonement for a sinful world that comes at the cost of his alienation from his rightful place beside the most high; but no one need tell his readers that the prince is not the Son of God willingly enduring the cursed spite of heaven to redeem the world’s erring state. The hidden, if unrecognized, archetype he would outdo in his stance toward the world is not Christ’s narrative of love, but that of a godlessly self-absorbed and delusional tyrant. The adopted son of Claudius is not named ‘the anointed one,’ but Nero. His namesake (cf. 3.2.362) was, like the prince, self-declared emperor of all he surveyed and patron of the arts, fancying himself an ‘accomplished’ actor. Faced with the destruction of his very seat of power (in a conflagrational crisis he may well have had something to do with setting), he, too, obliviously fiddled accompaniment to a theatrical staging of the Fall of Troy he had ordered performed as the destruction of Rome/Elsinore raged on unaddressed on his part: an unspeakable, antisocial self-indulgence for which he was subsequently in his turn to die. Thus necessary civic action was truantly subordinated to the mad emperor’s need to ‘divert’ himself. (As Hamlet himself declared, “those that play your clowns” should not ad lib “to set on some quantity of barren spectators to laugh too,” while “in the meantime some necessary question of the play be then to be considered.” “Villainous,” such acting—more ‘acting out’ than proper ‘acting’ in fact—shows a “most pitiful ambition” [3.2.32–7].) The lone thing that distinguishes Hamlet from emblematic identity with the decadent Roman emperor lost in his own self-important fantasies is the prince’s unslaked thirst for righteousness dignifying his fall, a sign of worthiness nowhere evident in his mad Roman double.
When *The Mousetrap* snaps shut without its prey, Hamlet enters more jacked up and full of himself than ever yet, singing excitedly a childish little ditty to Horatio in order to crow about the success of his device in demonstrating the king’s guilt for anyone to see.

For thou dost know, O Damon dear,  
This realm dismantled was  
Of Jove himself, and now reigns here  
A very, very—pajock. (3.2.261–64)

Failing to rhyme the final word of the song, as anticipated, on the word ‘ass’ (as Horatio drolly notes for reply), a preening Hamlet shrieks that the usurping king is a “pajock,” a jangling portmanteau invention, compounding the terms “patchock” (or ‘base, ragged fellow’) and “peacock.” In a variation on the Hyperion/satyr distinction he had earlier made use of, he here declares Claudius a noisy, strutting rascal who has vainly thought to dethrone Jove himself (Old Hamlet). What the prince does not see is that the “divine ambition” (4.4.49) seditiously rebelling against genuinely divine authority is not alone his uncle’s usurpation nor even that of the lawless resolute, Fortinbras, he will later use the phrase to describe, but, more accurately, his own: himself a preening rascal who, in imagining it within his purview to render judgment from on high on humankind and then determine the final disposition of human souls, vainly attempts to displace and dethrone the holy determinations of the divine will itself, in the process “horridly . . . shak[ing his] disposition / With thoughts beyond the reaches of our souls” (1.4.36–7). Here, as ever, when Hamlet assumes he knows his course, he fails to see the ‘error of his ways.’ He may rejoice in hysterical self-certainty, saying he will “take the ghost’s word for a thousand pound” (3.2.272–3); but he should not take that wager for a ‘sure thing’ and bet his life on it. Only the theatrical audience’s privileged knowledge of Claudius’ guilt tempts us to forget that nothing certain has been disclosed by the king’s unnerved departure from the stage, as our earlier discussion disclosed.

Nor is this the first or last time the prince arrogates to himself prescient powers God himself alone can wield. Soon he will unknowingly display his all-too-human limits in this regard again when he mistakenly takes appearance for reality in assessing the state of the king’s soul at prayer. Even in his very last moments on earth, he’s still at it. As he dispatches Claudius’ body with a vengeful rapier thrust, he presumes to determine the disposition of his soul for all eternity with a similarly definitive lethality, leaving no room for divine mercy (or even “shriving time allowed”) or a more comprehensive understanding than his own.
Here, thou incestuous, murderous, damned Dane,
Drink off this potion. Is thy union here?
Follow my mother.  (5.2.286–8)

In an explosive rage brought on by long-suppressed frustration (recalling the misguided rapier thrust at Polonius), he consigns Claudius to ‘sure’ damnation. Perhaps even more horrified, the prince seems to have presumptuously concluded that Claudius’ appropriate punishment will be to spend that eternity of torment with Gertrude in their blasphemously unholy communion, burning in the lust that both the Ghost and he imagine forms the only conceivable basis for their relationship. Given what the audience has come to know about her, she clearly deserves more credit from her son than she gets here—a mere reiteration of the eternal torment her first husband had consigned her to in his son’s presence. Whatever the appropriate disposition of Claudius’ soul in the eyes of divine justice, we are not in a position to say. Indeed, were we to join Hamlet in the hectic ‘satisfaction’ his outrage has attempted to take, what reservation could we hold on to in sympathy and love for the merciful disposition of our hero’s flawed soul, a “pajock” who has never expressed the slightest remorse for anything he has ever done, despite having much to answer for in any objective final accounting (however unfalteringly pure his intentions)?

Violence designed to damn souls in disgust is a fool’s errand that merely redounds on the perpetrator of it, in its viciousness identifying itself with and, truth be told, actually multiplying the crimes it would thus exterminate, as vengeance always does. That irony makes itself known in the symbolic dimensions of a brief speech Marcellus makes, describing the soldiers’ futile efforts to strike at the Ghost with their partisans:

We do it wrong, being so majestical,
To offer it the show of violence
For it is as the air invulnerable,
And our vain blows malicious mockery.  (1.2.143–6)

Violence against the spirit (one’s own included, as in the prince’s case) accomplishes nothing substantial; it merely makes demonstrable fools of those who attempt it. When one applies the sense of this passage to Hamlet’s “particular” case, one realizes that the “being so majestical” the poet is most concerned with—both in its greatness and in its preening folly—is not the Ghost, but the prince himself. He is the figure who, “with divine ambition puff’d” (4.4.49) foolishly attempts to dismantle Jove himself in an act of violence designed to dispose of his enemy, body and soul. True to his namesake, Amleth, no matter how desperately Hamlet battles, he simultaneously proves but a simpleton in doing so; his “show of violence” proves but “vain blows” (in both senses of the phrase), “mali-
cious mockery,” not solely in the verbal insults he fashions at the villain’s expense—even as he slays him—but also and more importantly, in the mockery he makes of himself in maliciously doing so, himself no more capable of harming Claudius’ soul in his final violent gestures than the guards were in attacking Old Hamlet’s ghost.

**NEGLECTED LOVE**

The “union [or ‘valuable pearl’]” the Bard admires is not the one whose hidden poison kills; it is the pearl of great price, figured in the civic union of a loving brotherhood, infinitely “richer than that which four successive kings [Old Hamlet, Claudius, Hamlet—figuratively—and Fortinbras] / In Denmark’s crown have worn” (5.2.221–3) as symbol of their absolute dominion over others. The pearl Shakespeare would have audiences come to yearn for is the saving grace of love for one another, neglected everywhere in the play, that world of truancies in which all are “poor servants ever” to one another, that world in which “no shriving time” is allowed for and by anyone, even those who will temporarily survive the premature and sudden deaths to which the principal performers subject one another and those caught in their heartless crossfire.

Though the prince suffers as the play’s most profound victim of neglected love, not inexplicably, he is also himself the most neglectful sinner against love as well—love for others, of course, but likewise, proper love for himself. Confirmation of that sad fact comes early on, just after the encounter with the Ghost has ended, when he swears his fellow soldiers of the watch to an antic’s pointless secrecy. In his seemingly self-protective insistence that his friends repeatedly swear never to reveal what they’ve seen as his best hope of remaining safe from harm as he plots, the most self-evident folly is that none of these hysterical safeguards in any way actually protect the prince from his friends’ possible betrayal of his secret. Having asked Hamlet, “what is your cause of distemper?” Rosenkrantz wisely remarks, “you do surely bar the door upon your own liberty, if you deny your griefs to your friend” (3.2.311–13). But Hamlet’s extravagant and erring spirit, in the vainglorious hold of his obsession to outdo his father’s ghost in a peerlessly “outstretched” (2.2.254) heroism, does just the opposite with his friends here and instead “hies / To his confine” (1.2.154-5), alone and more defenseless than he might have been. Despite the superficial civility of his egalitarian leave-taking from them (“Let us go in together . . . Nay, come, let’s go together”: the ellipsis indicating his friends’ deferential desire to have him lead the way), we know that Hamlet has affirmed that only “I” was born to “set” the time “right.” As usual, the prince has begun with consciously modest good intentions here:
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With all my love I do commend me to you,
And what so poor a man as Hamlet is
May do t'express his love and friending to you
God willing, shall not lack. (2.1.182–5)

But also, as usual, he fails to follow through. In fact, the only friends he possesses all immediately drop off his radar screen completely: he never again “expresses his love and friending” to any of these men in any act of generosity toward or concern for them. Hamlet thinks he is committing himself to loving concern when he salutes his friends here in departure; but the truth is that with “all the love” he owns in his impoverishment (“so poor a man as Hamlet is”) he does nothing in the remainder of the play for his closest friends or the populace of the commonweal more generally except “commend me [that is, ‘commend himself’] to” them in benighted vanity.

Nor does he have any idea what he is actually confessing about himself in his self-deprecating exchange of civilities with Horatio when they first meet. In response to Horatio’s identification of himself as “your poor servant ever,” Hamlet declares he will “change that name with you” (1.2.162–3), promising himself to become Horatio’s “poor servant ever” as well—one promise he does indeed, ironically, keep. In adolescent contempt for humankind and his imprisonment within it, the prince never does make good on the promise implicit in the hypothetical he delivers here in greeting his fellow student. “I am glad to see you well. / Horatio—or I do forget myself” (1.2.161). This moment of apparent recognition of a friend will soon prove an all-talk / no-action failure to bond in any meaningful way. His tenuous ties to others of his kind jettisoned completely once he formulates his vow to the Ghost, Hamlet labors, not to “see you well” (that is, ‘in a state of health that might persist’ or ‘healed by being made better’)—nor does he ever seem to care about or worry over that dereliction, even though he seemingly affirms here that were he not to do so he would “forget myself” sinfully. He thinks that were he not to wish his acquaintances well and better, it would merely be a momentary aberration, an uncivil breach of princely decorum and identity, from which he could quickly recover as soon as he came to his senses again. For Shakespeare, however, the truth of the matter is a more sinister oblivion in his hero. For him, Hamlet’s failure of desire to “see” others “well” is an enduring amnesia, a terminal illness. In his wholesale loss of concern for his fellow subjects, even his very self gets neglected since he is, whether he likes it or not, but one member of the body politic (though, granted, its rightful head), his health dependent as much on the health of the other members of that body as theirs on his. No one will ever find firm ground on which to flourish (or even stay upright) who lives in
the illusion that he can stand above the human condition of error and sin, his
divine ambition constantly registering emetic disgust with his fellows and
the proximity of their hideous stench.

If the prince sits at the center of this vicious circle of neglected love—
neglected love both suffered and abdicated—he is not also its circumfer-

ence. “Something is rotten in the [spiritual] state” which every Danish
subject haplessly lives out in the play, not alone in one troubled villain
loose in their midst. It is not alone Hamlet who neglects to give love to
those closest to him in most need of it: his father did not; his father’s ghost
does not; his mother did not and does not; Ophelia does not; his friends,
Horatio and Rosenkrantz and Guildenstern, do not. Nor does Polonius
do so with the children he purports to love, instead sacrificing their own
moral discretion and well-being at the altar of his own personal repute
and the continuance of the king’s favor toward him at the court. It is not
alone Hamlet who fails to show loving mercy by confronting the visage of
offense, substituting an unreflective obedience to questionable authority
for a requisitely conscientious self-determination. All do so to him in fail-
ing to upbraid him in any way for his antic outrages against even minimal
civility. To the tragic folly of Hamlet’s acquiescence to the vengeful will
of the Ghost, to his silent (if understandably reluctant) compliance with
the assertion of parental authority his mother and stepfather demand in
the first Act, and to his indifferently reckless deference to the king’s omi-
nous challenge to a mock duel in the final Act, must be added Horatio’s
nearly voiceless deference to the prince’s questionable assertions of his
renegade will. To them must be added Rosenkrantz and Guildenstern’s
greater assiduousness in reporting to their royal employers how hard
a nut Hamlet is to crack than they do in actually trying to accomplish
the task of getting to the bottom of their friend’s problems. It is evident,
as we shall see, in Polonius’ easy willingness to sacrifice his daughter’s
happiness and person to his own shifting efforts to curry the king’s favor
(at first by ‘knowing his place’ and then, when the path seems clear, to a
social-climbing yearning to marry into the royal family). Then, in another
questionable assertion of his authority, he sends a spy to record Laertes’
behavior at Paris, sacrificing all concern for his son’s virtue (that is to
say, the desire to reform the vices in which Laertes might be found to be
living) to his self-regarding need to make sure nothing the boy does will
besmirch his reputation. It is likewise evident, most painfully, in Oph-
elia’s ready sacrifice of her own moral autonomy and love for Hamlet on
the altar of her father’s questionable authority to deny her judgment and
adult self-determination, only to obey her parent without so much as a
whimper with which to confront the visage of her father’s offense in hi-
jacking her will. It is evident in the bovine complacency of Gertrude, who
silently cedes every one of her better instincts to the questionable voices
of the commanding men in her life (husbands and sons), not herself laboring in love, but truantly feeding a life of self-indulgence whose loveless “appetite” has parasitically “grown by what it fed on,” even as, in “clinging” to her men, she may imagine her diseased embrace love. It is even evident in the villain, Claudius, who allows the questionable authority of his own enjoyment of vice to shout down and utterly discourage the better man within him he might yet become, proclaiming with false certainty the futility of reforming himself on the flimsy basis of one failed attempt. Claudius does not love himself sufficiently to confront, in mercy, the visage of offense within himself that in idle self-contempt has declared him now, once and for all, a lost cause.

Without realizing it, every figure in the *dramatis personae* is solely in the business of ‘going along merely to get along’ to no meaningful end, all ‘playing along’ their mad accompaniment to one another as Elsinore continues to burn. Symbolic evidence of all this is forged in an odd circumlocution the prince forwards to Horatio in greeting him to Elsinore.

What in faith make you from Wittenberg? (1.2.168)

In answer to the prince’s question, Horatio may claim that it was respect or love for the memory of Hamlet’s father and Hamlet himself; but we know better now. It was nothing other than truancy—the “truant disposition” he fecklessly confesses to immediately thereafter. The question’s curious wording hints, however, at the richer import its phrasing veils. As the birthplace and symbolic seat of the protestant Reformation, Wittenberg stands for the spirit of reform of a corrupted spiritual practice, licensed by Rome, a corruption that would profiteer from peddling ‘indulgences’ to those with more money than sense who think that by wishful thinking and lip service they might both assuage divine wrath and simultaneously convince themselves of a loving devotion that requires no strenuous reform of themselves nor laboring love for the living whose fates have not yet been sealed. The poetical question is not really what nominal expression of concern—what lip service—brought Horatio from university, but what “in faith”—in committed reformational faith—he has made of himself (“make you”) from the education he might have garnered there. Horatio symbolically answers for the entire cast when, faithlessly confessing truancy, he implicitly makes the case that all those ‘playing along’ at court are yet in the corrupted service of a Rome/Elsinore in flaming disintegration, a court where profiteering from ‘indulgences’ exchanged has blindly forestalled any reforming effort to offer love to one another in their need before it should grow too late to do any good for their spiritual destinies.

The false god they worship, or at least the figure in whose image they are all made, is the negligible gull and ninny, Osric, a “chough” (5.2.89)
or ‘chatterer’ so foolish that anyone else in the cast who interacts with him can barely suppress a snickering smile of comfortable superiority and contempt for him. Yet all the courtiers at Elsinore are hatched from the same brood. Hamlet unwittingly identifies what all the players share: there are but “many more of the same bevy that . . . the drossy age dotes on” (5.2.172–3), their chatter but a misappropriated patchwork of pretentious surface civilities verbally forwarded that once “blown to their trial,” immediately prove but empty “bubbles . . . out” (5.2.176–7). Their most profound kinship with Osric, however, is not how easily they prove negligible in the shallowness of their merits. It is rather the real potential they waste in themselves. Osric, we learn, is a man who “hath much land and fertile” (5.2.80) that would richly reward cultivation. But, leaving that meaningful labor behind, his garden unweeded, he has come to try his fortunes at an idle game of social preferment “pricked on by emulate pride.” It is a pointlessly vain contest since, even if it were to be won, it would only make him yet another idle courtier currying the favor of a fickle imperial power when, in a more useful orbit, he might in some modest way exercise a truer nobility in himself. As Hamlet satirically notes, the best such silly creatures can manage in their court triumph is to make themselves seem smaller and more beastly than they need be: “let a beast be lord of beasts, and his crib shall stand at the king’s mess” (5.2.86–88). Thus begging dogs await what scraps the king decides to toss (or not toss) their way. And so, all of the cast, in currying favor with the powerful—no matter what the frustration involved in their efforts—desert the unweeded gardens they actually own and could cultivate for the fruitless, sycophantic “bubble” involved in the courtship of power and place, leaving themselves at death with nothing but the “spacious . . . possession of [the] dirt” (88–9) of their graves, their embodied life histories but compost spread on weeds as far as the eye can see.

NOTES

1. Cf. Levin “Gertrude’s Elusive Libido” 323, for example: “she and her libido are constructed for us by the two men who have grievances against her and so must be considered hostile and therefore unreliable witnesses while she herself is given no opportunity to testify on her own behalf.”

2. Among numerous commentators to remark on Hamlet’s curious lack of any specific plan of revenge is Jan Blits: even in Act 5, “despite his firm confidence, Hamlet still has no plan of his own—and never will. Hamlet may say that God demands that he kill Claudius, but he remains as passive as ever” (359). Revealingly, there is no sign whatever in the play that Hamlet even considers the golden opportunity for an ambush of the king that the fencing match seemingly provides. Cf. William Kerrigan 123.
Chapter One

3. The inexorability of the plot’s violent end is reinforced by the fact, often remarked and, to my knowledge, unchallenged by analysts, that Hamlet never overtly reconsiders or interrogates the morality and justice of vengeance once he has vowed it. Cf. Russell 99. Cruttwell can see in Hamlet “no scruples about the ethics of vengeance.” Despite the interdict against self-slaughter Hamlet worries in his most famous soliloquy, Rosenberg notes that Hamlet never mentions the canon when considering killing others (211). Since Hamlet has no proof that Claudius is guilty in Act 2, he wonders whether the apparition was sent by the devil to tempt him to his damnation; but, as Wilks (131) observes, once he has satisfied himself that the Ghost spoke the truth, after The Mousetrap, he entertains no comparable fear—at least not consciously and overtly—that the ghastly command to kill a man even if guilty in his eyes could yet be a fiendish deceit threatening to damn his soul were he to persist in honoring it.

4. When Hamlet first greets Horatio in the play, it sounds very much as if he has not previously seen or known of Horatio’s presence at court prior to that moment. Indeed, Blits asks, half-jestingly, whether Horatio would ever have made his presence known to Hamlet had he not seen Old Hamlet’s ghost (64). Even at play’s end, there is a real question whether Horatio “pays” the “respects” to Hamlet that the circumstances demand now more than ever because, though invested with authority and narrative control by that point in the proceedings, there is “no certainty that he reports Hamlet’s story—or his own” (Lucking 195).


6. Rosenberg cites the inversion and lack of regard for proper authority in Bernardo’s challenge to the guard officially on duty, Francisco, as the first of the many “maimed rites” in Hamlet (3). (Think, for example, of the technically incestuous marriage of Gertrude and Claudius; the guards’ failure to honor the proper chain of command in reporting what they’ve seen; Polonius’ hugger-mugger funeral; Claudius’ suppression of any official inquest thereafter; the churlish priest’s capitulation to the orders of a worldly power over his conscientious objections when officiating at Ophelia’s burial on hallowed ground; Hamlet and Laertes’ indecorous violation of the solemnity of the burial service itself; Hamlet’s insultingly self-exonerating and evasive apology to Laertes for the grievous harm he’s done his family; and, most importantly, the maimed rite of purification of the evil in the kingdom evident in the play’s bloody mess of a last Act that only serves to clear the stage for the ascendency of a villain.) To my knowledge, Rosenberg is the first to recognize this phrase’s emblematic centrality as a clue to the play’s metaphoric substrate.

7. When Claudius hands his sealed orders to Rosenkrantz and Guildenstern just prior to their embarkation with Hamlet for England, playgoers can be no more certain that he has previously discussed the missive’s lethal intent than they can know whether Gertrude had any knowledge of or participation in the murder of Old Hamlet. Hamlet’s schoolboy friends could, conceivably, be in on the plot; but logic and reflection actually favor their innocence of any crime. It has been claimed that the pair do not return to Elsinore after Hamlet’s capture by pirates out of fear of punishment from Claudius for having failed to complete their charge. But they could have done nothing to prevent the seizure of the impetuous prince once he jumped ship; and, what’s more, had they known the king’s intent
and shared it, they might quite readily have thereafter returned to proclaim the cloud’s silver lining—Hamlet’s loss at sea—as a second best message the king would in fact find more gratifying than upsetting. Logic declares that if they knew the content of the orders they carried, clearly the pair would have viewed continuing on their way to England without the prince in tow as a fool’s errand. Presumably they continued on their way because they believed their task to be, as Claudius put it in sending them, to collect England’s “neglected tribute” (3.1.170). If fear of the king’s displeasure had been at the forefront of their thinking, they could have conveniently sought asylum elsewhere and sent their shipmates back to Claudius with the message that the prince had been unavoidably lost to brigands. Cf. Prosser 202; 226.

8. Battenhouse long ago remarked that the play’s action circles back to end very nearly where it began: with a duel in which a kingdom has been gambled away (228–9). Thus the Young Hamlet “never does revenge his father; he does something more terrible. He becomes his father” (Everett 126). Surely “the only proper response to a secret murder” should not be “to become a secret murderer” (Alexander 49). Rene Girard concurs, arguing that the “tedium of revenge” is the play’s thematic focus. Old Hamlet, the murdered, was also himself a murderer. Thus, Hamlet “has no beginning and no end” (273). For that very reason, Northrop Frye characterized the play as “a tragedy without a catharsis” (98).

9. As Blits puts the matter, at play’s end Denmark has passed to the control of a foreign enemy, Fortinbras, that ‘strong-arm-er,’ in whom “virtue and law” give way to “compulsion and force” (35). Cf. Leggatt 79: “the enemy is within the gates, restoring order.”

10. The full extent of the figurative equivalence between Pyrrhus and Hamlet is worthy of note. Both are sons of murdered fathers, each robed ominously in black, a somber black fouled by the spattered gore of their multiple victims. By play’s end, no less than Pyrrhus has Hamlet become “total gules, horridly tricked / With blood of fathers, mothers, daughters, sons” (2.2.457–8) in enacting his revenge. Despite “pauses” interrupting their ill-considered way, neither has a second thought about persisting in unrestrained obsession with violent retaliation. (As Girard declares of Hamlet, a “man can postpone revenge” indefinitely “without ever giving it up” [285].) By Act 5 Hamlet has not disavowed Act 3’s hideous wish to damn Claudius’ very soul with his body, but reaffirms it in a dying wish to damn his uncle to eternal union with his mother in hell [Cf. Skulsky 71]). Neither ever reflects that the father he would avenge is himself implicated in the very same acts of criminality the son is presently bent on punishing. Finally, like Pyrrhus, Hamlet will himself be killed in his turn and for the same sacrilege: both, in blind rage, having unwittingly blasphemed against the gods in enacting their seemingly righteous designs.

11. Whatever veneer of patient submission to divine retribution Hamlet seemingly affirms in Act 5, the prince’s decision to poison an already dying man, dispatching him in words of “consummate contempt,” argues that William Kerrigan’s further claim cannot easily be ignored or wished away: “somewhere in the disinterestedness [of Hamlet in Act 5] there is also a shell of furious hatred, jacked and ready” (33).

12. Against much previous criticism that begged the question of a theodicy in Hamlet, recent commentary has often swung to the opposite pole: “God’s own
mode of punishment is vengeful it would seem” (Foakes); “it is hard to discern much divine care rewarding Hamlet’s conversion [in Act 5] or much Christian benevolence in his own actions” (Watson 93); “Hamlet is right to surrender his own reasonableness. . . . In the providentially ordered, even fatalistically determined universe in which he lives all plans must fail; only destructive and self-destructive impulsiveness can make him capable of performing his divinely sanctioned mission” (Rabkin 5); the “fiction of purposive action is mocked in the play” (Bell 44); at the root of the scheme of things is a “vacuity” (Skulsky 69); in the end “Hamlet is the object of a cosmic joke” (Snyder 184). Rosenberg sees “a snare in life itself” (457) as the plot plays itself out; in the end, he asks, is Hamlet’s “trust in providence cruelly crushed by the trick of the last scene and he now left to question heaven’s ordinance” (896)?

14. Rosenberg 782 notes the extensive parallels between Hamlet and Claudius, a point to be expanded upon further in chapter 2.
15. Rosenberg 182 remarks on the odd fact that Hamlet never questions why he beats up on himself so unrelentingly.
16. Blits argues that his own repute, not justice, is Hamlet’s final concern. The dying prince does nothing to attempt to substantiate the king’s guilt before his people nor even seek the Church’s last rites for himself in repentant acknowledgment of the guilt he’s incurred in enacting his revenge—this despite his having become in some sense but a “murdering piece” delivering “superfluous death” (4.5.95–6) even though he took aim at Claudius as the lone target of his retribution.
17. From the secondhand report the queen gives of Ophelia’s death, it is clear that whoever witnessed and thereafter reported it to her should not have dawdled irresponsibly, merely standing idly by to witness it while the young girl gradually sank into the waters: the witness should have taken action to try to avert the catastrophe. Here as everywhere else truancy is the leitmotif that presides.
18. Hence the relevance of the pun on “the corse [‘course’ now, not ‘corpse’] they follow” that “foredo[es] life itself” (5.1.220–21).
20. Orbison remarks that the Ghost is capable of nothing more than “uncaring self-centeredness” (126) in his colloquy with Hamlet; Cf. Kirsch: preoccupied solely by his outrage, the Ghost shows even less sympathy for his son’s grief than does Gertrude. Charnes properly characterizes the ghost’s militant commands to his son as “symbolic filicide” (202).
21. Hattaway remarks that the line about his having become heaven’s scourge and minister “is spoken just after Hamlet has mistakenly killed Polonius, and may be delivered as much in anger as submission, as a protest against god’s order rather than an assertion of it” (58). Such supposition accords both with the possibility that Hamlet’s embittered outburst immediately after the Ghost’s visitation (“O cursed spite”) may as likely refer to the transcendent’s demand that he defile himself with bloody retribution as to his own inadequacy as a suitably promising avenger. The to-be-or-not-to-be meditation could likewise be read as an agonized protest that holds heaven responsible for the prince’s continued imprisonment on earth in irresolute misery, faced with a predicament that even suicide cannot satisfactorily resolve. There is good reason, then, to suspect with Mallette that...
the prince feels “imposed upon by heaven” (348). Certainly William Kerrigan is correct to note that Hamlet chooses a “strangely irreligious” (98) reason to reject suicide: not the intrinsic violation of something sacred, but the fear of possible punishment should one seek such an extrication—an adolescent spirit’s sign of arrested moral development.

22. Dover Wilson, Prosser, West, Battenhouse, and McGee lead a parade of those who have noted the contradiction in terms that would be involved were a repentant soul in Purgatory to visit upon the living advocacy for a sinful act.

23. Even later, at 3.4.112–17, the Ghost arguably shows no concern for Gertrude’s well-being. In his second visitation, having as the first order of his business worked to “whet” Hamlet’s “almost blunted purpose,” he then turns Hamlet’s attention to his mother momentarily in her distress. But there is less reason to assume that he has softened toward his wife in any way in doing so than that he is instead worried that she could stymy the revenge he desires should Hamlet alienate her further. If he were truly concerned about the welfare of her sinful soul, he would not urge Hamlet to “step between her and her fighting soul”; in such a pacification short-circuiting the repentance that alone could eventuate from the triumph of virtue over self-regarding desire in her embattled soul. His urging Hamlet to step between Gertrude and her fighting soul more likely involves a pacification meant instead to defuse any conflict of loyalties that may be growing in her (allegiance to her son on one side now battling with allegiance to her husband on the other) so that she will not be tempted to betray the confidences Hamlet has already shared with her to Claudius and thus jeopardize Hamlet’s opportunities for revenge yet further.

24. Perhaps this is the only sensible explanation why the prince never wonders why he lacerates himself unrelentingly.

25. Cf. Payne 105. Hamlet’s problem does not originate with his mother. Both Fortinbras and Laertes have neither mothers nor lovers and they face the same issue of proper retribution for crimes against their fathers as does the prince, their double in this regard.

26. The duelists wantonly risk life and kingdoms on a dare. Bacon called the dueling code “a kind of satanical illusion and apparition of honour; against religion, against lawe, against morall virtue.” Unlike public trials duels gravely jeopardize justice’s being served in that in them the innocent party may well be further and more grievously harmed in the proceedings.

27. For the importance of the contest between virtue and virtu in Hamlet’s soul cf. Foakes and Cantor.

28. Hamlet’s disgust with embodiment and yearning for death is so profound and pervasive both before and after his discovery of Claudius’ crime that it argues his malaise lies deeper (pace de Grazia) than thwarted political ambitions. Indeed, “Hamlet shows little interest in succeeding his father” (Hays 146).

29. Not only does the play-within-a-play fail to provide conclusive proof of Claudius’ guilt to the players in the drama (for all anyone knows the new king could have had heartburn) but, and more to the point, it further risks Hamlet’s continued well-being wantonly because now Claudius has yet more reason to believe that Hamlet is a deadly threat to him, given that the assassin, Lucianus, in it was identified as “nephew” to the king.
This chapter undertakes a challenging task: unpacking the import and extent of its title’s dramatic irony. When Hamlet voices the self-accusation above as he reviews Fortinbras’ troops on their way to a meritless campaign against Poland, he clearly intends to declare by it that he has been derelict in not yet having satisfied his sacred vow to avenge his father’s murder. Every “occasion” in which he has held fire since he made that vow all now stand before his mind’s eye to upbraid him for having been insufficiently dutiful and prompt in carrying out the moral obligation he incurred there. The statement’s potential dramatic irony insinuates, however, that while the Bard does believe the prince’s truancy is real enough, he thinks Hamlet’s sense of it myopic. The more telling self-condemnation in Hamlet’s words lies buried in a sense of them whose most revelatory import never dawns on him. The poet would have his readers know that his hero’s shortcomings and dereliction are not a lack of nerve and reckless daring, as the prince suspects, but too much of these things; it is his “dull” (that is, ‘unenlightened’ and ‘inadequately reflective’), morally compromising insistence on identifying his desire for violent revenge with just punishment for a capital crime (an insistence he never interrogates in any way) that informs against him. The problem is not that Hamlet ever falters in keeping the dictates of his own conscience before himself, even when those dictates only make him quake in his boots; it is, paradoxically enough, that his hesitation should be other than it is: a ‘pause’ yet more reflective and reconsidered than the one in which we witness him persisting in the play’s temporal action. Hamlet’s nerving himself to a duty that is never examined or interrogated further is an unknowing laxity of conscience—a deadly “imposthume” within—that occludes access to a more humane moral enlightenment and a more constructive, less deadly path toward the justice he rightly should serve.

In the seemingly less than empathic effort to examine dispassionately the nature and extent of this moral occlusion ‘informing’ against the prince at every turn, the risk is that the bill of particulars against him,
cumulatively developed, might jaundice a fair and balanced regard for
the man. The blindness in his moral obliquities, though painful to behold,
should not blind us in our turn to the deep respect that should maintain
itself in us for his undeviating and wholly courageous willingness to
endure on virtue’s account the trials—internal as well as external—with
which his experience in the play taxes him. If laxity of conscience is in
fact the tragic corruption eating away at his character, that laxity oper-
ates unseen in one of the most conscience-stricken figures in our literary
tradition, a young man whose deeply aggrieved reflections and yearning
to nerve himself to redress horrific wrongs, regardless of the cost, earns
an audience’s admiration from the outset.² That audience identification
with him in his trials always acts as a counterweight to growing dismay
as we witness the errors of his ways multiply and compound themselves.
However compromising to his high-mindedness and yet greater potential
worth of character and destiny his flaws do prove, admiration for the
prince and deepening dismay at his misbehavior battle to a stalemate
while Hamlet proceeds to his premature grave, ever innocently unaware
of the terrible wrongs he is committing—most notably of all, to himself.
As we proceed with the clinical post-mortem to follow, it is important to
remain aware that the paradoxical hero we witness regularly behaving in
unsavory ways is just as incontestably the same man who never ceases to
battle against his own backsliding in order to submit himself to the com-
manding discipline of righteousness and sacred obligation as he sees it,
even if that commitment might require the damnation of his own soul.
His truancies—moral and otherwise—though manifold, never devalue
him sufficiently in our estimation to transform him into the simple villain
lesser avengers guilty of the same lapses would. Hamlet’s plight and his
responses to it arouse and maintain, instead, the grand tragic melding of
pity and terror.

**II**

One of the enduring mysteries about Hamlet’s behavior is why he decides
to adopt an antic persona. There is, of course, the precedent in the origi-
nating source of the tale; but in the *Saxo Grammaticus* Amleth licenses his
role as mad fool at court for reasons that make transparent sense: Feng’s
murder of his brother is a known fact to all and so Amleth’s disguise as
madman is an ingenious ruse to avoid the wrath of the killer who would
naturally now suspect him, sane, to be a worrisome threat to his secu-
ritv. In *Hamlet* no such necessity obtains. The logical thing for Hamlet to
have done—once Claudius’ villainous secret has been disclosed by the
ghost—would have been to lie as low as possible, make it seem as if noth-
ing whatever were out of the ordinary, and ‘play along’ with his mother and stepfather’s return to normalcy at Elsinore, while, unsuspected, more safely plotting his desired revenge. Instead, no sooner does his interview with his father’s ghost end than he adopts his off-putting incivilities, recklessly calling attention to himself rather than lying low in ambush. At every turn thereafter he alarms and irritates his elders and friends and even threatens the king (in *The Mousetrap* openly identifying the king’s killer as his nephew), thus unnecessarily jeopardizing the most effective weapon he possesses—the element of surprise.

Among the legions of those who believe that Hamlet has returned from his sea voyage in Act 4 a different, more spiritually mature figure, much has been made of the absence of mocking verbal byplay from him thereafter; but the elision of important evidence to the contrary makes such claims little more than wishful thinking. Overlooked in the note he sends to announce his escape from Claudius’ plot to kill him, for instance, is the prince’s taunt (designed to unsettle Claudius) declaring his return to Denmark “naked” and, in a post-script, “alone” (4.7.51–2). The trouble with the ‘hectic’ satisfaction Hamlet must have taken in saying so is the folly of its recklessness. Claudius is, in fact, in no way caged and therefore quite unsafe to taunt. Even at this purportedly enlightened stage, then, the prince continues to take short-sighted gratification in goading an enemy when he is seemingly without any sensibly self-protective way forward. Then, a bit later, pricked on by emulate pride, but without strategic or tactical logic, the prince forsakes the cover he enjoys at Ophelia’s interment to make instead an unguarded spectacle of himself by leaping upon Laertes in Ophelia’s grave to squabble indecorously with him about which of the two loved the dead girl more. Even for someone who may now believe that divine providence will guide him to his opportunity for vengeance, were reprisal for his father’s death at the forefront of his consciousness, this naked exposure of himself to Claudius when he need not have risked it seems witlessly unreflective.

One could, of course, discount this odd graveside behavior as but a moment in which the prince loses control of himself under the duress of strong feeling for Ophelia (as Hamlet himself claims to Horatio afterward); but that does nothing to wish away the other two madcap episodes that in nearby scenes squander the brief “interim” Hamlet has rightly concluded remains to him—the satiric interlude in which the prince ‘plays along’ with Osric for no other discernible reason than to torment the fop and the dark comic absurdity of Hamlet’s idle contest of wits with the gravedigger. Despite the seemingly apt satirical commentary elicited from him by the exchange with Osric, it remains dim-wittedly truant on the prince’s part to while away his time in a mocking charade of this sort with the likes of Osric, given the matters of much greater note
he needs to address with a more appropriate sense of urgency. Nor does it misrepresent the case to describe the exchanges between Hamlet and the Gravedigger as a silly verbal ‘duel’ wherein Hamlet for the first time is simply out-anticked, disarmed, and unmanned by a more accomplished court fool. Hamlet’s madcap attempts at put-downs, then, are a more undeviating phenomenon in the play than is often acknowledged. Even very near play’s end, the prince wantonly eggs on Laertes, explicitly goading him to renewed (and lethal) fury after Laertes has confessed in an aside his reluctance to continue with his deadly plot against the prince.

In Amleth’s case, the hero licenses himself to play the manic simpleton wisely; in Hamlet, the hero’s ‘playing the fool’ as manic simpleton comes naturally—and with predictably disastrous consequences. Whatever the prince may think he is doing after his Act 1 vow to the Ghost, the actual task and responsibility for just retribution he claims to keep front and center in his being and thought is not in fact, uncontestedly, what is truly front and center in his heart of hearts any more than the affection and sense of loss both Laertes and Hamlet feel for Ophelia is most centrally the issue between them (or in each of them respectively) when they face off over a plot of ground not large enough—literally—to bury the dead who might well lose their lives to win it. The embattled yearning these two young men display there, pricked on by emulate pride, is not ultimately for Ophelia (despite what they imagine), but for an airy nothing: each man’s delusory hope to realize preeminence of place at this sad rite they further maim. They battle to a stalemate trying to force the other to pay tribute to the ‘unrivaled’ superiority of his antagonist’s devotion to a maiden each has, in fact, abandoned—here, figuratively, as profoundly as when, previously, both men literally banished her from their respective thoughts and care.4

One of the first signs that Hamlet is not doing what he supposes he’s doing surfaces immediately after his vow to the Ghost, when he breaks his pledge to erase for good everything else but revenge from the “table of [his] memory” so that “thy commandement all alone shall live / Within the book and volume of my brain” (1.5.98, 102–3). Reversing himself but moments later, however, the prince then scrambles to find his “tables” again to record there—writing again in the “table of memory” he had just promised to keep cleansed of all trivial concerns—the less than earth-shattering insight he suddenly thinks commands mindfulness: “one may smile, and smile, and be a villain” (1.5.108). Contradicting himself so precipitously is the first hint that egoistic fascination with the cleverness of his own mind’s workings and satisfactions is already unwittingly compromising unswerving devotion to the higher duty to which he now believes he is exclusively committed. Analogously, his subsequent assumption of the role of antic has less to do with sensibly
covering his tracks while he promptly fulfills his vow to the Ghost (as his initial remarks to the other watchmen would seem to imply) and more to do—unwittingly, of course—with a considerably less focused concern than Claudius’ execution: the ego gratification of rubbing the court’s noses in the stench of the maddening outrage he himself is presently enduring at their hands even though, in doing so, he is thereby distracting himself from a single-minded concentration on discovering the means and opportunity to exact blood for blood. To his outraged consternation, after his mother’s hasty marriage to Claudius, everyone at court has negligently moved on without him. Besides alienated affection, all that’s left to the prince, as he sees it, is disillusioned shame for and revulsion at those he once respected. Their seemingly unfeeling hope to ‘get back to normal’ makes of them no longer idle witnesses to, but now a contributing cause of his compounded mourning. All his life this son has been forced to absorb his father’s neglect of his person subliminally; now that same spiritual laceration has been made raw again by everyone who might otherwise have mattered to him had they merely shown him the consideration and care he thought he could depend upon from them.

Though it can be but a taste of the bitter medicine he has had to swallow from them, the cutting wit he wields at court vents a rage he will not suppress or silence because without it he and everything he holds dear and holy—his father’s memory and his loving devotion to the dead king as his son—would face utter disregard (indeed, find itself null and void) in the new dispensation. It was hideous enough to suffer the loss of his father (the prince subliminally testifies), but to have the memory of that larger-than-life figure be completely erased (a new crime he sees already well on the way to its accomplishment in those around him) is utterly unbearable. Were he to remain inconspicuously silent and let life proceed as a “certain convocation of politic worms” (4.3.20) at court would prefer, he would have given his mother the humiliating satisfaction of seeing him “cast his nighted color off” and make his “eye look like a friend on Denmark” (1.2.68–9), a Denmark he now despises so—subliminally—that he can no longer even see straight. To ‘play along’ with their designs would give Claudius the triumphant satisfaction of thinking that Hamlet saw some wisdom in his stepfather’s insulting estimation of the prince’s grief for the idol he worships as “obstinate condolement,” “impious stubbornness,” “unmanly grief,” a “will most incorrect to heaven, / A heart unfortified, or mind impatient, / An understanding simple and unschooled” (1.2.93–7). In his grief, mortified pride, and moral outrage, Hamlet cannot and will not give these vile creatures that blasphemous satisfaction. Even to look like a friend on Denmark, let alone allow the fratricidal usurper to imagine for one second that Hamlet could now “think of us / As of a father” (1.2.107–8), makes the prince’s gorge rise.
From the outside looking in, Hamlet’s outrageous antics take unnecessary, even wanton risks with his own safety; from the inside looking out, not to behave so would make the life he had thus preserved not worth living—an ‘act’ in his tormented estimation that would contaminate him with the Danish court’s mere pretense of care and concern, a fate worse than physical death. The prince’s need to ‘get at’ them in some way for the wounds they have already given him in these regards is a thoroughly understandable frustration; but one needs to recognize that in it he would punish the world that has perpetrated these crimes, not solely on his father’s account, but, likewise, on his own. As even well-adjusted youngsters precociously learn, negative attention is more gratifying than none at all. Making Elsinore experience at his hands now, if only in some token way, something of the maddening rage and pain he has been forced to endure daily from them may well be at best but a desperate hope—given the court’s demonstrated insensitivity—but it’s all the weaponry he has at his disposal. He will wield it, not to avenge the crime against his father so much as to assure, as at Ophelia’s grave, that the entire court pay proper tribute to his unequaled affection for the lost loved one he would have honored. Antic spectacles may jeopardize his life and cause, but the proper tribute he would like to exact is too close to the multi-faceted “ill” that “all’s here about [his] heart” (5.2.212–3) to subordinate it to clinically efficient plotting or sensible precautions for his own safety.

That Hamlet’s grief for the loss of his father has, indeed, been “o’ertopped” (5.1.253) by this unknowingly egoistic need to provoke and shame others by trumpeting the alienated superiority of his own sense of ‘care’ to theirs is signaled in the symbolic depths of his first tense exchange with his mother. In continuing to wear mourning for months after his mother’s remarriage (at once the ‘nighted’ color of grief and the ‘[k]nighted’ color honorifically distinguishing him from the others who have resumed more ‘common’ garb), Hamlet unwittingly anticipates in overt, visually emblematic terms the “churlish priest” lacking a charitable heart. His open contempt provokes an irritated response from Gertrude, one compounded of equal parts concern for and frustration with her son. Hurt by his insulting behavior, she implicitly begs him to drop the histrionics and at minimum “look like a friend on Denmark” if he cannot muster a sincere desire to look at her and his fellow Danes as a true friend would, in genuine kindness. The sting of her gentle rebuke, however, only tents his infected wound to the quick, spurring the prince to a yet more provoking retort. In response to her request that he return to some semblance of civility, a Hamlet, wounded yet more deeply, just ups the ante, bringing out the heavy artillery of his sarcasm to wound her back. Not only has wearing black been insufficient to get his mother’s attention focused on her shamelessness, but she has in response had the gall to con-
demn him instead for the inappropriateness of his behavior. In addressing her, he very nearly hisses:

’Tis not alone my inky cloak, [good] mother,
Nor customary suits of solemn black,
Nor windy suspiration of forc’d breath,
No, nor the fruitful river in the eye,
Nor the dejected havior of the visage,
Together with all forms, moods, [shapes] of grief
That can [denote] me truly. These indeed seem
For they are actions that a man might play,
But I have that within which passes show—
These but the trappings and the suits of woe. (1.2.77–86)

This litany of his (and her) grief does double duty here. First, it announces that the manifestations of his grief, even in the aggregate, cannot measure the infinite abyss of loss he imagines he bears within; and so doffing his “inky cloak” would not, as he imagines his mother may ludicrously presume, alleviate the miseries presently plaguing him. But Hamlet’s description of this litany also serves—in that it is a mere list of externalizations or “shows”—to offer him the sarcastic opportunity to turn the tables on the woman with the nerve to accuse him of having behaved inappropriately, when her behavior in remarrying with shameless precipitation (and incestuously no less) has clearly demonstrated the hypocrisy in the “shows” she merely “played” in mourning her first husband. The grief he bears within, he trusts, “passes show” in its infinite depth; the “show” of grief she put on after Old Hamlet’s death, he’s quite sure, masks nothing of virtuous substance whatever.

The double edge of Hamlet’s rejoinder means—though he doesn’t suspect it—that he speaks with a forked tongue. Once the barely cloaked ironies of his language are licensed they are not easy to sequester. Saying that he has depths within him that are unplumbed opens up the possibility that what’s down there is not solely inexpressible grief, but also the depths of an asymptomatic abscess that even he does not feel working within him and which does not “show” clearly to casual inspection. If the “these” he refers to in the final line of his address can shift reference from his authentic shows of grief for his father to his mother’s false shows of feeling he prefers to think of as the merest “trappings and suits of woe”—signifying nothing genuine—then how are we to limit the dramatically ironic possibility that “these” might alternatively mean that his genuine expressions of sorrow for a lost father may not also have become hijacked by his own self-regarding needs—“these” present shows of his own genuine “woes” subtly and unknowingly transformed here into the cloaked “trappings” and “suits” for a vice in him as corrupted as
his mother’s hypocrisies (if they were, indeed, hypocrisies). They would differ from hers only in their remaining unconsciously performed on his part. The figure here dressed in his “inky cloak” reprimanding his mother is, then, not only a “churlish priest” lacking charity; he is likewise another “ungracious pastor” who in unconscious hypocrisy “reaks not his own rede” (1.3.47; 51).

Hamlet’s ‘acting out’ begins as soon as his private interview with the Ghost has ended and he rejoins his fellow watchmen of the night. Making a mockery of their questions about what he might tell them he’s learned in their absence (1.5.117–30), he then proceeds to hold a colloquy with the Ghost, heard from below stage supporting the prince as he browbeats his friends into swearing an oath of secrecy three times before he makes good on his desire that he and the watch “shake hands and part”—they to their “business and desire / Such as it is” (1.5.130–1) and he to his cloistered prayers, prayers, as we saw in the last chapter, for “his own poor part” (131)—that is, not ‘in search of forgiveness and amelioration of his moral limitations’ but ‘in search of divine approval and support for a murderous intent,’ the prince’s declared modesty in saying so both false and uninterrogated.

While it makes perfect sense that the prince would seek some means to secure his confidence in their discretion about his plotting (having already found himself disillusioned by betrayals from those even closer to him he once deemed incapable of perfidy), nevertheless, the means he chooses to reassure himself here are certainly most odd. If the issue is trust among friends, how can he reasonably encourage it by mocking them, behaving erratically, and then showing distrust in their word by requiring it to be sworn repeatedly before he waves them away to their business “such as it is” while he will proceed alone on his holier-than-thou course, declining the utility of any help from them that might dignify and cement their allegiance and perhaps further a just cause? If any of them were looking for an excuse to ignore or betray the pact of silence to which he swears them, he’s given them plenty of pretext for doing so by his insulting manner with them. We’ve already noted in the last chapter that nothing he does here can secure discreet performance of the duties they’ve now sworn in any case, but surely a dignifying man-to-man talk in ‘confidence’ about the trust he hopes to establish and nurture would do much more to enlist their goodwill and active support than the disturbingly off-putting and insulting gauntlet he has instead forced them to run.

When interrogating Rosenkrantz and Guildenstern about whether they were ‘sent for’ or not, Hamlet had urged his schoolboy chums to put their trust in him and admit the truth he suspects, saying: “If you love me, hold not off” (2.2.291). Despite their subsequent confession, Hamlet gives them no credit whatever for their forthrightness, admittedly reluctant though
it may be. Nor does he “reak” that same “rede” when the shoe’s on the other foot, expecting that his fellow watchmen reward him with greater devotion even though he “holds” himself and the truth “off” from them. Despite a series of mannerly civilities he thereafter forwards to these potential allies before he bans them entirely from his reckoning, to his own detriment the prince puts his complete trust in no one, even this early in his trials. So disillusioned has he become by the betrayals he’s experienced that, as in many other moments in the play, he’s leapt to a hasty conclusion that no one now deserves his trust—an ironic precipitation in a man so often accused of dilatory behavior.

Symbolically speaking, then, the foolish dueling contest in which he engages at the finale is the prince’s modus vivendi and ars moriendi throughout. Indeed, he makes of matters of the greatest import for all concerned but an idle game of self-defense whose sole purpose is to come away without being ‘touched’ or ‘tainted’ by his antagonists in any fashion; and, in an ironic sense, he very nearly succeeds in converting his entire life on stage into an idle and risky ‘exercise’ in mocking aggression. No external enemy so much as this poisonous stance toward the world—‘tainted’ from the outset—insures tragic ruin.

In 3.2, when trying to get Hamlet to desist from flippant responses to those who would like to come to his aid, Guildenstern tries to alarm the prince: “the queen, your mother, in most great affliction of spirit, hath sent me to you” (311–2). Hamlet’s embittered response—to our amusement—is, “you are welcome,” to which a now more deeply annoyed Guildenstern counters: “Nay, good my lord, this courtesy is not of the right breed” (314–5). The prince has deftly trivialized Guildenstern’s intended message by changing the subject from the serious problem he has come to discuss to the inconsequential fact that Guildenstern has himself come to deliver it. Guildenstern has a perfect right not to be as amused as we are who have not ourselves endured such trifling. He knows firsthand that the prince’s superficial civility in dealing with others does nothing to address the significant pain he is causing those who still care for him—not the least of whom is this long-suffering schoolboy friend. Nor should the topsy-turvy jest created by Hamlet’s unexpected riposte be mistaken as simply a throwaway witticism. Painful alienation is not merely a condition Hamlet passively suffers within; it is one he delights in inflicting on others. The knowing wag’s disillusioned jest has a nasty sting in its tail. In no real way is Guildenstern personally “welcome” to Hamlet, despite the prince’s apparent civility; he is welcome, not despite of, but precisely because he has brought word that Hamlet’s antics have accomplished their intended goal: deeply wounding his mother. Instances of the prince’s seemingly impeccable manners (and they are numerous) will not make up for execrable motives; his merely verbal civilities are but a “flattering
unction” that cannot cure his wounds, but merely “skin and film the ulcerous place / Whiles rank corruption, mining all within, / Infects unseen” (3.4.145; 147–9). Even in Hamlet’s most acutely penetrating satirical sallies, he is in the wrong about himself: it is not his satirical targets’ “trespass,” as he imagines, that “speaks” so much in his wit as it is the very real and presumptuously self-righteous moral “madness” (3.4.146) in himself he fails to recognize for what it is. When Hamlet declares that “all occasions do inform against me” (4.4.32), he means to say in context that the example of other marauders—namely Fortinbras—should urge him to overcome his truancy and spur his dull revenge, encouraging him, in other words, to behave even more execrably than he already has. But the deeper truth in what he says about himself by saying so is that “all occasions” in the play do in fact testify damagingly regarding his unacknowledged criminality, as if the audience’s reaction should be considered the court in which judgment of the prince’s guilt or innocence must be determined, however much he, as defendant, may protest (and indeed believe in) his innocence of any criminal wrongdoing.

There is, of course, no scarcity of overt examples of Hamlet’s malice (his brutish treatment of Ophelia and Gertrude; his desire to damn Claudius’ soul along with his body; and his sentencing Rosenkrantz and Guildenstern to death with “not shriving time allowed,” despite not having determined whether they are indeed accessories to his attempted murder). But in less conspicuous ways the prince behaves execrably everywhere. As the last few paragraphs have shown, he does so from the very start, a fact less than memorable only because of the seemingly impeccable civility of the lip service he pays those gathered to help him on the ramparts. In the dramatic irony of his identification of himself to them as their “poor servant ever,” he does indeed “forget” himself (and them) when he does not at bottom care to “see you well” (as he had professed—with seeming propriety—when initially greeting them [1.2.160]); in fact, as we can see in his dismissal of his friends at the end of Act 1, in a symbolic sense he no longer cares to see them at all. Should he be entertaining in his conscious mind the rationalization that he is cutting them off for their own good—high-mindedly and heroically carrying on without them—it would remain nothing more than a self-flattering unction applied to the ulcerous place within. “So poor a man as Hamlet is” (1.5.184) will not subsequently, in fact, express “his love and friending to [his friends and supporters]” (185) in anything more substantial than these seemingly civil words of farewell. That same hidden irony lurks in his false promise of civility in the first formulaic farewell to friends in 1.2.

All: Our duty to your honor.
Hamlet: Your loves, as mine to you. Farewell. (252–3)
Elliptical conversational manner here cloaks darker symbolic import in plain sight. His friends wish to defer to his social rank above them and their duty to honor it. Hamlet, abashed, will have none of that, declaring instead that not duty but a deeper devotion should urge them—and him—to honor one another. But, in light of his later failure to practice what he preaches, this talk proves cheap. Hamlet will soon desert both their loves for him and his for them, love’s neglected claims upon him elegantly professed but unhonored.

The bleak fact is that the prince meant what he said when he declared that he would not brook any resistance from others trying to restrain him from facing the Ghost alone: “I’ll make a ghost of him that lets me” (1.4.85). The deflating irony in this unwitting existential motto he carries on his battlefield flag from that moment on to play’s end is that Hamlet will indeed “make a ghost” (that is, ‘destroy’) anyone naïve or deferential enough to him to tolerate his reckless and ruthless antics. Indeed, it proves downright dangerous for anyone to get too close to him. But the motto carries yet more ironic freight. Even before he kills them (if they “let” or ‘allow’ him his way), he will “make a ghost” of them figuratively—that is, he will make of them insubstantial things no longer alive to him and thus voided from his ken. Utterly remorseless about everything questionable he proceeds to do (notwithstanding his many examples of self-deprecating rhetoric), Hamlet takes no pity whatever on the bruised and frail flesh of those he destroys—not least importantly, of course, his own.

This is regrettable for him and the other players personally, but it has disastrous political fallout as well. Not only does the prince cut himself off from other human beings individually; he acts as if he is stateless as well. Some lip service to the question of the common good comes from other quarters, but not from him. He has not even a word to say about a path to Denmark’s future well-being until, in a hugger-mugger afterthought, as he lay dying, he nominates a man he has already rightly contemned as a marauder to be Denmark’s new king, an act as reckless and implicitly dismissive of others as everything else he has done up until then. Seemingly incidental references to the body politic by Laertes (1.3.17–24) and Rosenkrantz (3.3.11–22) do just enough to remind the play’s audience of societal issues nowhere else reflected in the play. The import of Rosenkrantz’s address to Claudius, symbolically speaking, has more to say about the young man who should be king than the murderous pretender who has usurped the Danish throne.

The single and peculiar life is bound
With all the strength and armor of the mind
To keep itself from noyance [that is, ‘harm’], but much more
That spirit upon whose weal depends and rests
The lives of many. (3.3.11–15)
These words from a friend represent a sage “rede” about which Hamlet in his despair of the good ever remains “reck”-less. When Laertes warns Ophelia about her involvement with Hamlet prior to his departure for Paris, arguing that she should beware the prince because his personal preferences will need to be subordinated to his public obligations as royalty, he need not have feared a conflict of interest in the prince. Not free—though ‘licensed to kill’—Hamlet will find no insuperable conflict between love and civic duty. He will instead proceed to risk both his private and the public’s good. Laertes rightly affirms that the “safety and health of this whole state” depends “on [Hamlet’s] choice” since he is the body politic’s “head,” but this is only half the story. All the healthy organs of the body politic must do their part—not the head alone—if the societal organism is to prosper. Laertes wrongly imagines that non-royalty like himself—“unvalued persons” (1.3.19)—are conveniently licensed to “carve for [themselves],” their “will” their “own” (17). In a healthy social organism, however, there are no “unvalued persons.” What makes “unvalued persons” is not the seemingly less influential social status they are born to, but neglected love: that is, being unvalued in the first place by others from whom these neglected ones then proceed to appropriate the only lesson selfishness teaches. Regardless of what Laertes may think, no one is free to “carve for himself” as he imagines he and his ilk are, men free to serve themselves first and always, ever neglecting any consideration for others’ hungers and needs. Truantly myopic, he will leave considerate service to his ‘betters’; but no one is minding the store there either. Hamlet is certainly not about to take up Laertes’ slack. Whatever his implicit obligations as prince, he, too, like Laertes, presumes upon his status as “unvalued person” throughout, denying considerate service to others merely to carve for himself—most pivotally, of course, in the literal evisceration of Claudius. He does so, not in the name of his father,\(^5\) nor of his nation, but for frustrated personal gratification in an effort to even a score or die trying, both with Claudius and—however subliminally—with his countrymen.

Perhaps nowhere in the play are the psychic tensions animating Hamlet more aptly and succinctly on display, oddly enough, than in Claudius’ initial address to court. What we come to see as disingenuous pretense in the murderous king attempting to impress his court is, it turns out, an emblematic delineation of his nephew’s unseen impasse. In artfully contrived antitheses, Claudius can misrepresent the strains in his own recent past as “mirth in funeral” and “dirge in marriage” (1.2.12); but these phrases more aptly characterize Hamlet’s response to his murder of Polonius (“mirth in funeral”) and to the marriage of his mother to Claudius (“dirge in marriage”). “Defeated joy” describes his state of mind and soul in carrying on his antic escapades more tellingly than it does his uncle’s
confident mood in seizing the opportunity to wed Gertrude and to ascend the throne. The courtiers at Elsinore may have made a mistake in having “freely gone . . . along” (1.2.15–6) with Claudius’ seemingly questionable marriage and hasty accession; but they only compound that dereliction by doing nothing to curb or challenge the prince’s outrageous incivilities. His assertion of personal privilege to carve everyone up verbally does nothing more than provide him with witty ‘morsels’ he can savor for his own hectic delectation without compunction. Claudius at least has made up a good excuse for his carving for himself:

Though yet of Hamlet our dear brother’s death  
The memory be green, and that it befitted  
To bear our hearts in grief and our whole kingdom  
To be contracted in one brow of woe,  
Yet so far hath discretion fought with nature  
That we with wisest sorrow think on him  
Together with remembrance of ourselves. (1.2.1–7)

Though nothing more than a hypocritical sham as spoken by Claudius here, this rationalization for the haste with which he has married and hurried his own election to the throne would be in most other circumstances, however, a compelling argument. Personal grief over losses, while ongoing, must yet accommodate considerations of societal well-being in threatening times, such that feelings of obligation to remember and honor those lost must yield precedence to concern for the living—both individually and collectively. (It is no accident, of course, that these are the very things which Hamlet neglects in responding to his grief in circumstances that represent both ongoing danger to himself and to his kingdom.)

At this juncture, at least, Claudius is not experiencing any genuine conflict between “nature” and “discretion,” virtue and vir
tu, impulse and restraint. For him both privately and publicly, reason (“discretion”) has simply pandered will (“nature”) as he quite efficiently carves for himself, whether in his dealings with his brother in the garden or his sister-in-law in the boudoir. Hamlet, by contrast, is genuinely torn between nature and discretion. Never in the play is there any truce in him between these conflicting elements waging civil war within. Contemplative grief for his father, urging him simply to “bear his heart in grief and furrow his brow in woe” (emblem of discretion’s reflection) is ever challenged by the clamoring call to action of his eager nature, long since pledged to do something to bring the villain to justice. That natural impulse to retaliate (and thus prove manly vir
tu) is in turn constantly opposed within by both the pragmatic and ethical concerns of a discretion that requires the curbing power of restraint to prove itself to itself virtuously efficacious. At times “nature” or impulse appears to gain an advantage (as when
the prince bravely risks his life to confront the Ghost; vows to kill in his name; executes Polonius; dares to open the king’s sealed orders; and then consigns Rosenkrantz and Guildenstern to summary execution; leaps into Ophelia’s grave to challenge Laertes; and finally plunges a dagger into Claudius’ chest); but at others, discretion seems to have won the upper hand (as when he sensibly questions the Ghost’s purposes, both initially and after he has had the opportunity to reconsider his ‘spur of the moment’ vow; when he warns himself to beware literal violence against his mother; when he hesitates to assassinate Claudius at prayer; and when, having killed Claudius impulsively, he seeks an apologia before the public so as to defend the act’s virtue and civic purposiveness). But neither impulse nor restraint ever wins the day definitively. No active initiative on his part sustains itself for long and no contemplated restraint long holds sway without accusations from within of pusillanimity. He endures this tug-of-war’s exhausting trial until late in the action when, worn down by it, his reflections on the leveling universality of death render any contemplated action ultimately inconsequential to his way of thinking. Even the greatest accomplishments have by the end of the graveyard scene come to seem at best a fleeting and meaningless way station on humanity’s irreversible progress toward ruin. Even the monumental hegemonies of Caesar Augustus and Alexander devolve, in the final analysis, into nothing more than ‘stop-gap’ inconsequences, the moldered body of Alexander plugging “a bung hole” (5.1.204) and that of Caesar now muddily “stopping a hole to keep the wind away” (5.1.214) by patching a wall. Not much to inspire confidence in the enduring value of any action, however laudable or necessary it may appear in its seeming urgency. And yet his discretion’s moral imperative to resolve his own predicament continues to urge him to soldier on despite the deepening anomie of his dispirited will.

Nor do these warring sides of the man get to the unplumbed bottom of the strife within slowly devouring him. In addition to the conflicts between nature and discretion he knows about, there are those he does not. There is more than simple grief for his dead father that “passes show” within him. Though he has no inkling of the fact, what makes him “bear [his] heart in grief” and makes his entire physiognomy “contract in one brow of woe” is not alone or most significantly the loss of his dismissive taskmaster, Old Hamlet himself, but the threat to his own relation to others he experiences after his father’s death. What he has most taken to heart is a yet more staggering abruption than the loss of his idol’s living presence in his life. Everything of any significance in life as he knew it has been ripped from his grasp, leaving him deracinated: the two women, mother and lover, who once seemed to reciprocate his affections; the loss of any officially established place of public regard and responsibility he could once have pre-
sumed his; the devotion of friends; and the entire court’s disregard for his debilitating feelings of woe—all combine to leave him without meaningful moorings. If he is not simply now to end it all, he must in some manner resist the blows raining down on him. The “discretion” that “thinks” on his natural grief for himself and his bereft condition realizes that if he is not to go under, he must grieve with “wisest sorrow” and think upon his griefs “together with remembrance of [himself],” self-protectively. The enemy at the gates threatening his very existence may not be the invading army Claudius had claimed to fret over; but, in his wounded psyche, enemy it decidedly is, nevertheless. Thus Hamlet’s battling soul must both feel the wounds it is being given and in self-defensive fury repay them in kind, actively lashing out at those who should be his refuge in this storm. The nearly crowned prince has become, in painful fact, an “unvalued person” licensed to “carve for himself.” And carve his ‘enemies’ up he does, even ‘anatomizing’ his own mother (himself a figurative Nero) before more literally trying to flay Claudius at the play’s end.

At the conclusion of the first court scene, Hamlet remarks to himself of his own divided condition, torn between nature and discretion: “But break my heart, for I must hold my tongue” (1.2.159). As in so much of his dramatic agony, he does not make good on that promise, however. Nor should he. Wounds, opened and gently cleansed, “lie within our remedy” (2.2.18). If there is to be any hope for a sensible cure for the prince, he would need to risk further internal disruption in the name of a higher good—the “mercy that confronts the visage of offence.” What’s required is measured confrontation in a spirit of love: the moderation, ironically enough, that Hamlet had urged upon the players in their acting if virtue is to be shown in all its glory and scorn of others properly seen for the vice that it always is. Instead, in wounded immaturity he remains bitterly content with merely provoking his provokers further. In his relentless litany of biting witticisms, he exerts no discretion—censoring nothing—because in his barbs it is not remedy he seeks but his lacerated soul’s retaliatory spite. In mature humans nature and discretion (emotion and reason; instinct and conscience; impulse and restraint; virtuous contemplation and *virtus*’s manly action) are harmonized sufficiently to allow adult souls to function effectively, in the individual and collective “remembrance of ourselves” nurturing our well-being in the face of painfully shifting emotional turbulences. But in Hamlet’s embattled world, nature and discretion remain at civil war, each and together ‘crying on’ havoc against one another and nothing more, the prince the first among equals in neglecting both his own and the collective good. Not wishing anyone well (i.e., ‘in recovered health’ and ‘morally improved’), he is never in the position to do anything but “forget himself” rather than bear his miseries with the “wisest sorrow.” The wounds to his sensitive “nature” still very raw, Hamlet
has no interest whatever in reflecting upon what he may hold in common with others, no interest in any “remembrance of ourselves” more self-reflective than one dedicated wholly to finding some way to lash back at the vile company he must keep—“nature” or ‘impulse’ not curbed or harnessed, but squared to the second power by a discretion divorced from any sense of shame at itself. In behaving so, he does not and cannot transcend the vileness he despises; instead he reenacts it in inhumane disregard for the pain he causes those thus victimized—the very crime he has literally deemed unspeakable when it originated from others toward him. Like Death himself whose vain work and proud self-importance this young, disillusioned understudy mimics, Hamlet imagines that the only significant thing he might do in the world is to function as Death’s “antic . . . scoffing . . . and grinning at the pomp of kings” and commoners alike (Richard II 3.2.162–3).6

Had Hamlet earnestly addressed his concerns with those who had most wounded him—namely, Ophelia, Gertrude, and Rosenkrantz and Guildenstern—he could readily have cleared the air and discovered that their insensitivity and betrayals of trust, though clearly deplorable, did not, in fact, constitute a completely callous repudiation of him on their parts, as he had too hastily concluded. When, gravely wounded by them, he determines to “hold my tongue” (1.2.159) he short-circuits that available enlightenment and its vital path to reintegration into a human community that would have lessened his alienation and the resentment eating away at him. It is true that no matter in what tone he chose to speak, the prince would have failed to honor the vow of silence he made to himself at the end of Act 1; but in rejecting an earnest and moderate voice meant to clear the air for an antic’s embittered satisfactions, he, like the Ghost, proceeds on an “extravagant and erring” course and merely “hies to his confine.” In doing so, he unknowingly remains the “owner of a foul disease” who “to keep it from divulging, let it feed / Even on the pith of life” (4.1.21–3). Were more direct address to have “confronted the visage of offense,” it would have incarnated loving “mercy” both to others and himself.

Rosenkrantz compares the child actors to “little eyases” or ‘nestling hawks’ who “cry out on the top of question, and are most tyrannically clapped for’t” (2.2.339–41) in their competition with the adult troupes for preeminence. Figuratively speaking, the sharp-tongued prince is one such “eyas” himself, an immature hunter not yet trained to isolate appropriate targets for its ferocity who instead attacks everything in sight indiscriminately. “Though it makes the unskillful laugh” his barbed attacks “cannot but make the judicious grieve” (3.2.25–6). In his ferocious clowning, the very “purpose of playing”—an art that can hold the mirror up to oneself to “show virtue her own feature, scorn her own image” (3.2.20; 22–3)—loses its power to interrogate the self clearly.
In justifying why he had not put “strong law” on Hamlet for the murder of Polonius, Claudius declared that the prince’s popularity stymied that option. “Where ‘tis so” he argued, “th’ offender’s scourge is weigh’d, / But never the offense” (4.3.6–7). The king’s saying so is an unconvincing rationalization for his cowardly, if also machiavellian dereliction; but construed in a symbolic fashion his pronouncement is a true characterization of the prince’s faulty stance toward the world. Hamlet’s “offense” is not confined to the unintended manslaughter of Polonius; it is a sin that stands behind and imbues with rankness his every action toward others. Blind to his own “offense” against humanity in his merciless judgment of it, his entire being is focused instead on how best to “weigh” (that is, ‘calculate’ or ‘design’) a “scourge” with which to lash and torment his tormentors until they pay him the “neglected tribute” (3.1.170) he would like to exact from them in his pained outrage at them all.

III: THE PRIMAL ELDEST CURSE

A number of vectors of subliminal intent converge in Hamlet’s psychomachia to establish that at its heart his admittedly Titanic labors represent a misguided assault on heaven itself, a story of hubristic folly whose figurative relevance to the play’s hero is glancingly clarified by the allusion to the Titans’ piling Pelion on Ossa to scale the heaven of the Olympians when Laertes and Hamlet boast the competing ‘heights’ of preeminence in their devotion to Ophelia. The task Hamlet undertakes at his father’s behest is a direct challenge to the Judeo-Christian God’s decree that vengeance was his alone to determine. What’s more, in the violence Hamlet contemplates also lies hidden his desire to o’ertop the earthly demi-god he seemingly worships.7 In the first line of the letter the prince sends Claudius to announce his unexpected return from his sea journey, it is difficult to establish with confidence whether the words “High and mighty” are unambiguously what Hamlet intends by them or whether they harbor a dramatically ironic. He means the words as a sarcastic epithet mocking the king’s failed plot against him; but the audience may hear inflected in the same phrasing, not so much an address to another as a prepositioned adjectival boast it hints. That dramatically ironic bit of vainglory is then followed by the vaunting regal declaration of himself the prince surprisingly makes at Ophelia’s grave: “This is I / Hamlet the Dane” (5.1.257–8). What remains unambiguous, however, is that Hamlet—in an unwittingly sacrilegious parody of the second coming of Christ—confidently presumes to have returned ‘from on high,’ having judged both the living (Ophelia, Gertrude, and Claudius) and the dead (Polonius and Rosenkrantz and Guildenstern) and found them all wanting. His sense of himself, symbolically, is that,
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like the Christian redeemer, he has been betrayed by those closest to him, even while having placed his life in jeopardy in order to honor his father’s desire that he sacrifice himself as an exemplary remedy for the turpitude the rest of mankind has manifested to its shame. It may seem as if Hamlet is declaring himself a properly subordinated agent of powers above him in determining that he has become “scourge and minister” (3.4.175) of heaven for having killed Polonius; but in proclaiming himself so he has not ceded the assessment of his enterprise to a wisdom above his own. Instead, he has arrogated that final judgment of himself to himself in the preemptive self-certainty of his defiant despair.

At the conclusion of Act 2, relieved that at last he may commune with his own thoughts undisturbed (a man no longer needing to put on a face to meet the faces he meets) Hamlet delivers a seemingly redundant throwaway line—“Now I am alone” (2.2.549)—just prior to launching into his equally tormented inner life in soliloquy. In deep mourning for his dead father, newly cut off from those closest to him, and trapped in a double bind in which pleasing his earthly father will alienate him from his heavenly one or vice versa, the momentary relief he may be celebrating here cannot help but be complicated by the undertow of overwhelming bereavement lurking just below its surface. Even as he voices it, the phrase must remind him of the absolute state of his isolation. Certainly that is the conclusion an audience must draw who has now had ample opportunity to identify sympathetically with him in his grief and sore disappointment with others of his kind, even as he staggers under the paralyzing burden of the homicidal duty to which he now feels bound. One would think this is quite enough complexity for one short phrase to bear; but the freight of feeling in “Now I am alone” is not, however, exhausted by the prince’s simultaneous relief and grief in saying it. He may not recognize the fact; but in view of his modus operandi throughout, “Now I am[,] alone” masks within itself the “vicious mole” that threatens and ultimately devastates the prince’s moral health. His is a disposition that in ‘high and mighty’ isolation from the human condition ultimately honors and respects nothing but its own murderous will. Regardless of what he might need to suffer for it, his quasi-divine ‘I am’ defers to no one and nothing more absolute.

Hamlet declares of Claudius that the “pajock” / king vainly hopes to “dismantle . . . Jove himself” (3.2.282–4) and that Fortinbras is similarly “puff’d” with “divine ambition” (4.4.49) in his arbitrary campaign against the Poles; but in fact the only “divine ambition” manifested in the play that is not a figment of Hamlet’s overheated imagination is his own. Ambitious these vain rivals of his surely are, but their goals are merely a worldly matter of empires, not an assault on heaven’s own authority itself. Much as he desires the throne of Denmark and its queen, Claudius
distinctly acknowledges powers above him requiring deference when he declares his belief to himself (and thus sincerely) that there can be no shuffling before the throne of the most high awaiting all human beings in judgment of their crimes, his to be among them. Only the prince arrogates to himself a stature of such absolute rectitude as to be above deserving censure from any authority over him. Only he imagines he possesses capacities ordinarily reserved for the divine: prescient powers to penetrate the recesses of the consciousness of others as well as the power to determine the final disposition of their very souls, as when he determines that Rosenkrantz and Guildenstern deserved his summary order of execution, “not shringing time allowed,” because he presumed to know they “made love to their employment” (5.2.57) as the king’s henchmen and must have known the contents of the sealed orders of execution they carried to the British. Only he imagines it lies within his power to consign Claudius’ soul at play’s end to an eternal damnation to be shared with Gertrude. On his own behalf, Hamlet jealously guards the sacred precincts of his own spiritual state—“that within which passes show”—but he seems to harbor no comparable respect for the impenetrabilities the external behaviors of others likewise veil. The poet leaves much about the motives and turpitude of his characters tantalizingly indeterminate for readers (most notably, in Gertrude and Rosenkrantz and Guildenstern). Hamlet, by contrast, is never similarly nonplussed, always confidently presuming to have penetrated the inner mysteries of others. He is deeply insulted that others may feel as if they might “pluck out the heart of my mystery” (3.2.365–6), but he shows no hesitation in himself imagining he may penetrate theirs. Even the comically mistaken know-it-all, Polonius, has moments when he chastens his presumption about his ability to determine with certitude the truth at the center of things, admitting that he and other aging sages can be given to “cast beyond ourselves in our opinions” (2.1.112) about the inner depths in others; never so Hamlet, however. Though roundly scourging others around him, never does he weigh the possible offence he himself may be committing by doing so. He freely confesses, of course, his sinfulness and unworthiness in the abstract on numerous occasions (cf. 1.2.163; 1.5.131; 1.5.184; 2.2.530; 2.2.550; 3.1.120–6); yet whenever he is specifically called to account for himself over any questionable behavior, he is immediate in his dismissal of any responsibility or blame for what he may have done, most memorably and egregiously perhaps at the death of Polonius, in his justification of his order of execution against Rosenkrantz and Guildenstern, and in his unconvincing self-exoneration from responsibility for his insulting treatment of Laertes at Ophelia’s grave.

One of the oddest claims in Hamlet occurs when Claudius mistakenly identifies fratricide as the “primal eldest curse” (3.3.37), an anachronistic malapropism meant to elicit a double take. Every schoolchild raised in the
Judeo-Christian tradition soon learns that the ‘curse of the Fall’ antedates Cain’s murder of Abel. The primal, eldest sin and the curse attendant upon it belongs not to Cain, but to the original sinners and parents to us all: Adam and Eve, who, in eating of the apple, yearned to “be as gods” themselves, in the act rejecting the divine’s ascendancy over them. Thereafter they compounded that sin by their projection of blame upon others for their own behaviors—Adam by blaming Eve, and Eve, the serpent, rather than acknowledging their own personal involvement in the error of their ways. By the light of this conventional definition of the “primal eldest curse,” it is not Claudius, but Hamlet himself who most essentially recapitulates that most profound and elemental of crimes—a “divine ambition” bent on projecting all blame for evils in which he is implicated upon others of his kind, beings above whom he presumes to stand in spiritually untainted distinction.

Take, for illustration, the contemptuous portrait of Fortinbras Hamlet paints at the conclusion of Act III. When he learns of the corrupted purpose of the Norwegian’s groundless assault upon the Poles, he determines for himself that it is a campaign that sets at risk “twenty thousand men,” “exposing what is mortal and unsure / To all that fortune, death, and danger dare / Even for an eggshell” (4.4.51–3). The prince sees that Fortinbras’ soldiery “go to their graves like beds” for nothing more substantial than a “fantasy and a trick of fame” (4.4.61) played out by their leader. Content with this sardonic arraignment of his fellow avenger, he does not come down from his comfortable perch above him to confront the visage of this offense and take some corrective action in the name of “neglected love” he owes his fellow men. If he is as incisive as he thinks he is in his critique of the vileness of what Fortinbras intends, his bitter mockery should at some point give way to an attempt to prevent this meaningless bloodbath. Without that, it is not simply “by [the king’s] license” (4.4.2) that the Norwegian upstart traverses Danish soil for nefarious purpose; it is by the prince’s truant license as well. About to embark for England, there may not be that much the prince can do; but had he any concern at all for his own people (let alone the luckless Poles) he would send some report of this intelligence back to the king so as not himself, like his mirror image in crime, to “expose” thousands of Danish souls to “what is mortal and unsure / To all that fortune, death, and danger dare” as long as the foreign marauder and his army remain free to bivouac in their midst, especially since, like everyone else at the Danish court, Hamlet, too, knows of the vengeful grudge Fortinbras bears toward their nation. Absent some such humane gesture, Hamlet discloses himself here as but his father’s son, alone “pricked on by emulate pride,” a warrior spirit figuratively “dared” to and accepting a “combat” with Old Fortinbras’ son regarding which of them can prove a more heartless marauder.
In doing so, he sophistication converts an “example gross as earth” in Fortinbras’ campaign into an impressive example of honor upheld which he should outdo. His “honor”—more laudable than the Norwegian’s, he imagines—is the only “stake” in this duel he unknowingly fashions with a rival contemptuously dismissed as the only one here concerned with “a fantasy and trick of fame” (4.4.61). But the bubble “puff[ing]” itself up with “divine ambition” in this scene is not so much the young Fortinbras making a vulgar name for himself as marauding conqueror as it is Hamlet the Dane, who, like his father entering the lists with Fortinbras, would gamble his nation’s well-being for an “eggshell,” a fantasy and trick of fame: the enviable repute attendant upon absolute supremacy won under the aegis of a self-glorifying honor as factitious as that of his rival. Confronted by a malign example, Hamlet self-flatteringly fashions from it an *a fortiori* justification for his own ‘nobler’ campaign, one, in his mind at least, fought not over an eggshell, but in the name of a “father kill’d” and a “mother stain’d” (4.4.57) and thus, unlike his rival’s, one more eminently worthy of a more single-minded commitment to deadly assault than he has to this point in the action been able to commandeer—having conveniently ignored that Polonius’ death at his hands has already proved the contrary.

The presumptuous perch of spiritual superiority from which the prince looks down his nose at Fortinbras is nothing more than a “fantasy and a trick” of his own vanity. Figuratively speaking, he is presently rehearsing the very crimes for which he mocks that other grieving son who, like him, has failed to find any reason to question his obligation to take revenge on his father’s killers. Having a father killed and a mother stained does not, as the prince imagines, establish moral insulation between his cause and his rival’s. It is not superior virtue, but comparably criminal license that allows the prince to appropriate for his own self-justifying purposes the dishonor his parents have suffered as a badge of honor for himself, elevating his campaign of violence above that of his rival. By this time in the play’s development, it is not alone Claudius but Hamlet himself who has a “father kill’d” (Polonius) and a “mother stain’d” (in his vicious treatment of Gertrude in Act 3’s closet scene). But these sobering facts, because occluded, do not give the overwrought prince any pause. The victimization his parents endured cannot morally underwrite or logically justify the prince’s sense of greater justification for deadly violence than Fortinbras can boast in attacking the Poles. His identity with Claudius in terrible crimes against a father and a mother should urge him—were he more discerning—to realize that persistence in his present course will prove as arbitrary and “gross” a presumption as he presently acknowledges Fortinbras’ to be.

Instead Hamlet thinks that comparing his own situation with Fortinbras’ should nerve him to his neglected task, nobly spurring his dull revenge.
But this, like all other “occasions” in the play, does not “inform against” the prince in that manner. Rather, the very “occasion” of his thinking in the soliloquy—as in his other behaviors throughout—“informs against” him to present evidence of guilt and lax conscience in the royal defendant before us, however strenuously he may himself protest (and firmly believe in) his innocence of any crime. As the Bard sees it, this and every other occasion in the play does indeed “spur a dull revenge” in Hamlet, not, as the prince would have it, because those occasions should shame him into a greater commitment to whet an assassin’s blade: his revenge remains “dull”—that is, ‘insufficiently reflective’—because it fails to recognize the mindlessness of its proceeding so or its failure to seek more enlightened—that is, less “dull”—means to reestablish justice in Denmark. Surreptitiously becoming a king killer to punish a surreptitious king killer is not a noble duty, but a reenactment of violent purpose “gross as earth,” however much one might wish or attempt to sugar over this devil itself with “devotion’s visage” (3.1.46).

Hamlet is correct—but only in a dramatically ironic sense—when he draws the soliloquy’s reflections on this matter to an end.

Rightly to be great
Is not to stir without great argument,
But greatly to find quarrel in a straw
When honor’s at the stake. (4.4.53–6)

Arguing in ll.53–4 that engagement with an issue should only ensue if a “great argument” or ‘cause’ necessitates it and in ll.55–6 that, by contrast, one should quarrel even over a “straw” (or ‘matter of no consequence’) as long as “honor’s” at “stake,” the passage’s contradictory claims demonstrate that Hamlet is too overwrought to be thinking straight in this ambiguous ‘last word’ on the matter he’s been considering. The self-contradiction in what he says is so flagrant that rather than resolving the matter, it re-opens the issue regarding what exactly a “noble” or “right . . . great” action requires by way of legitimizing motivation. His self-contradiction in drawing the lesson to which his reflections should lead him reflects, as Thompson and Taylor have noted, the “underlying problem” throughout the soliloquy that “Hamlet insists on admiring [or, at least, urging himself to emulate] Fortinbras while at the same time acknowledging the absurdity of [the Norwegian’s] actions” (371).

Shakespeare need not be thought to have nodded here, even though his hero clearly has. For him Hamlet’s words bespeak a wholly coherent dramatic irony indicting the prince’s unexamined course. For Hamlet, line 55’s “But” introduces an antithetical clause that contradicts what he had said in the previous two lines. For the poet, however, “But” operates as a reiterative conjunction in an elliptical restatement meant to clarify or specify what constitutes a “great argument” justifying action. One should
stir to a great argument even when it is over something as seemingly in-
substantial as a “straw”, but only when it is not one’s own self-regarding
sense of honor that is the “stake” being gambled irresponsibly in that
action. What legitimizes a great argument’s rightness can only be the
generous attempt to rescue what is honorable from being innocently sac-
ificed at the martyr’s “stake.” Only when one’s sense of honor concerns
itself, not with maintaining its own idle repute, but with maintaining the
well-being of others or preserving what is honorable in them from being
destroyed by or sacrificed to vile forces threatening their very existence,
can the sense of honor one serves truly insulate itself against possible
factitiousness (that is, a conscience compromised by egotism). Since Ham-
et has in his wounded alienation abdicated all such regard for others,
remaining concerned instead solely with maintaining his own honorable
ascendancy over the politic worms threatening him from every quarter,
in the poet’s estimation he can never “rightly . . . be [or ‘become’] great,”
his heroic agony tragically misguided.

Hamlet’s sense of the gulf that divides him from Claudius, the other
figure he accuses of usurping divine authority, is likewise, truth be told,
nothing more than a self-flattering fantasy. It is not, as the prince imag-
ines, Claudius alone who is “more than kin” and inhumanly “less than
kind”; he, too, is so. Would-be fratricide has simply squared off against
accomplished fratricide. Indeed, Claudius has no sense of the dramatic
irony in his false promise to Hamlet of succession to his throne: “Be as
ourself in Denmark” (1.2.122). That promise’s deepest symbolic import is
less insincere placation than ironic prophecy. Very soon thereafter, in fact,
Hamlet, too, becomes “as ourself” in the kingdom, having, like his uncle,
now a “father kill’d” and a “mother stain’d.” Though both will have per-
formed terrible atrocities by play’s end, neither one ever openly confronts
that fact or repents his crimes; each dies, instead, in an unresolved tension
between self-reproach and truant self-indulgence—the primary differ-
ence being that Hamlet has reproached himself throughout the action for
not having yet acted with sufficiently violent precipitation; Claudius, for
having already done so.

In 1.4 Hamlet upbraids Claudius for his “habit” (29) of draining “his
draughts of Rhenish down” and “bray[ing] / The triumph of his pledge”
(10–12). The earful he gets from the Ghost about his uncle in the follow-
ing scene immediately makes that insult about the new king’s alcoholic
imbibing seem like something of a tempest in a teapot: the “dram of [ev’l]”
that obliterates Claudius’ “noble substance . . . to his own scandal” is not,
it turns out, anything he ingests; it is, more damningly, what he pours
into Old Hamlet’s ear. But even before the Ghost’s revelation, one might
well have asked whether Hamlet’s condemnation of Claudius for public
intemperance was not prejudicially overblown—that is, a rhetorical intem-
perance matching his uncle’s literal one. Those less disposed to hate the
very sight of the man might well find Claudius’ drunken public excesses
irresponsibly self-indulgent and his inebriated “pledges” arrogantly self-satisfied and yet not feel inclined to join the prince in proclaiming them a hanging offense just yet, nor argue, as Hamlet does, that the evil in the king’s doing so is likely to have eaten away all the “noble substance” in the tippler. What’s more, it is difficult to comprehend how such an overt form of vice in the king could aptly be characterized as a “vicious mole” whose deadly effect on the man progresses stealthily, its lethal consequences undetectable. Public drunkenness keeps the progress of the disease it signals on conspicuously visible display. With the kind of prodding that might have kept him honest (but which he never receives) Hamlet might have been brought to acknowledge—though probably not after the Ghost’s murder accusation—that his resentment against his uncle here might properly be named an “o’ercrowing” sentence of spiritual death fashioned by distraught wishful thinking; but what one cannot imagine Hamlet recognizing is that his characterization of his uncle’s unknowing victimization by deadly inner corruption actually characterizes his own spiritual degeneration more aptly. The hidden “imposthume” (4.4.27) fatally bursting at play’s end (maiming the body politic along with the prince who should have been its less fevered ‘head’) is not Claudius’ publicly drunken celebrations of himself, but his nephew’s ‘public intemperance,’ his auto-intoxicated, self-satisfied wit that from one end of the play to the other does little more than “bray out the triumph of his pledge” in implicit self-congratulation. Though the prince may make the idle laugh, his mocking and abusive improvisations can only make the judicious grieve, when, in a display of “pitiful ambition” (3.2.44), his bars neglect the necessary requirements of the larger drama to aggrandize instead an ad-libbing clown’s vain place in it. It is the “o’ergrowth of [this] complexion / Oft breaking down the pales and forts of reason” (1.4.27–8) in Hamlet, a “habit that too much o’erleavens / The form of plauasive manners” (29–30), that undermines our hero’s “noble substance / . . . to his own scandal” (37–8). For Hamlet it is in the public’s “general censure” of Claudius’ drunken ways that the king “takes corruption”; but the symbolic truth is that it is Hamlet who “takes corruption”—poisoning his “noble substance”—in his “general censure” of everything in sight, as the Bard’s “little eyas” blindly exclaims against his own succession.

IV: MIRRORING REFLECTIONS

Hamlet / Ophelia

With every opportunity to size up in the actions he takes a mirror in which his scorn might see its own unsavory image as he glowers down his
nose at the world, Hamlet never pauses to consider self-reflectively how excoriating of those he judges from on high poisons his own noble sense of purpose. Take, for example, his assessment of the family of Polonius. One of the play’s great pities is that both Ophelia and Hamlet’s common failure to “confront the visage of offence” in each one’s treatment of the other means that these ‘adolescent’ lovers fail to see in the other the sympathetic reflection of their own painful predicament. Consequently, they only deepen their estrangement from one another, unwittingly deserting true generosity and consideration for a loved one as each seeks solely the sympathetic support they believe they deserve from that loved one. In symbolic terms, both the male and the female members of the relationship are ‘o-philia,’ deserted by those near and dear to them, their own well-being unlovingly neglected both by others and by themselves. Thus, both are left to their own devices in handling the stresses they find overwhelming. The effect is predictably disastrous. Because the intelligence each seeks in assessing the other’s odd behavior is but “distant knowledge” as unreliable as that Polonius would trust in having his emissary ask leading questions about Laertes of perfect strangers in Paris, neither of them ever learns that each is a child who has, in blind love, obeyed the questionable commands of parental authority, in the process cutting off the natural expression of concern for one another they had previously pledged. Then, once each has deeply hurt the other in their respective withdrawals of affection, neither thinks to transcend concern for his and her own pain and psychic needs to reach beyond themselves to tend to the pain they would have to be blind and deaf not to recognize having caused the other. No more than he can Ophelia get beyond the personal pain he has caused her to offer solicitude to her lover.

Having endured the inexplicable dumb show of Hamlet’s distraught visit to her chambers in Act 2, in Ophelia’s next and final opportunity for a private conversation with her troubled lover she behaves defensively. Rather than ask for some explanation of the mystifying distress he had displayed earlier in order to get to the bottom of her lover’s unease, she instead reprises the prince’s previous treatment of her. Having (like him) experienced the pain of an unexplained disavowal of previous protestations of love, like him she, too, now responds to it by seemingly giving him a cold shoulder all over again. Fearful that Laertes may have been correct in naming Hamlet’s attentions toward her a cavalier’s “trifling . . . favor” (1.3.5), she decides to test that suspicion and hurt him if she can by returning the literal “favors” or ‘love tokens’ he had once given her (rather than now giving him one of her own) to determine just how much or little they meant to him by how he reacts to her attempts to devalue them now, not realizing, of course, that to do so under these extreme circumstances in his life is herself to trifle with the favor she had previously shown him.
yet again, when what he requires is a more completely generous-hearted gesture.

My lord, I have remembrances of yours  
That I have longed long to redeliver.  
I pray you now receive them. . . .  
Their perfume lost,  
Take these again, for to the noble mind  
Rich gifts wax poor when givers prove unkind. (3.1.92–4; 98–100)

It seems clear enough that Ophelia’s goal in delivering these embittered words is in no way a straightforward hope to be well rid of her suitor any more than Hamlet’s embittered insults to her subsequent to her refusal to admit him into her heart of hearts any longer had as their goal his desire for a break with Ophelia. Each has been nearly overwhelmed by hurt pride at the other’s withdrawal of affection. Each is now apparently trying to shame the other in order to reestablish the relationship at the level of comfort each of them once enjoyed in it—however immaturely—prior to the hard feelings they are now expressing. Neither of them seem to recognize that in their hurt feelings of abandonment they mirror each other. Having abandoned themselves to the neglect of generous love in favor of its vain cousin—“neglected tribute”—each of the lovers now threatens to open again the raw wound they had previously inflicted by presently renewing hostilities in order to press for an advantage and get the other to admit a shameful inconsideration and thus return himself or herself to the place of honor they hope to win from the other. In speaking as she does here, Ophelia subtly discloses that for her the “sweet perfume” of his loving praises of her is more important to her and more essential to the love she shares with him than tending to the more unpleasant business of effecting a cure in him by cleaning out the festering wound in her beloved threatening his very life.

In *King Lear* France had argued that “love is not love” when it is “mingled with regards that stand aloof from th’ entire point” (*KL* 1.1.238–9). Ophelia thinks that the “noble mind” she speaks of here is none other than her own, she being too high-minded to be ‘bought off’ with material gifts, however lavish, when the giver of those rich gifts proves himself ignoble or “unkind” in his behaviors. The dramatic irony her words hide, however, makes a very different point. To the truly noble mind, “Rich gifts,” like those Ophelia might give her troubled suitor now, “wax poor” when, as now, their “giver” (Ophelia herself) proves “unkind,” too preoccupied with her own more superficial wounds to offer the loving concern that could remedy his. Love’s demands are no less compelling just because they do not smell as sweet as once they did. The perfume lost here is not alone in Hamlet’s harsh treatment of Ophelia; it is likewise
in the sweetness now evaporating in our image of Ophelia when, as the potential giver of the rich gift of herself to Hamlet, she instead waxes poor and proves unkind instead. Mirror images of one another, the lovers each “take corruption” in their “general censure” of the other, each wondering, mystified, why the other is behaving so badly to the one person who loves his/her beloved more than anyone else in the world, all this enacted while love’s available healing goes begging. Were they able to ‘confront the visage of offence’ in the other and see in it an exact replica of their own behaviors, Ophelia could no longer imagine herself a wholly “noble mind” above being captivated by superficial rewards when love’s at the stake and Hamlet could not describe the intercourse with Ophelia he once would have welcomed with open arms as the “sun breeding maggots in a dead dog—being a good (or is it ‘god’?) kissing carrion” (2.2.181–2).

In both cases, to think with such self-glorifying contempt of others in distress one purports to love is the self-righteous sin of extravagant and erring spirits indeed. Here, writ small, is the tragic error the prince commits at every turn.

Hamlet / Laertes

Hamlet knows so little of what Ophelia is going through and what motivated her apparent withdrawal of affection from him that the “general censure” by which he judges her from on high for it represents decidedly blind contempt. The circumstances involved in his cavalier dismissiveness and insensitivity toward her brother, however, are not similarly mitigating. In his chagrin subsequent to having lost his temper at Ophelia’s grave, Hamlet seemingly acknowledges his lapse (“I forgot myself”) in reviewing the event with Horatio. As he puts the matter, with seeming sympathy for Laertes, “by the image of my cause I see / The portraiture of his” (5.2.77–8). But his concession to Horatio that Laertes, too, is likewise a son understandably outraged by a father unjustly killed does not lead the prince to any more actualized sympathy or consideration for his fellow sufferer than he had previously shown—let alone an expression of remorse for the part he had played in causing it or conscientious effort at reparation and reform. In fact, directly after their fracas, Hamlet seems inexplicably at a loss regarding what possible source there could have been for Laertes’ animosity toward him. Sounding very much like his mother in her clueless response to his bitterness toward her, he asks: “What is the reason that you use me thus? / I lov’d you ever” (5.1.289–90). In symbolic terms Hamlet had not ‘forgotten’ himself when he became angry with Laertes. Indeed, he never thinks about anything else but himself in his dealings with him. His reactions are not variable but perfectly consistent: that is, in the figurative duel between them—one even more
significant than their literal one—whenever Laertes galls him slightly, the prince simply redoubles his efforts to establish and maintain his imagined preeminence over a rival. At Ophelia’s grave, the contest was for bragging rights regarding which of the two loved Ophelia best despite both having previously turned their backs completely on the poor girl. Their later duel simply resumes that interrupted contest over preeminence and honor, now trying to determine (in an equally ‘idle’ gesture) which of the two should enjoy greater repute as swordsman when the more important question, especially at this juncture, should be when and if such risky weapons should be in either man’s hands at all under the present circumstances. If the prince had been pricked on by emulate pride to a contest of honor in the unseemly fracas at Ophelia’s grave, the final duel is but its resumption—not some softening of Hamlet’s heart. At the reports of Laertes’ skills with a rapier, Claudius had noted, Hamlet had been so “envenom[ed] with his envy / That he could nothing do but wish and beg / Your sudden coming o’er to play with [him]” (4.7.103–5), even if the work of justice to which the prince had been sworn had to be put on hold again to do so. The poison that kills the prince is not alone or most significantly the potion with which Laertes envenoms his rapier; figuratively, it is an agent of destruction far more subtly lethal and invisible to mortal sight. At Ophelia’s grave or dueling with rapiers, Hamlet’s competitive “nature” urges him to the reckless sacrifice of all sensible “remembrance of [himself],”—whether with reference to his own well-being or neglected public concerns. His remark to Horatio about Laertes is not the act of empathy it would appear to be, but an unwittingly heartless self-disclosure in which, under face-saving cover of sympathy for another, the prince records self-pity regarding his own analogous and continuing trial.10 That state of self-regarding chagrin rapidly gives way to the renewal of his competitive fire, one in which Laertes figures, not as a brother in comparable pain, but simply as an adversary who must learn his place. In the end, whether in love or war, the only thing these two accomplish in “outface[ing]” (5.1.278) each other—as Hamlet had unseeing-ly prophesied—is for Laertes to be “buried quick with her [Ophelia] and so will I” (5.1.279).

Between their first duel and its fatal resumption, the only intervening sign that Hamlet had taken his indecorous behavior at Ophelia’s grave to heart was the cavalierly high-handed apology he voiced before resuming hostilities on another front of the same battlefield in the final scene—an apology representing a Pyrrhus-like “pause” before the final, headlong charge he then resumes. This is an apology in name only.11 Even before he finishes voicing it, in his high-handed dismissiveness in proffering it, the prince ‘requires’ acceptance of it “as you are a gentleman” (5.2.227), in effect insulting Laertes anew and in advance should his ‘subject’ not be
How All Occasions Do Inform Against Me and Spur a Dull Revenge

properly moved to an atonement. More double-talking self-justification than admission of fault, at no point in his apology does Hamlet take responsibility for his actions. He does not blame himself but his “madness” for the harm done, only ultimately to declare that he—not Laertes—is the one who has been “wronged” in the whole sorry escapade. Though he knows that he is responsible for Polonius’ premature death and though he must wonder what role his own vile treatment of Ophelia may have had to do with her troubled mind, he bypasses both of those issues in seeking Laertes’ leniency toward him. Should the prince have “hurt my brother,” he declares, he had done so by accident; therefore, the angry young man should not bear any hard feelings toward him. Even if, in his reference to weaponry (but a figurative “arrow shot o’er the house”) Hamlet intends an indirect admission that he may have hurt Laertes by first having harmed his father more directly, the gesture remains disingenuous. Indefinitely alluding to the rapier thrust through the arras as an arrow shot without any malicious intent misrepresents—indeed occludes—the homicidal intent of that earlier act. Genuine apologies require both an acknowledgment of responsibility and contrition for an evil done and a sincere effort to avoid thoughtless repetition of the offence. Both Hamlet’s apology itself and its place here as but a half-hearted pause between dueling challenges that press on unchecked leave both conditions of praiseworthy apologies unmet. Hamlet may think that he “forgot” himself in his incivilities to Laertes at his sister’s grave, but the deeper truth in his saying so argues the opposite symbolically. In his dealings with his brother in pain, the prince never forgets himself. Whenever Laertes galls him slightly—understanding everything as merely a prickly challenge to his preeminence—it licenses the prince to redouble his efforts to outstrip his rival, spurred on solely by emulate pride, the only thing ‘forgotten’ any sympathetic fellow-feeling and communion in shared suffering.

Just before their swordplay begins in earnest, Hamlet tells Laertes that the prince will prove his foil: “Your skill shall, like a star i’ th’ darkest night / Stick fiery off indeed” (256–7)—this despite having told Horatio shortly before that he is confident he will win the contest “at the odds” (5.2.211–2). The prince’s pretense of compliment is thus but the first distracting feint in the renewal of contestation, just a bit of gamesmanship. But the dramatic irony in his saying so pronounces a significant moral judgment upon him. Though Laertes’ swordsmanship subsequently proves surprisingly inept, his behavior in the duel does in fact “stick fiery off” against the “darkest night” of Hamlet’s benightedness about himself and his behavior. Though Laertes does not act upon his growing scruple regarding the deceitful practice in which he is implicated, at least he feels shame for its villainy—a thing Hamlet himself never
manifests about his own behavior. And when he has been mortally wounded, however self-serving his request that Hamlet “exchange forgiveness with me” (5.2.329), at least he seeks it. For his dark part, our ungracious pastor neither grants Laertes his request for forgiveness nor, in the end, asks any from his brother in misery for the harms he has done in his turn to him. Deflecting any certain acknowledgment of personal involvement in the matter, Hamlet equivocally urges his rival to seek what forgiveness he requests from powers other than the prince—“Heaven make thee free of it” (5.2.332). For his own part, he makes no request of Laertes for forgiveness before Laertes expires. What energy Hamlet has left he reserves for impaling Claudius in fury and then trying to justify the butchery.

In the last analysis, the differences between the twin avengers pale before the dark likenesses that disclose their brotherhood in reckless disregard for life and limb—their own and that of others. Their mettle as “un-improved” as that of Fortinbras, each of these unvalued persons shows little regard for his own or the social order’s continued and improved well-being, carving for themselves alone. Easily manipulated by malicious elders posing as father figures, each goes off half-cocked in an effort to avenge loved ones who are themselves implicated in the criminality the sons would punish their executioners for having performed. Each has no idea that the purported justice they seek is subtly compromised by the presiding sense of personal honor they imagine they are proving by their violent assaults. What makes each turn his back completely on Ophelia is a shared sense of personal and familial honor outraged by the humiliating treatment their fathers have sustained: Hamlet banishing her and all other human ties in order to exact surreptitious revenge on Claudius; Laertes aping Horatio in allowing his mad sister to vanish from his ken unattended because his father (and dishonored warrior surrogate) was not accorded proper tribute at his death.

His means of death, his obscure funeral—
No trophy, sword, nor hatchment, o’er his bones,
No noble rite nor formal ostentation—
Cry to be heard. (4.5.214–7)

The outraged son requires ostentatious military honors and burial for a dead father ‘killed in action’ (such as it was); but for his sister, still alive—though in extremis—he acknowledges no comparable “cry to be heard” (217), nothing that obligated his “love” to “send some precious instance of itself /After the thing it loves” (163–4), as, to his way of thinking, the shabby treatment his father suffered does. Both he and Hamlet, then, have insensibly allowed their ‘natural’ grief for their lost fathers to overcome completely the ‘discretion’ that requires proper “remembrance
of ourselves” and others still alive. Viewed by the light of Hamlet’s apprehensive hesitations, Laertes may sound completely uncontrolled when he declares to Claudius:

To hell, allegiance! vows to the blackest devil!
Conscience and grace, to the profoundest pit!
I dare damnation. To this point I stand
That both the worlds I give to negligence.
Let come what comes, only I’ll be reveng’d
Most thoroughly for my father. (4.5.131–7)

But a modicum of reflection upon the passage discloses that Laertes’ reckless intent likewise characterizes Hamlet’s, even down to the fatalism of “Let come what comes” that the prince will unwittingly echo in the play’s final act. Both men need to rein in license and combativeness in favor of confronting the visage of offence in their scorn for everything besides their own rage and hurt pride.

Hamlet / Polonius

When arranging accommodations for the visiting players, the prince makes recommendations to both Polonius and the First Player that must come as quite a surprise to anyone who has been watching the action to this point. The chamberlain had declared that he would treat the players “according to their desert” (2.2.527). Hamlet’s response, however, chastens him: “Use every man after his desert, and who shall escape whipping? Use them after your own honor and dignity—the less they deserve, the more merit is in your bounty” (528–31). Then, when the player would exit, following Polonius, Hamlet warns him in turn: “look you mock him not” (545). Given the fact that whenever Hamlet participates in verbal exchanges with Polonius—before and after this interlude—he does nothing but mock and degrade the bewildered old man, it seems fair to say the gentility of his advice here momentarily masks the underlying truth that the prince is, without knowing it, but an “ungracious pastor” who offers good counsel to others but himself “reaks not his own rede.” The Polonius we come to know in the play is certainly a fatuous meddler and braggart who has an overblown notion of his own powers of penetration into the essence of things; but it is hard to reconcile the dramatic experience we have of this addled alazon with the brutal fate he endures. No one but Hamlet perhaps would think it reasonable to conclude that “heaven hath pleas’d it so” (3.4.173)13 when assessing the chamberlain’s death for misdemeanors committed against discretion and modesty that in no way involved malice toward the prince. For his part, nevertheless, the prince always assaults his potential father-in-law as if he were his own personal
whipping boy. He may have his suspicions—but no evidence of fact—that Polonius had anything to do with Ophelia’s sudden refusal to admit the prince to her presence, or he may simply have been so angered by her rejection that he decided to tar her father with the same brush in his frustration with her; but the upshot in either case is that on knowledge as “distant” and unreliable as that Polonius himself had relied on in drawing conclusions about Laertes’ behavior at university, Hamlet has decided not to treat Polonius “after [the prince’s] own honor and dignity.” Instead, he consistently leads the hapless old man around by the nose for his and others’ idle amusement. Far from confirming his own honor and dignity, his demeanor toward Polonius establishes his curious likeness to him, each now having foolishly “cast beyond himself” in his “opinions,” though, ironically, it is the man the prince never tires of derogating and not the play’s hero who at least on one occasion (in Hamlet “all occasions do inform against” him) proves man enough to acknowledge the limits of his prescience.

The prejudicial contempt with which Hamlet treats Polonius continues unabated even after the prince accidentally kills the old man. For well over 150 lines the corpse lies ignored between Hamlet and his mother. Then, after a perfunctory admission of regret (“For this same lord, I do repent”), Hamlet immediately begins to discuss the matter in terms not of his own horror at and responsibility for a deeply alarming error, but with exclusive reference to heaven’s ‘pleasure’ (3.4.173) at it. To the extent that “this” in line 174 is to be heard as a reference to Polonius, the chamberlain gets consigned to the dehumanizing objectification of a vague demonstrative; to the extent that “this” may reference the broader issue of heaven’s hand in the prince’s murderous muddle (“punishing me with this”) and his own inadequacy to the sacred task imposed on him (“and this with me”), Polonius himself has disappeared completely from the prince’s reckoning within three lines of his having regretted his misstep. At scene’s end, Hamlet may well boast that he will “answer well / The death I gave him” (3.4.176–7) in restitution of some sort, but in the remainder of the play he will never feel any obligation to ‘answer for’ it by taking full responsibility, though he will be given opportunities. Certainly there is no more reverence in identifying Polonius’ bleeding body as “this” than there is in his declaring of Polonius not forty lines later that “I’ll lug the guts into the neighbor room” (3.4.212) just before taking one final and gratuitous verbal swipe at his hapless victim:

```
this counselor
Is now most still, most secret, and most grave,
Who was in life a foolish prating knave.
Come, sir, to draw toward an end with you. (3.4.213–16)
```
Here, as with Claudius previously, Hamlet has no inkling that in his “general censure” of another, it is he—not his intended satirical target—who “takes corruption.” No matter how nobly self-sacrificial the destiny the prince imagines for himself, he will instead prove a more ironic commonality with the very ordinary type of sinner his victim is: the chamberlain being, it would seem, not the only one in the play who proves a “foolish prating knave.” Hamlet has no suspicion of the dramatic irony in his witticism at the dead man’s expense: he will indeed do nothing but “draw toward an end with you,” in the finale his own victimized death symbolically mimicking this first unnecessary one. In the “end” they will prove their identity, not alone in the superior intelligence they both wrongly presume in themselves, but also, and more importantly yet, in their merely “prate[ing]” until each literally turns blue in the face—nothing of significance communicated or resolved to anyone’s satisfaction by virtue of either’s idle chatter.

The arc of Polonius’ chosen course in the plot is to compound one presumptuous error with another just as misguided as the first. His decision to cloister Ophelia because he presumes Hamlet’s affection for her to be trifling gives way under the pressure of conflicting evidence to a second hasty and misguided conclusion: far from loving Ophelia too little, Hamlet’s strange antics must be the result instead of his loving her too much. Trusting far too smugly in his own good judgment in this matter, Polonius compounds one avoidable error with another, accomplishing nothing but to get himself killed for his troubles. Much the same must be said of Hamlet. Initially, in soldierly fashion, like Bernardo, he foolishly presumes one can simply kill an offending spirit off with a sword, his “vain blows” proving at Polonius’ death but “malicious mockery” of his purposes; but having seemingly detected the folly of the violence of simple soldierly resolve, Hamlet, like his prating prototype, jumps to an opposite and equally erroneous conclusion, one for which he too will pay with his life. No sooner has the violent directness of the soldier in him backfired than he adopts the opposite error, and, like Horatio before the Ghost, puts all his trust in Heaven as the providential means to the resolution of the crisis he’s facing. Neither course is free of error; neither course meliorates the situation. Thus bad begins in Acts 1–3 and “worse remains behind” in Acts 4–5. As the final scene warns us figuratively, the reckless use of rapiers can kill in the hands of those who should not be trusted to wield them prudently, but so can the passive ingestion of a “poisoned cup” of unreasoning presumption about the beneficence of powers above us managing our affairs in our derelict place.

The reason the play on which Hamlet tried to model his revenge on Claudius closed on its opening night (2.2.435) may not have been, as the prince presumed, because it was “caviary to the general” (437), but rather
because the ‘play’ itself (read Hamlet’s revenge) was a misguided conception so atrociously executed in rehearsal that it should never have been brought to a ‘performance’ at all. Hamlet may well think he is playing the ‘lead’ in it; but in figurative fact he is Polonius’ understudy in jumping to conclusions that eventually get him killed, too. Each man trusts too completely in the unquestioning rightness of his own presumptions. Both give good advice to others that they themselves should well heed: Polonius warning Laertes to “give thy thoughts no tongue, / Nor any unproportion’d thought his act” and “to give every man thy ear, but few thy voice, / Take each man’s censure, but reserve thy judgment” (1.3.59-60; 68–9) and Hamlet, the players: urging them neither to “tear a passion to totters” (3.2.9) nor “be not too tame neither, but let your own discretion be your tutor” (16–17). An ‘accomplished’ actor who wishes to avoid failure “must acquire and beget a temperance” (7) even in “the very torrent, tempest, and as I may say, whirlwind of [one’s] passion” (3.2.5–7). If the player’s acting is “overdone, or comes tardy off” (as it does in Hamlet himself), “though” he may “make the unskillful laugh” he “cannot but make the judicious grieve,” both when the acting is too overwrought (Acts 1–3) or too tame (Acts 4–5).

Though both Polonius and Hamlet presume that their actions are motivated by love for those closest to them, the truth is that apparently generous impulse in both cases masks self-regarding motives that are each man’s unacknowledged drives: Polonius’ initial hope to ingratiate himself with the new king by demonstrating that he and his family know their place, and, subsequently, his hope that such a place might be elevated further by a royal marriage; and in Hamlet’s case a revenge less concerned with justice for his father than it is with both winning the Ghost’s approval of his stature as a hero and, by doing so, secretly winning glory greater than that of the man he both worships and would supplant. The contempt for Polonius Hamlet never tires of heaping upon him dramatizes an easy but false sense of superiority that fails to see that “general censure” of the hapless old man convicts the prince even more profoundly than it does his target.

Were his “scorn’s own image” to reflect on itself, it could learn that he who scorns is in fact more vicious than his well-meaning target. As Hamlet rightly declares (if only with abstraction’s “distant knowledge”), great art’s mimesis does not alone faithfully reproduce the image of scorn as an end in itself—the ‘art’ that the prince models in Hamlet. It achieves a greater good, the unmasking of Vice’s face, Virtue’s opposite. Scorn’s unmasking awaits not merely its representation as a dramatic fact, but the realization of just how hideous the face of scorn is when it materializes. The greatest efficacy of art is not simply a mimetic portrait of scorn’s image; it is the transformative amelioration that results when scorn sees
its own image for the hateful thing it is. By that standard, Hamlet never casts his nighted / knighted color off. He remains, like Polonius himself, ever in the dark about himself and the corruption he embodies but does not see.

Hamlet / Gertrude

No moment in the play presents Hamlet in a more distraught and overwrought state than the long scene in which he browbeats his mother, at long last getting an opportunity to vent the rage she has provoked in him. It is, of course, not surprising that this should be so. For all the prince knows for certain, the mother he thought he knew likely had a hand in the murder of her husband, his father. Her nearly immediate remarriage to the man the Ghost accused of the crime—satyr to his father’s Hyperion, as he sees it—violates all the proprieties associated with a ‘decent’ period of mourning and further humiliates her son at court in that in it she has technically committed incest by marrying her dead husband’s brother. Nor apparently has she done anything to temper or mute his uncle’s shameless carousing wherein “kettledrum and trumpet . . . bray out / The triumph of [the interloper’s] pledge” (1.4.11–12) at a time when a respectful, grieving silence for his dead predecessor and brother should still decorously reign. Nor does Hamlet have any way of knowing what to make of Gertrude’s silent avoidance of him personally and her seeming indifference to the cares and concerns he has manifested so visibly after Old Hamlet’s sudden death. The preponderance of the evidence, when seen from his unilluminated place in the court’s new normalcy, would seem to argue in favor of his conclusion that Gertrude is bereft of conscience and heartlessly indifferent to him personally. Though the audience gradually comes to a clearer perspective on the matter, the prince has little reason to suppose that her avoidance of him is the result, not of lack of concern or callous betrayal, but her own personal mortification before him and a self-protective desire to avoid the ‘scene’ she suspects would occur should she seek a private audience with her embittered son.

It is important to recognize that the unleashed fury of Hamlet’s verbal assault on Gertrude is not alone the result of what she’s done or even the length of time the prince’s suppressed rage has had time to build in him; it is also profoundly aggravated in his eyes by Gertrude’s apparent shamelessness regarding those sins of commission and omission. It is her sleeping conscience that ultimately drives the prince to wish to anatomize her, that nearly mad desire, à la Nero—not, as in the Roman emperor’s case, to satisfy an idle curiosity about his origins, but to determine whether within Gertrude there is any sign at all of a heart or soul that can be touched or at least pained. That goal licenses Hamlet to be “cruel”
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(3.4.178) in order to determine whether he and Gertrude share “kind,” or familial bond of any sort whatever, or if, instead, she is what he most fears: a cruelly indifferent, conscienceless figure absolutely alien to him and all that is holy.

The trouble, however, for our “churlish priest” and “ungracious pastor” who in his spiteful turn presumes to conduct this heartless examination of another’s conscience, is that, as we’ve already learned from Bernardo, violent assaults directed at spirits can do nothing to make them answer to our designs upon them, but instead aim “vain blows”—“malicious mockery”—that redound on the aggressor rather than on the intended target. Hamlet had ample respect for “that within” himself “which passes show,” depths unavailable to the prying eyes of the world; but he sustains no comparable modesty about his own limits when it is he who would wish to lay open another’s most hidden spiritual depths.

For the audience witnessing this browbeating, one of the most interesting ironies in it is that by scene’s end we know nothing much more definitive about Gertrude’s inner life than we did before it began. Her seemingly shocked reaction to his accusation that she killed Old Hamlet—“As kill a king?” (3.4.30)—does not constitute an admission of guilt any more definitively than it forges a denial. The questions by which she subsequently interrupts his assault (39–40 and 52–3) may as readily confess bewilderment at what Hamlet is driving at exactly as they may, alternatively, imply a defensive deflection playing for time or advantage in order to parry her son’s onslaught. When she breaks under the strain from his relentless verbal blows, her ‘confession’ of fault is peculiarly vague and indefinite in begging for mercy because in turning her “eyes into my very soul” what she sees there “are such black and [grained] spots / As will [not] leave their tinct” (90–1), her disquietude inspired by a son’s words that “like daggers” have been thrust “in my ears” (95).

We know that Hamlet’s accusations pain her, indeed, all but physically so; but what we do not know with any certainty is what new awareness her interior life now possesses because of her son’s tirade. It almost seems as if the “rude noises” the prince keeps making so hurt her that instead of making her think about her specific sins she instead may be merely trying in pained self-protection to stop her ears and eyes against this agony. For all we know, the “black and grained spots” she is now seeing within are not a reflective confession of sin, even to herself, but perhaps only the unreflective description of the black and shapeless void where she cowers, her shuttered eyes her only defense against the unbearably distressing, hate-filled visage and intent of her accuser. In any case, if she is confessing some inner vileness in that declaration, neither we nor Hamlet can have any idea what specifically it might mean. The only other self-revelation she offers before her agony finally ends is simply a confes-
sion, not of sin (though Hamlet had just urged her to “confess yourself to heaven, / Repent” [149–50]), but an admission to him that his slashing words have “cleft her heart in twain” (156). That statement does not decisively indicate that her loyalties are now divided between her son and new husband; it may simply disclose how Hamlet’s stabbing assault has ripped open or torn at her heart—within an inch of her life, as she sees it. Still seeming bewildered more than enlightened by the flogging she’s taken, her final words indicate that she’s still trying to process the import of what’s just happened to her more than that she has taken away any clear lesson from it. Does she have her wits about her when she asks, “what shall I do?” (3.4.180), or are these words simply a dazed confession of beleaguered haplessness spoken as much to herself as to her son?

Ignoring the possibility in her question that his mother may be confessing her bewildered and helpless sense of no longer knowing where to turn personally (so disoriented does she feel as a consequence of her son’s assault), Hamlet speaks—not to soothe her or even acknowledge her suffering, but to specify actions she should take if she’s concerned to please him. He demands two things of her: first, that she not again make the beast with two backs with Claudius and, second, that she not disclose that her son is “mad in craft” rather than actually deranged. For all we ever know with certainty, Gertrude may not have proceeded to honor the first request (especially considering how forcefully we see her defend Claudius before Laertes because she knows her son, not Claudius, killed Polonius) and, though she seemingly grants the second, we cannot be sure she does so because she believes his madness is in fact merely an act. (She has just witnessed him “hold(ing) discourses” with “the incorporeal air” as he bent his “eye on vacancy” (3.4.117–18) when she saw no evidence of an apparition whatever.) Perhaps, then, she neglects to tell Claudius that Hamlet’s madness is a deceitful pretense, not because of the conspiratorial cooperation Hamlet demands from her, but, instead, because she truly believes now more than ever that his madness is in fact no pretense, but genuine. In sum, the scene does not disclose with any certainty any definitive moral change of stance or even necessarily any alteration in Gertrude’s character despite Hamlet’s outraged efforts to elicit a confession of sin and conversion from her.

At the end of Act 2, when Hamlet considers the use he might make of The Mousetrap, he determines that he will “observe [the king’s] looks” at the play’s performance in order to “tent him to the quick. If ‘a do blench, / I know my course” (2.2.597–8) because then Claudius (in Hamlet’s mind’s eye) would have definitively demonstrated his guilt. Clearly Hamlet’s logic there was faulty. Probe anyone to the “quick” with a verbal scalpel and the victim will “blench.” Doing so generates wincing pain, no question; but it does not definitively disclose guilt. The prince is seemingly
making the same mistaken assumption here. He makes Gertrude wince; but he does not thereby lay bare her guilt. Hamlet has accomplished nothing by means of his verbal assault on his mother but “malicious mockery.” When one comes to think about it, in fact, doesn’t his discharged fury do more to hinder than help to set him on a pragmatic course toward the ends he claims to serve? More intent on forcing his mother to acknowledge his moral superiority to her in “neglected tribute” than on a judicious criminal investigation, at scene’s end he leaves the more crucial chore as incomplete as he had after The Mousetrap. At encounter’s end he has no more reason to trust Gertrude than he had before. We only know, as should he, that by speaking so frankly to Gertrude he has compromised his cover without compensating benefit. His parting injunction to her not to betray him to Claudius has as little compelling force as did his swearing his friends to silence at the end of Act 1. If mother or friends should decide to betray him, they will pay no price for it. He has simply made himself more or less dependent on the kindness of those from whom he has risked estranging himself by his off-putting lack of manners.

In characteristic fashion, at the end of their tête-à-tête Hamlet leaves matters in a deplorable state of irresolution, the scene’s dramaturgy, too, exhibiting ‘arrested development.’ He still has not determined to his own satisfaction whether Gertrude is a fellow human being who loves him or the monster he has accused her of being. The confession he had sought regarding the specific extent of her sinfulness remains unmade; her trustworthiness to keep the secret he has recklessly disclosed to her anything but certain. The dramatic ‘scene’ he had hoped to see develop to some impressive kind of climax instead peters out (his rage spent) into exhausted inconsequence. Leaving matters of the gravest importance to his well-being truantly neglected, he leaps over any honest acknowledgment of his ineptitude and folly in having blown his cover (and mistakenly killed the wrong man) with bravado about how his future actions (the “worse that remains behind”) will more than make up for a bad beginning. Likewise idle is the order he cannot enforce that Gertrude keep his secret from Claudius. Early in the scene he had not begotten a temperance in tearing a passion to tatters to vent rage; thereafter—still intemperate—he goes on to behave rather “too tame[ly]” (3.2.16).

Once considered apart from its dramatically compelling discharge of emotion, Hamlet’s harsh interrogation of his mother has no rational explanation. Irrational and toxic dimensions of his inner being rule his behavior in it unchecked. In other words, his infuriated and grieving “nature” has utterly routed “discretion”—so much so in fact that neither his own continued well-being nor that of his nation is any longer a portion of the “remembrance of ourselves” that should reign in him despite the understandable depth of his anger and grief. However bungled and
incomplete his efforts to do so, in unwittingly satisfying ego needs, the prince wholly disregards his own best interests.

Hamlet talks a good game of moral rectitude in addressing his mother. He’s not Old Hamlet: he believes and hopes in the possibility of her redemption. One of his conscious efforts is to get Gertrude to “confess” and repent her sins. “When” she should thus become “desirous to be blest, / I’ll blessing beg of you” (171–2), he declares, in a seemingly generous gesture of reciprocal conciliation and comity: but he does little to press these concerns to any meaningful conclusion. Like the “ungracious pastor” about which Ophelia had warned Laertes, he behaves instead like a “reckless libertine” and proceeds down “the primrose path” of a mere “dalliance” with the virtue he would urge upon others, reaking not his own rede. Not only does he fail to interrogate the shameful manner he has personally struck in flaying his mother before any specific evidence has been objectively sifted and weighed, but even the substance of his advice to her betrays the sacred purposes he avows. At one point he declares:

Forgive me this my virtue . . .
Virtue itself of vice must pardon beg,
Yea, curb and woo for leave to do him good. (3.4.152–5)

He may imagine that he is acting as a ‘gracious’ pastor would; but he does not, in fact, gently continue to “curb and woo” to do the sinner good while fearing to give offense in directing the sinner to grace. His tone excoriating, instead he dryly mocks the sinner for the indignity she has imposed upon her high priest and confessor, making it necessary for him to lower himself so. He believes that the only way he might be heard by such a hardened heart requires, however gallingly, that the morally superior being (all “Virtue” himself) ‘act’ in self-subordinating fashion to the morally inferior one. Hamlet should not condition the blessing he would seek from Gertrude on her future behavior. Even more to the point, he should, in fact, beg his mother’s pardon now for the relentless incivility of his treatment of her throughout this scene as well as for its moral smugness, though in his unleashed fury such an apology is clearly the last thing he can imagine being required of him. If he genuinely were concerned with “doing her good”—not merely with insulting her until she concedes his righteous superiority—he would have continued to “curb and woo” both himself and her so as to elicit an honest and complete explanation of her behavior in order to foster the healing between them son and mother need. Had he done so, they could have come to a greater understanding of one another and reached a completed reconciliation because, as the audience comes to know, his mother’s heart has always been in the right place with regard to her son.
In the exchange of blessings he hopes for, there is no doubt a well-meaning desire that she and he reconcile; but the prince’s manner of expressing this hope blindly conditions its realization on his mother’s subordinating herself to him in his inappropriately assumed role as priestly superior capable of conferring absolution from on high. In unpacking the import of the “blessing” he would give her, we cannot completely disentangle his desire for conciliation and respect in it from the morally contaminating identification of himself as her confessor absolving her from sins she alone must confess here. To Gertrude, too, Hamlet could well say: though “set naked on thy kingdom” yet “High and mighty, you shall know I am” (4.7.42–3). Never does he accede to his mother’s wishes and cast thy “[k]nighted’ color off,” churlish priest to the end. Though we in the audience never do know the full extent of the sins Gertrude needs to confess, we do come to know that Hamlet should make good on his dramatically ironic promise and beg her blessing because whatever the sins her lax conscience may hide, with reference to him, she has never done anything in the play but “desire to be blest” by his recovery. Even in this scene, despite the verbal abuse she’s endured, after Hamlet sees the Ghost for the second time, it is her son’s well-being and not her own that most concerns her. Once the Ghost departs, in answer to Hamlet’s query—“How is it with you, lady?”—her response is: “Alas, how is’t with you” (3.4.116)?

Whether the “glass” (3.4.19) Hamlet holds up to his mother’s scrutiny, in which she can discern the “[inmost] part of you” (20), is literal or figurative, it is one in which he, too, could discern his own proper self should he gaze into it in earnest self-interrogation. How all occasions do inform against the prince. Since we will never know the exact depth of Gertrude’s sinfulness, it may or may not be true, as Hamlet imagines, that

Heaven’s face does glow
O’er this solidity and compound mass
With heated visage, as against the doom;
Is thought-sick at the act (3.4.48–51)

that joins her to Claudius in their unholy union. This much, however, we do know: Hamlet’s “face” looks down on her with “heated visage” from on high, “thought-sick” at her congress with Claudius. He may ask Gertrude: “Shame, where is thy blush?” (81) But one could, in all fairness, ask her accuser the same question. Whatever we may say about hers, his actions here have definitively “blurr[ed] the grace and blush of modesty” (41) in his cruel repudiation of his mother. Which of the two can we say with more certainty has “take[n] off the rose / From the fair forehead of an innocent love / And set a blister there” (3.4.42–4)—his mother in her
union (conceivably naïve) with Claudius, or Hamlet in his vicious condemnation of his mother here and in his treatment of Ophelia earlier? Who, “stewed in corruption,” is “honeying and making love / Over the nasty sty?” (3.4.93–4), Claudius and Gertrude in their marital bed? Or Hamlet, the self-gratifying spirit of alienated adolescence, obsessing over another human being’s abomination, a man who has in these very words located the center of corruption within the diseased womb of his mother (from whence—the irony unwittingly complicating itself—he, too, sprung)? Is the “nasty sty” more nearly the womb gratifications Gertrude enjoys or is the “sty” Hamlet speaks of symbolically in the eye of her beholder: his vision impaired by it, his rage so profound that he cannot even see straight? The infected sty inhibiting Hamlet’s clear vision of things is not the mote he would remove from Gertrude’s eye, but the unacknowledged beam in his own.

When all is said and done, what so provokes the prince is that his mother seemingly cannot tell the difference between virtue (Old Hamlet) and vice (Claudius), her lack of proper discrimination in no way troubling her conscience. Moreover, in her shameful lack of mourning, she seemingly has no regard for the pain she is causing those close to her while she seeks a life of self-gratification, even when it may involve having driven the child of the man she killed to near madness. Remove the words “may” and “near” from the previous sentence and one can readily see that the hideous crimes Hamlet lays at his mother’s door are, in fact, crimes he has more definitively committed in his own life: a man unable to differentiate virtue from vice in the vengeful justice he seeks; disturbing deeply those who love him; displaying in this very scene a shameful lack of mourning for a man he has killed; and by his own actions having helped to drive that dead man’s child to madness. Were he to employ self-reflectively the “glass” wherein, as he argues, Gertrude might see the “inmost part of” herself, Hamlet would soon realize the deeper prophetic truth in his truant and grudging concession to his mother’s corrupted wishes, unreflectively announced in Act 1: “I shall in all my best obey you, madam” (1.2.120). The acorn, it turns out, does not fall far from the tree. No god-like, exalted priest and judge standing above her in untainted righteousness, Hamlet is Gertrude’s double in unreflective crime.

Hamlet / Gravedigger

The most pithy and summative emblem in Hamlet is its dramatization of the hidden identity between the play’s hero and the gravedigger, the lowliest figure at Elsinore toward whom Hamlet presumes superiority, his moral elevation above him unwarranted. Like Hamlet, the gravedigger takes pride in his skill at a game that, at best, might be considered...
an idle ‘diversion,’ his off-putting skill at wrong-footing anyone he can engage in endless verbal equivocation. Even more to the point, though the clown’s only accomplishment is to make graves, oddly enough he thinks the world of himself for doing so. Hamlet has quite a nerve in judging him for that, however. When the prince observes the clown irreverently tossing about skulls as he digs his graves, he inquires of Horatio, offended: “Has this fellow no feeling of his business, ‘a sings in grave-making” (5.1.65–6)? But the clown only diverts himself—playing “loggats,” figuratively speaking, with the skulls of the deceased—once they are dead; Hamlet, for his part a more irreverent grave-maker, ‘diverts’ himself with knocking his victims “about the [mazzard]” (89) while they are still alive even as he labors to dig graves for them, his pride in his handiwork even more indecorous.

When Hamlet is told that one of the “chop-fall’n” (192) skulls he’s been handed is that of the king’s jester, Yorick, he stares into its face to examine its meaning. But Hamlet’s witty reflections about the death’s head he holds up for inspection do not summon to consciousness the iconic symbolism of some St. Jerome contemplating a human skull as a memento mori. Hamlet, it should surprise no one by now, likes to keep his distance from others, even the dead—including, it turns out, the man who dandled him as a boy and “bore [him] on his back a thousand times” (186). In this “fellow of infinite jest” (185), now “chop-fall’n” (192) in death, unable now to exercise his identifying wit, Hamlet fails to see his doppelganger, though he presently is staring the tutelary death’s head directly in the face. Instead, he seizes the opportunity to mock the dead man merely to demonstrate his own cleverness, making an unfeeling jest at Yorick’s expense.

Where be your jokes now, your gambols, your songs, your flashes of merriment that were wont to set the table on a roar? Not one now to mock your own grinning—quite chop-fall’n? (189–92)

Unable to see in the face of the dead jester the fate in store for him, too, he crafts edgy humor to defend himself against the lesson the death’s head best teaches: the humble need to remind ourselves constantly of our identity with others and the attendant need for fellow feeling and human sympathy. In life, Yorick—not so “poor” (184) after all—knew the true jester’s most penetrating wisdom: “to mock [his own] grinning”; Hamlet, even now no such sage, knows only in his grinning jests to mock others (even Yorick)—not himself in doing so. Instead of learning what the jesting sage had to teach, Hamlet idly prefers to mock him for the way death silenced the wisdom he had once made every effort to communicate. When the prince is done idly ‘playing’ with the skull, now offended by
its stench, he simply tosses it aside neglectfully and in disgust, his lack of reverence for the remains of a man who clearly deserves better from him far more troubling than the disrespect toward anonymous skulls he castigates in the gravedigger.

The final word on the gravedigger’s folly is that he insists on digging his own graves for no better reason than merely to preserve and sustain a vain self-regard. In the course of the play, Hamlet does nothing more substantial—merely digging his own grave to preserve and sustain the unsustainable, an overblown sense of his own worth. The “ass” that “o’erreaches” those who “would circumvent God” (5.1.78–9) whilst they lived is not the Gravedigger Hamlet mocks along with the earthly sinners whose comeuppance at the delver’s hands the prince so relishes in saying so. Himself at once the fool that would “circumvent the Almighty” in the exercise of his “divine ambition” and the “ass that o’erreaches,” he is in fact one and the same person whose “frailty” is named Hamlet / Amleth himself—the irreverent gravedigger all of us must in our turn come to recognize for what he truly is or else find ourselves endlessly condemned merely to perpetuate a shared folly with him, looking down our noses on one of our own who should command our care and concern.

NOTES

1. As noted previously, the pause the prince repeatedly takes in the anticipated enactment of his revenge does not ‘give him pause’ spiritually. Like Pyrrhus, when circumstances permit, he simply persists in his headlong intent to commit the bloody murder he previously vowed, both men paying for their sacrilege with their own violently foreshortened lives as their sole reward. Cf. Rosenberg 152.

2. Cf. Belsey 137: compared to his resolute foils, Fortinbras and Laertes, “it is because Hamlet’s ethics are more subtle, because he sees the ambiguity of his position and is anxious to know which course is ‘nobler’ that he is the hero of the play.” Furthermore, she rightly parries those (most famously, Battenhouse and Prosser) who have argued that the prince should have ‘turned the other cheek’ in some more passively “Christian” manner: “with recourse to law not available,” she counters, “it is difficult to imagine that an audience, however attentive to contemporary moralists, could admire a Hamlet who simply washed his hands of the whole matter” (129).

3. Kottman (68): “at Ophelia’s grave what is at stake is honor, not love.” Bulman calls the altercation a “verbal cock-fight” (80); Leggatt declares that at least “Paris and Romeo settled their dispute outside the tomb” (74).

4. Hamlet’s rejection of Ophelia is self-evident enough; for his part, Laertes acts similarly. Despite seeing his madly distraught sister exiting the stage in Act 4, he so remains feverishly fixated on revenge for his father and the perceived dishonor to the family name in Polonius’ hugger-mugger burial that he fails to demonstrate
sufficient care for the sister he claims to love to seek her out, yet alive, in order to protect her from further harm.

5. In his final words, Hamlet does not speak to his people of his father, the evidence of Claudius’ guilt, or the justice of the retribution that has been visited upon the corrupt king by his own machinations. Instead, his fury both unleashed and as yet unslaked, his short-sighted concern is to humiliate the dying Claudius further by arrogantly presuming the power to condemn another man’s soul for all eternity, in so doing leaving bystanders to suppose his behavior is merely that of a mad assassin. Coursen interestingly declares Hamlet’s murder of Claudius a perverted ritual and Hamlet “a devil’s priest, conducting a macabre anti-communion, forcing poisoned wine down the throat of a dying man, hoping he will find his “union” in hell” (154).

6. In this restricted sense, then, G. Wilson Knight was correct: Hamlet is a figure for Death himself—the double of the play’s Lamord, “incorpsed and demi-natured / With the brave beast” (4.7.87–8) he has allowed himself to become, a pitiless presence wholly dedicated to pride in one’s preeminence through wielding arms.

7. The allusion indirectly reinforces the suspicion that Hamlet’s ‘Titanic’ assault on the preeminent authority of the divine above him may likewise prove a mistaken enterprise and catastrophe.

8. Lacan’s derivation of Ophelia’s name (as “o-phallus”) is more arbitrary speculation than convincing insight.

9. I am indebted to Anna Nardo for the generic insight that double binds are an important dimension of Hamlet’s perceived predicament, though I am less than convinced that many of the situations so named by her in the play are in fact accurately to be characterized as such.

10. Hamlet’s confession to Horatio that he had forgotten himself at Ophelia’s grave may make it seem as if the prince is expressing sympathetic fellow feeling when he thereafter declares “by the image of my cause I see / The portraiture of his” (5.2.77–8). His wording, however, is sufficiently ambiguous to allow readers to understand that even his sympathy may be swallowed up or finally displaced by his sense of his own more noteworthy grief.

11. Hamlet’s seeming apology to Laertes at 5.2.225–43 is, in fact, no such thing. Even before his remarks are well under way, the prince implicitly suggests that if Laertes does not offer pardon as a result he will prove no “gentleman” (227) and, by the time he is nearly done with his vague concessions, he declares that he, Hamlet himself, is as much the one wronged here as is Laertes. When his remarks cease, one still does not know specifically what he has apologized to Laertes for: Polonius’ death at his hands, the madness of Ophelia, his insulting behavior at Ophelia’s grave, or all of the above. This is no proper apology but what Hamlet himself declares it to be: “a disclaiming from a purpos’d evil” (241).

12. One cannot tell with certainty whether Hamlet’s pithy utterance is heartfelt forgiveness or an embittered deflection from any requirement on his part to determine a matter of such consequence, leaving it up to God alone to determine whether Laertes does merit mercy or a harsher judgment in light of the seriousness of what he’s done.
13. Of Hamlet’s “heaven hath pleased it so” Foakes declares: thus the prince “casually pushes responsibility away from himself” (127) for the atrocity. Should not those critics (cited in Ch. 1n12) wonder whether they are not doing a similar thing in Hamlet’s case at the finale? Since Hamlet, too, in his own odd fashion, proved but a “foolish prating knave” not fully deserving the ruinous fate that befell him (any more than Polonius did), we might find tempting the thought that the responsibility lies in the stars: that, in other words, “heaven hath pleased it so” in playing its horrific cosmic joke on him. But there is finally no more reason to suspect heaven’s ordinance in Act 5 than there is to do so, as Hamlet had, in Polonius’ homicide. Something amiss in Hamlet himself, not the gods, bears the responsibility for bringing the prince to his ruin just as (and more obviously yet) it is he, not the heavens, that licensed him to murder Polonius mistakenly. There is no reason whatever to believe (except in Hamlet’s own skewed thinking) that heaven is “pleased” with any of the horrific events that happen in this play.

14. Hamlet’s metaphor is revelatory. Whose sin is greater: the prostitute circumstantially accused of her sin (read Gertrude) or the churlish priest and strong arm of the law (read Hamlet) whose representatives in the Bard’s day were known to burn a brand onto their foreheads to identify them as such?
Three

Forced Causes and Purposes Mistook

The deep and abiding inner torment that Hamlet courageously undergoes makes one sympathize hugely with his plight from the play’s start to its finish. Nauseated by the behavior of the Elsinore court, most notably that of those he might otherwise have most naturally depended upon in his grief—his mother, his lover, and his uncle—and then rocked anew by the Ghost’s accusation of Claudius, Hamlet has been left deracinated and desperately alienated from the world, choked by indignation. Seemingly trapped in a double bind by the Ghost’s demands, he has no idea where to turn. As a young man profoundly influenced by the Christian frame of reference into which he has been born and bred, the dilemma he faces means that should he act to satisfy his earthly father’s demands there’s good reason to believe he would offend against his heavenly father’s commandments and vice versa. His perplexing choice, as Rene Girard characterizes it, is, in effect, either to ignore evil or reduplicate it: shirk a clear call to duty to a slain parent he reveres or become a bloody assassin, the latter a course that likewise vexes him, if subliminally. The question becomes: “how can he act without outraging the very conscience which demands that he should act” (Gardner 225). Should he find himself somehow able to overcome what he thereafter comes to consider the “craven scruple” (4.4.40) evident in his hesitancy to kill, he fears he will have merely opted for a “bestial oblivion” (4.4.40) like that he recognizes in Laertes and Fortinbras, the other sons here intent on avenging slain fathers. Neither course—fight nor flight—allows his spirit to remain at peace with itself; neither rises above a mere animal response unworthy of the civilized human spirit he would like to retain. The very language he utilizes to describe his alternatives (“craven”/“bestial”) argues that he cannot pursue either course without inhibition and debilitating shame. At one point the prince sensibly argues that “without fair judgment” man is condemned either to transform himself into a “picture”—that is, an inert being incapable of ‘ spirited’ behavior—or a “mere beast” (4.5.86). But
try as he might to exercise it, however, his fair judgment never seems to offer a way to proceed on a satisfactorily human course.

Hamlet confesses to Rosenkrantz and Guildenstern that for him Denmark is a “prison” (2.2.241); but if to reside at Elsinore is to be hideously confined among criminals, matters are yet more desperate within Hamlet’s own spirit and skull where he gets no relief whatever from the alternate and revolving conflict between two equally hideous prospects against which his conscience subliminally recoils—the one in self-disgust, the other in apprehension—relentlessly chafing against the mind-forged manacles from which he can find no way to free himself. In this inner strife, his “spendthrift’s sigh(s)”—whether sighs of regret over every moment of an immediate past in which he has not yet nerved himself to fulfill his promise to the Ghost or sighs over his fears for the future costs to his integrity, self-conception, and spiritual destiny should he do so—all merely “hurt [themselves] by easing” (4.7.122–3) as if (as he himself confesses in another context) he is a hapless mutineer blooding himself with straining against shackles he cannot shatter or a “limed soul” who “struggling to be free / Art more engaged” (3.3.68–9). He himself realizes that his spendthrift sighs never generate anything more than the wasted breath it takes to form them as, in ever greater pain endured, he profligately suffers the exhaustion of his considerable resources. It is this largely occluded drama that discloses the richest dramatic irony in Claudius’ claim about his nephew at Hamlet’s unexpected return in Act 4: “But to the quick of th’ ulcer: Hamlet comes back” (4.7.123–4)—a return not so much as the threat to his rule that Claudius imagines, but to the ulceration within the prince himself that has been eating away at his spirit: his gorge rising, on the one hand, at the behavior of his fellows and, on the other, in bitter self-recrimination (dramatically evidenced in the soliloquies) for his own dithering. Neither proves sufficiently resolute to direct the action’s progress or give the ghastly, pale cast of his sickly thought the “native hue of resolution” (3.1.83) it might otherwise have manifested. What Hamlet “comes back” to, over and over, is the quick of this ulcer devouring him in a sickness unto death. The malady’s fever and chills never relax their devastating assault and hold on him.

One is led to assume that Hamlet’s spiritual fever may have finally broken when, chastened and shamed by Fortinbras’ cutthroat campaign against the Poles, he vows to himself:

O, from this time forth,  
My thoughts be bloody, or be nothing worth! (4.4.65–6)

But even this seeming determination proves no more than yet another momentary “pause” in the prince’s soul-numbing hostilities directed at
himself. The tell-tale word in the quote above is not “bloody” but the prince’s promised “thoughts” about becoming bloody. By the time he returns to Elsinore at 5.2, 4.4’s seemingly definitive resolve has will-he-nil-he(d) yet again into pained hesitation laboring to gin up the necessary resolve he had seemingly commanded when about to embark for England. Now, finding it necessary to urge Horatio’s whip hand to help prod him out of his delinquency and anomie, he wonders:

Does it not, think thee, stand me now upon—
He that hath kill’d my king and whor’d my mother, . . .
—is’t not perfect conscience
To quit him with this arm? And is’t not to be damn’d
To let this canker of our nature come
In further evil? (5.2.63–4; 67–70)

Were the moral stakes not so ‘damnably’ high in his quandary, it would be maddening to witness the prince’s vacillation in Acts 4 and 5 after he’s expended so much effort to come to the business end of the sticking point that to this moment at least has wounded no one but the swordsman dallying with it.

Hamlet simply fails to direct his own course; instead he unknowingly allows dire events to overtake him as he vacillates, whipsawed between irreconcilable alternatives. He has no idea of the darkly comic irony buried in his response to the messenger’s query about whether he is ready or not to participate in the duel to which Claudius has invited him: “I am constant to my purposes; they follow the king’s pleasure” (5.2.200–01). Truth be told, the corrupt king’s pleasure—that is, Hamlet’s destruction—not a purposively self-directed Hamlet himself, commands the prince’s course even now. He has never been “constant” to a “purpose” in any action that promises to resolve his crisis. Throughout, his only action is to ‘worry’ the issue before him, masochistically picking at the scab of ‘callous’ violence contemplated only in the process to irritate anew the ‘sore’ of his seeming cowardice, a sore so vexing that to soothe it he then again tries to let the scab’s ‘hardening’ do its work but not without worrying it further, the infected wound to his spirit thus left an ‘angry’ mess.

In the last bit of reflective meditation shared with Horatio before unknowingly ceding his life’s direction and destiny to those who would kill him, Hamlet gives no indication that he is any closer to a plan he might implement to resolve his conscientious paralysis than previously. Much has intervened between his renewed vow of violent retribution after observing Fortinbras’ army and his decision at 5.2 to ignore his misgivings about his personal safety and accede to the mock duel with Laertes that Claudius has proposed. On the one hand, a series of fortuitous events that saved him from an otherwise certain death has convinced him that a
divine hand has preserved him for a justified retribution upon Claudius. But on the other, Hamlet’s exchange with the gravedigger has darkly challenged any sense of optimism the transcendent’s command of affairs below might otherwise legitimize. The meditation Hamlet entertains in the graveyard subliminally warns the prince that the certainty of death from which he has been spared can only be the most temporary of reprieves. The gravedigger’s exhumations assault the prince’s senses and sensibility with the belittling and leveling humiliation of universal bodily dissolution and decay, rendering all human actions and purposes (even such wonders as the monumental hegemonies of Octavius Caesar and Alexander) absurdly inconsequential. Nor are his dark musings allowed to remain at a reflective remove from himself personally. Suddenly, with the appearance of Ophelia’s funeral cortege, he must face the horrific fact that the person closest to his heart previous to his current trials is no exception to the gravedigger’s rule. Is it really that surprising, then, that his newfound confidence in the divine ordination guiding his pursuit of justice should be so nearly indistinguishable from Act 5’s fatalism and desperate self-abandonment in the prince Bradley described a century ago?

As William Kerrigan has recently maintained (exaggerating only slightly), Hamlet’s final “faith . . . has no set of virtues and vices, no answer to the general problem of mankind, no liturgy, no commandments, and no Christ” (144). His theological meditations instead disclose only this irony: in addition to not being able to come to a meaningful conclusion (or “ready” resolution) about what exactly to do about his specific task at hand, as a direct consequence of his graveyard musings his thinking has ominously broadened to conclude that neither he nor any other human being is capable of coming to any ‘meaningful conclusion’ whatever—neither ‘in’ life nor ‘regarding’ life itself—“since no man, of aught he leaves, knows” (5.2.223). This despairing indeterminacy regarding the import and consequences of human action thus seemingly renders every human decision about action unknowably difficult and absurd. In the final analysis, then, Hamlet now implicitly admits, he is ‘at his wit’s end.’

His allusion to “the fall of a sparrow” (Matthew 10:29) intimates his conviction that the divinity that shapes our ends may indeed hover over everything humans do for its own deadly purposes (since it numbers the “very hairs of your head” [10:28]); but that need not assure providential protection or sure salvation. Indeed, the remainder of the context in Matthew is not at all reassuring about the judgment of human responsibility at the final trumpet. The providence that takes note of the fall of every sparrow is not meant, the Evangelist insists, to relieve anyone of the burden of sin and possible damnation. It should intensify them. Divine oversight only imposes a yet higher burden of uncertainty and fear: men, the passage warns, should “fear not them which kill the body, but are not
able to kill the soul (those, for example who might persecute and threaten on earth others intent on living and acting justly), but rather men should “fear him which is able to destroy both soul and body in hell.” Hamlet’s theological fear of the burden of sin and damnation has not then, it would seem, been eased by his newfound faith—the burden earlier announced when he confessed himself both “minister” and “scourge” (3.4.175) of God, damned for having executed Polonius mistakenly. Instead it has been metastasizing. Readiness may indeed be all: but readiness for what? For yet more deadly violence directed at another? For one’s own death and a fearful judgment one cannot comprehend or fathom? For both? Only this much is certain about Hamlet’s state of mind immediately before the duel: his presumption that he is presently ‘ready’ clearly misrepresents the case since his deferral of any more concrete planning here has done nothing but generate yet more delay, a delay that makes the prince fall easy prey to a trap sprung on his body that proves as deadly as the one the play itself has seemingly sprung on his confused soul from the very outset.

In conventional revenge tragedies, the problems the avenger faces are nearly all external and pragmatic. In Hamlet, of course, pragmatic concerns are not emphasized or even declared in any direct way. Hamlet’s allusions to his own displacement from a position of power at court are few and far between and when appearing seem to be voiced for effect. Since neither political ambition nor the pragmatics of an assassination strategy that will assure his own safety and political ascendency is anywhere evident in Hamlet’s private reflections, what lip service before others he does bitterly pay to living, like the chameleon, on “air” (3.2.92), comes to seem less deeply a matter of personal concern to him (given the suicidal inclinations he regularly entertains) than yet another weapon he can utilize merely to taunt and terrorize the court with the veiled threat of insurrection and reprisal, needling those whose complacency and desire for restored normalcy he is gnawingly intent on disturbing. In his private musings, Hamlet’s only concerns involve the self-torturing moral dilemma on which he has become impaled and the suicidal ideation intermittently entertained as his only conceivable means of extrication from this stalemate—until, that is, his disconcerting recollection of the heavenly interdiction against self-slaughter short-circuits any hope whatever of release from his agony. Otherwise, he claims, he would have made good use of a bare bodkin rather than continue to debate the fruitless consequences of either “suffer[ing] in the mind” in supine non-resistance to virtue’s murderer (shirking the sacred duty to act) or the equally self-defeating futility of “tak[ing] arms against a sea of troubles / And by opposing, end them” (3.1.56; 59), one lone avenger wise enough to know that he has no chance whatever (and certainly no strategy he can
conceive) to vanquish the king and his legions of retainers by making the doomed effort to assassinate him.

To reiterate the claim with which this chapter began, the play’s hero—grief-stricken son and prisoner of conflicted conscience—always remains a deeply sympathetic figure. His untimely and unjust death seems overdetermined. Claudius’ plot against him involves a double dose of poison—one ingested, should he live to celebrate his triumph; the other, dooming him should he find himself bested or even barely bloodied in the swordplay. Together cup and sword stand as emblems of the larger double jeopardy Hamlet suffers from the moment he takes the oath to do the Ghost’s bidding: his abiding inability to bring himself to act as lethal a poison working on his spirit in his passivity and self-reproach as the lethally damning point of the play’s impulsive acts of violence which condemn him, even to himself, as a “scourge.” Equal doses of poison reside in the ‘cup’ of his bitterly self-recriminating reflections over which he continues to brood and the ‘sword’ which he might and then does in fact thrust outward in violent gestures designed to bring villainy the retribution it deserves. The prince’s moral and theological conundrum is a hard nut to crack: “if revenge is a counsel of the devil, as the faith testifies, and the Ghost is a spirit of health, as the Prince eventually concludes, the anomaly of Hamlet’s position” comes sooner or later to take on “cosmic proportions” (Skulsky 67). All along, if subliminally, the prince fears and then corroborates to his own grim satisfaction that there is a “snare in life itself even as he plans his own trap” (Rosenberg 457); and by play’s end it is difficult to determine whether the gods he trusts are providential, indifferent, or worse (Rabkin 5) since “God’s own mode of punishment is vengeful it would seem” (Foakes 119). The “total effect” of the play is to neutralize any sense of “the restoring of moral balance” (Frye 89), its ending, instead, a “tragedy without a catharsis” (98). However one-sided and unsympathetic his view of Hamlet, G. Wilson Knight rightly noted that the “shadow of death” does indeed “brood over this play” (Knight 28). Hamlet himself has been a deeply arresting death’s head facing audiences for four centuries now, whether grinning in embittered delight at his own antic wit or chap-fallen with gloom and desperate self-loathing.

In addition to his becoming—despite his best intentions—little more than a “murd’ring piece” that “gives superfluous death” (4.5.95–6) to any and all of those near enough to him to become collateral damage, even Hamlet’s own death discharging what he sees as his sacred duty proves disquietingly ironic. Claudius, the secret assassin, has been executed, it is true; but what advance has been made if the avenger himself becomes, in his turn, the fifth victim of secret assassination the play records, each viciously dispatched with “not shriving time allowed” (5.2.47)? The action just keeps circling upon itself to exhume the ghastly terror with which
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it began, the crying need for justice a violated spirit announces, now at
play’s end exercising its demand on Hamlet’s behalf with the play’s audi-
ences. In the deeply troubled course of things, nothing has changed for
the better. In a very real sense, one cannot distinguish the play’s end from
its beginning. A grave and ghastly spirit of discord yet roams and moans
in the land to demand how the vileness that remains free there, unpun-
ished and unreformed, may suffer an appropriate fate. Had the dying
Hamlet the time and a sufficiently comprehensive perspective on events,
he would sooner or later need to wonder explicitly and in despair how
the way the gods have treated him can be distinguished from the deceit-
ful villainy his enemies have visited upon him here on earth—those other
beings who seemingly purported to wish him well only to trick him to his
doom instead. When all is said and done, in a universe as dark as the one
Hamlet inhabits, what good reason does the prince have for casting “his
nighted color off” (1.2.68)?

In light of the unyielding way Hamlet scrutinizes and suffers his baffle-
ment, it is a curious irony that critical assessment of his character and
choices has for over two centuries now largely restricted itself to terms
that undervalue the prince’s moral sophistication, forwarding advice, like
that of Job’s comforters, that in oversimplifying his plight and arguing for
various courses of action he might and should have taken would—were he
to have acted on them—have left him a less sympathetic figure in our eyes
than he presently is in his enduring paralysis of will. Against the legions
of those who for varying reasons have taken Hamlet to task for his delay
in exacting revenge upon Claudius, an appropriately bemused Rene Girard
hurls impatient scorn. To hear them talk, “at the request of the ghost, the
average professor of literature would massacre his entire household with-
out batting an eyelash” (287). Do we really wish Hamlet could be more
like Laertes and Fortinbras than he already is? Because, unlike them, he
finds the idea of killing with a “perfect conscience” (5.2.67) an inhibition
seemingly as impossible to overcome as killing without any conscientious
compunction whatever, are we expected to think less of him for that fact?
Should he suffer in our eyes for failing to be headlong and unbridled? At
the opposite end of the spectrum stand those, like Prosser and Battenhouse,
piously declaring the prince’s spiritual problem to be that he is insuf-
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formance, the divine will governing all things. But who, in good conscience, could in their
own lives dismiss a fear akin to Hamlet’s that to let “cankers” in our midst
“come [to] further evil” (5.2.69–70) risks damning ourselves? Could any-
one with a caring heart rest easy with disavowing all responsibility for the
urgency to act in analogous circumstances without fearing craveness and
culpability? Doesn’t Hamlet’s conscientious sense of urgency make him a
more sympathetic and admirable hero than one who could complacently
do nothing, wholly confident in some power above to cure all human ills without our involvement? Just exactly how would that work? It is difficult to imagine that anyone could live so without the pangs of spiritual self-indictment Hamlet endures so much of the time.

Hamlet’s extricating himself from the horns of his spiritual dilemma is not so simple a matter as finding the ‘spirit’ to act vengefully at his own prompting or, at the other extreme, completely suppressing the urge to do anything at all in deference to a blind faith in providence that the play’s end silently interrogates rather than confirms. Would anyone have been tempted to discuss the play in truantly passive terms had Hamlet himself not begun to interpret his own experience and last hope in that way at his return from his sea journey? Yet the sudden intromission of his desperate trust in powers above him imagined as acting on behalf of the reinstatement of good only leads him on to his unnecessary death and Fortinbras’ corrupted ascendancy. All the critical ink that has attempted to rehabilitate Hamlet’s image by suggesting that his resignation to a divine dispensation is a spiritual advance allowing proper retribution to be delivered at the finale must address and explain the deeply discomfiting fact that Hamlet does not execute Claudius with priestly deliberation and in deference to a divine plan so noted but in a sudden new explosion of pent-up rage comparable to the hectic fury with which he blindly impaled Polonius. At play’s end Hamlet’s ‘hell-bent’ directive damning the usurping king’s soul to eternal damnation is no less heretical than his earlier decision to postpone Claudius’ execution until a more propitious moment when, caught in sin, his death might at once mean both his body and his soul’s damnation. Looking as foolish as it is heart-felt, the prince’s concluding act of vengeful retaliation, gratuitously forcing poison down the throat of a man soon to die from the poisoned sword with which Hamlet had already stabbed him, means that Claudius’ death seems as devilishly overdetermined as Hamlet’s own.

The most vexing problem Hamlet faces is not how to overcome whatever psychological blockage prevents him from enacting the violent retribution he has vowed nor is it, by seeming contrast, the vain desire so to disengage himself from life that he need no longer feel the moral urgency of self-directing choice in his unreflective deference to transcendent powers beyond his ken. (Unquestionably not divine providence, the actual power beyond Hamlet’s ken to which he idly commends his destiny and spirit proves to be the very ‘power of darkness’ itself, configured in the ‘imperious slayer to whose vicious will he has meekly deferred’—first the Ghost, then Claudius, and, ultimately, the ‘powers of darkness’ now in unrecognized league with them within our protagonist himself.) In truth, the undistinguished problem facing Hamlet is how to recognize that his
thoughts” have always been both “bloody” and “nothing worth” (4.4.66). In his sustained ‘lapse’ of judgment, the heinous sin has been the absent-spiritedness of neglected love. The cultivation of the spirit of vengeance, even when not acted upon, represents a grave sin against love; and the license by which Hamlet presumes in the end to act in God’s name to impose final judgment upon another’s very soul ‘forges’ a royal mandate in as unwittingly criminal a fashion as did his complacently ‘care less’ writ on the lives of Rosenkrantz and Guildenstern. Without a more concertedly conscientious effort to exercise a judgment that would allow him to realize how ‘mind-forged’ are the manacles paining his conflicted conscience, tragic consequences can alone loom—his entire experience in the play but a “pause” or crippling hesitancy in a man to “double business bound” haplessly wondering “where I shall first begin / And both [crime’s suppression and his own improved well-being ] neglect” (3.3.41–3) even as, derelict, he leaves his spirit to be lacerated whether he thinks to act on his promised revenge or balks at doing so. Absent redeeming reform, Hamlet stands, albeit bravely, but to give “both . . . worlds”—the worlds of “conscience and grace,” (or, alternatively, the soul’s welfare in this world and the next)—“to negligence” (4.5.133, 135), daring damnation as reflectively as the duped Laertes throwing in his lot with villainy in Act 4.

We need to reflect further on the odd fact that Hamlet consumes all his vigor with talk, alternately venting his half-suppressed rage at the world in his antic preening and at himself, in his soliloquies: at one moment pouring the “knash” (4.3.20; cf.4.1.20) poison of his vitriol into the sleeping ears of former friends and family at Elsinore and the next into his own foolishly uncomprehending ears. Unless and until he might realize that the tortured stalemate he continues to ‘worry’ in this fashion can solve nothing, being not a trial that must be endured but a skein of immature, subtly masochistic pleasures indulged, no sane progress in overcoming his dilemma can occur. The first step in transcending a perverse double bind is to recognize it for what it is.

When his fellow clown is hopelessly puzzled by one of the riddles his mate puts to him, the more voluble gravedigger gives his lesser light of a companion a bit of sage advice:

Cudgel thy brains no more about it, for your dull ass will not mend his pace with beating. (5.1.56–7)

Faced with a bewildering dilemma of his own, Hamlet should sooner or later heed the same good advice. Beating himself up (and nothing more) for his inability to resolve his conundrum does nothing to “mend his pace” toward a satisfying solution to it and never will. It only beats the living
Jesus out of the beast bearing him to his bloody end. On this score, the soliloquy at 2.2.550–605 is quite instructive. The flogging the prince gives himself there elicits no meliorating change in him whatever. The wiser and braver course requires a courage he cannot summon at any point to “confront the visage of offense” in his own behavior rather than flee himself in near-sighted, overcompensational fear of ‘going soft’ on himself.

In the soliloquy’s more superficial drama, Hamlet spends most of his time lacerating himself for not yet having done the duty he vowed, only to turn on a dime to remind himself that headlong action could well be folly since the spirit he encountered on his watch could have been the “dev’l” (2.2.599) quoting scripture (so to speak): a tempter whose “pleasing shape” (560) may “perhaps / Out of my weakness and melancholy . . . / Abuse me to damn me” (601–3). In witnessing the twists and turns with which our shackled mutineer writhes, one’s heart cannot help but go out to him. His self-lacerating whip urges his “baser nature” on to greater speed; his bloodying bit—his remaining sense of discretion—reins it in. Virtu and virtue each merely bloodies the other in their stalemate. By the end of this dialogue with himself, Hamlet may think that he has set a new and more fruitful course toward resolving his dilemma, but he elides and represses from consciousness considerations that belie the headway he imagines he’s making. The Mousetrap will not prove the definitive test he counts on (though he will continue to presume so even after its interrupted performance), not simply because, as noted previously, external behaviors are never a failsafe test of the inner secrets of conscience in another, but also because even demonstrated proof of Claudius’ guilt should not suppress the healthy fear the prince himself has previously admitted: his homicidal urges could well be but a devil in pleasing shape that in tempting him abuses him to damn him by encouraging an allureingly sinful act.

Nothing substantial has in fact been ‘resolved’ about the horizon of Hamlet’s moral prospects by soliloquy’s end despite his good intentions. The mighty opposites within him continue to face off against one another to no end but the harm done to his baser (yet innocent) nature caught in the crossfire, his own being’s destruction from acting so no nearer his conscience than the lives of Rosenkrantz and Guildenstern dismissed so cavalierly when, there too, he ‘forges a royal mandate’ to act at a frenzied whim. The soliloquy proves nothing more than yet more idle talk from the prince despite his impatience with idle talk so forcefully expressed in it.

That is, in fact, the burden of the more essential, if also more occluded drama in the soliloquy: the point its dramatic ironies hide in plain view. This little drama’s most overt sense covers anew familiar ground: the prince as ‘desperate warrior’ fighting a civil war within himself between
impulsion and restraint, ‘nature’ and ‘discretion.' But the meditation’s less self-evident dramatic ironies disclose this desperate warrior as likewise the babbling simpleton he remains. The prince may think he can whip himself into a reformation of character and thus ‘mend his pace’ here, but deeper reflection tells a different story. Unwitting self-revelation transmutes the desperate warrior’s anguishing trials into place-holding raving. In a fashion unrivaled elsewhere in the play for its intensity, this dialogue with itself foregrounds Hamlet’s torturing self-reprimand. But, as L. C. Knights affirmed long ago, Hamlet’s repeated reversion to self-laceration is never a sign of mature self-knowledge and awareness (62). Hamlet’s “brooding introspection does not achieve, but defeats, self-knowledge” (Dollimore). Indeed, the prince never seems to realize or suspect that the way he keeps berating himself (with only the best of intentions) is less a useful tool for self-improvement than it is, like his verbal assaults on others in his antic outbursts, a knavish habit, a subtle form of masochistic self-gratification he can indulge in unwitting truancy, continuing to mistake punishing himself and others for a healing cure directed at the ills plaguing him and his court. Like all other occasions in the play, this one, too, “informs against him” without the prince’s knowledge.

In the first of the speech’s three sections, Hamlet formulates an invidious contrast between the player’s sympathetic breakdown he’s just witnessed, wherein the actor was brought to tears over the plight of Hecuba, and his own inexplicable and seemingly heartless failure to follow through on his vow to relieve his revered father’s actual woes. Clearly his egging himself on in this fashion is meant as a self-recriminating spur to his wayward spirit; but his remarks to himself, as voiced, fail to disentangle the desired self-improvement from a seemingly self-pitying ventilation of the prince’s belief in the woefully underappreciated extent of his own present and continuing suffering.

Is it not monstrous that this plague here,  
But in a fiction, in a dream of passion,  
Could force his soul so to his own conceit  
That from her working all his visage wanned;  
Tears in his eyes, distraction in his aspect,  
A broken voice, and his whole function suiting  
With forms to his conceit? And all for nothing,  
For Hecuba!  
What’s Hecuba to him or he to her,  
That he should weep for her? What would he do  
Had he the motive and the cue for passion  
That I have? He would drown the stage with tears,  
And cleave the general ear with horrid speech,  
Make mad the guilty, and appall the free,  
Confound the ignorant, and amaze indeed
Chapter Three

The very faculties of eyes and ears.
Yet I,
A dull and muddy-mettled rascal, peak
Like John-a-dreams, unpregnant of my cause,
And can say nothing. (2.2.551–69)

What precisely should be considered “monstrous” about the player’s fellow-feeling? Common sense and the larger context of self-recrimination in the soliloquy argue that Hamlet’s angry intent in summoning that indictment is self-accusational, but his syntax literally accuses the player of sympathetic responsiveness to a fellow human being in misery, identifying him in so behaving—oddly—as hideously misguided. Clearly, caring for another in itself cannot be sensibly called “monstrous,” so it would appear that the subliminal anger Hamlet is feeling (but cannot bring to explicit consciousness) is how deprived he’s been of a far more deserving excitation of fellow-feeling in others than that they can accord phantasms. The actor can sympathize with Hecuba’s fictional suffering; but in his deep alienation from trusting human relationships Hamlet thinks no one can understand or appreciate his own genuinely real agony. Hence, in self-pity, he unwittingly takes out his resentment on the hapless player, who, if he only knew the prince’s hideous plight (Hamlet imagines) could not help but “drown the stage” with sympathetic tears for him rather than tear up in idle sentimentality for Hecuba.

Moments later, having voiced this preliminary consideration, Hamlet then begins to compare himself to the player, invidiously contrasting the actor’s ready responsiveness to Hecuba’s suffering with his own truancy, condemning himself by contrast as “unpregnant of my cause” (568), a heartless soul who can “say nothing” (569) about his father’s “dear life” lost (570). With due allowance for the likelihood that what is nearest to explicit consciousness in the prince in declaring he can “say nothing,” “unpregnant of my cause,” generates dramatic irony. Hamlet does not comprehend that what’s bothering him the most has nothing to do with getting on with a more active pursuit of revenge—a course he’s firmly set in his mind and heart from the start. (Nor, in fact, will anything he resolves in the course of this speech prove more pregnant of his cause than anything that has preceded it either.) The one thing Hamlet could do and say that might be pregnant of his cause—doing him and it some good—would be to
say something, breaking a foolish silence, to someone else in solidarity and trust, most notably in the solidarity so readily available to him from those like the player or others seemingly primed for sympathetic fellow-feeling. Neither the player nor his ilk can “flood the stage with tears” (or make a yet better suggestion than such crying over spilt milk) if they never hear from Hamlet about his secret agony. Nor, for that matter, does he have any right to the subliminally masked resentment he feels toward others because no one—player included—has been able to read his mind and heart’s woe absent any cue from him.

If the real issue here is how to relieve misery in some fruitful way, Hamlet should not self-pityingly be comparing his own reasons for misery with the player’s less worthy ones as if what’s at stake is some kind of competition over who deserves more respect for feeling their woes so. That self-satisfied thought—not the player’s warmly human responsive-ness expressed—is the only “monstrous” thing in evidence here. That, not fellow-feeling, is the plague. As Hamlet construes the comparison he elaborates, it reads less like a call to self-directed reform on his part than to a ‘theatrical’ competition (one which he deserves to win), as if “emulate pride” (1.1.83) is more aroused in him than any compelling urgency to get off the schneid. Since that which he subliminally believes the player should express on the prince’s account characterizes exactly what in fact Hamlet does throughout the play—drowning the stage with figurative tears and cleaving the general ear with horrid speech, making mad the guilty and appalling the free, and no more—the contest he would like to see here reminds us of the inappropriate and vain verbal competition Hamlet insists upon with Laertes at Ophelia’s grave (“Nay, an thou’lt mouth / I’ll rant as well as thou”[5.1.283–4]), only this time Hamlet projects his own part in the competitive rant into the player’s recommended repertoire. Speechifying and posturing in theatrical competitions of the sort Hamlet wishes to hear can do nothing to resolve contingent life’s actual concerns and hard choices. The prince misguidedlly denigrates the player’s fellow-feeling on Hecuba’s behalf as “all for nothing” (2.2.557). Breaking down in sympathy for another—even responding so to fictional reflections of ourselves—should not be condemned as folly. What alone is truly foolish and “all for nothing” is Hamlet’s chosen and insufficiently interrogated course, his life in the play but relentlessly theatrical speechifying on no one’s account except his own self-destructive one throughout. (Hamlet is correct: he “can say nothing” even about his own father’s “dear life”—only about the death-dealing demanded by him that licenses the prince’s immature quest to determine just how ‘manly’ he can prove himself to be.) What is unwittingly “monstrous” is how Hamlet denigrates and devalues himself and his relationship to others by doing nothing but living “in a fiction” of his manliness and importance, engaged in
no genuine passion for another or some good beyond himself but in a
“dream of passion,” merely

forcing his soul so to his own conceit
That from her working all his visage wanned;
Tears in his eyes, distraction in his aspect,
A broken voice, and his whole function suiting
With forms to his conceit. (2.2.553–7)

To live one’s entire life in that moral and theatrically fictive “conceit”
and that alone is the monstrous thing here. To make that the sum and
substance of one’s life—however gratifying its bittersweet theatrical self-
display and sentiment—is truly to have lived and died “all for nothing.”

In the second section of the soliloquy Hamlet works himself up into an
even frothier lather when he humiliates himself with the fact that little
external to himself stands in the way of his revenge upon Claudius, that
“Bloody, bawdy villain! / Remorseless, treacherous, lecherous, kindless
villain” (580–1)! He tells himself that he must be a coward because no one
“breaks my pate across / Plucks off my beard and blows it in my face”
(572–3) to insult him into a self-defensive ‘duel’ with his accuser—no one,
that is, but Hamlet himself here. Though no one else has in fact vilified
him, the prince is so upset with his failure until now to act on his vow that
he believes he should not resist were someone to do so (“I should take
it” [576]) because that would properly humiliate the cowardice in him he
presently confesses in disgust: “for it cannot be / But I am pigeon-livered
and lack gall / To make oppression bitter” (576–8) or he would have
fulfilled his vow by now. The dramatic irony in these insults the prince
hurls at himself is that, contrary to his own assumptions, they are not
conditional statements or contrary-to-fact hypotheticals as he presumes
but actualities about himself that he fails to penetrate. No one external to
himself delivers ‘fighting words’ against him designed to humiliate and
goad him into violent retaliation, but he himself is doing just that now
and throughout his ordeal. He himself is the sole slanderer of his own
honor. Contrary to his benighted sense that he deserves punishment for
his failings, the prince should stop seeking to “take” the punishment and
humiliation he dishes out to himself with such relish.

No one who witnesses the conflicted torture Hamlet bravely endures
throughout can legitimately say that he is “pigeon-livered and lacks gall
/ To make oppression bitter.” In fact, he allows himself to become preoc-
cupied with bitter oppression to a fare thee well, even here when, in a
moment, he will proceed to beat himself up for having just beaten himself
up, turning on himself anew and more bitterly yet to lacerate himself for
having lacerated himself just previously merely “with words,” (585)—as
if he is not still doing so even as he speaks. The “dev’l” who has assumed
a “pleasing shape” and “abuses me to damn me” was not alone his venge-
ful father’s ghost luring him in his ignorance to sin; another devil lives
here in the grim masochistic pleasure Hamlet takes from relentlessly
flagellating himself in order to goad himself into an act of violence his
better self secretly balks at. The remedy is not gladly to heap more abuse
on himself, but less. It would be a blessed “mercy” to himself to “confront
the visage of offense” in his own unremitting assault on himself in which
he ‘vainly’ persists.

To the extent that Hamlet is as much spectator as participant in the
shameless spectacle being enacted before him in this figurative provoca-
tion to a deadly duel within himself, he should be intervening between
his better and worse selves to short-circuit the escalating violence, not
applauding and egging it on. The duel Hamlet half realizes is being pro-
voked within him is a reckless assault upon good sense; the honor it would
uphold, empty and factitious. The truly honorable thing for the prince’s
better self to do would not be to “take” yet more abuse—abuse whose
only intent would be to incite violent escalation—but to stand up bravely
in truly honorable defense of that better self, urging it to walk away from
gratuitous violence thus recklessly ginned up; but given how relentlessly
that better self has been and presently is being provoked, such wisdom
cannot prevail without the help of a ‘cooler head’ conscientiously interven-
ing to defuse the situation as a prelude to resolving the problem without
courting evil’s reenactment or, given the way duels often in fact work,
sacrificing innocent lives to violent aggression. It is not courage, but folly
to attempt to triumph over cowardice by showing how much of a flogging
one can take. Hamlet can alone triumph over his very real cowardice by
ceasing to try to prove, as his one and only goal, that he is superior to any
other man because he can take on the burdens of a corrupted world all
alone, even if it should kill him. The only “remorseless, treacherous . . .
kindless villain” alive in this play is not Claudius, as an unwitting Hamlet
presumes, but, ironically, the long-suffering prince himself.

That is what makes such a tell-tale dramatic irony of Hamlet’s imme-
diately subsequent remark here: “Why, what an ass am I!” (582) When
Hamlet says so, he imagines he is merely beginning a new thought, one
that will allow him the grim satisfaction of giving himself and “taking”
yet more abuse, even if it is merely directed at him by himself. The trans-
ition in Hamlet’s thought here is so abrupt that until one reads on for
a number of subsequent lines, one’s first impulse as a reader or auditor
is to ally somehow the sense of line 582’s “ass” with 581’s “villain.” The
phrase’s dramatic irony, however, tells a different tale. Where’s the “kind-
less villain”? He resides a simpleton or “ass” in Hamlet’s unseeing “I”:
the man Turgenev rightly identified as compounded of equally unique
depths of introspection and egoism, an ass compounded of the incisive
antic wit of a brilliant court Fool and the bitterly melancholic, misanthropic wit of the alienated idiotes or ‘outsider,’ a black-cloaked Mal-volio, hapless victim of his own ill-will (Eastman 60–61).

Like so much else in this play, the soliloquies in Hamlet are, for all their emotional power, curiously inert and dramaturgically inconsequential. Though priceless as windows into Hamlet’s afflicted and conflicted interiority, they do nothing to further the play’s turgid narrative impulsion. The proof of that fact, as Levin has noted (“Hamlet’s Dramatic Soliloquies” 116), is that were they all excised from a production the action would proceed exactly as it does with them retained. Nowhere is this ‘free-floating’ quality of Hamlet’s thinking more characteristically evident than in the most famous soliloquy of them all. Hard on the heels of Hamlet’s private declaration of his intention to stage The Mousetrap as a test of Claudius’ guilt—and in that find the will to commit himself to vengeance more resolutely—comes Hamlet’s dismally detached meditation on the bleak choices available to human sufferers under extreme duress. Though the soliloquy’s beginning—not sixty lines after the previous one’s end—does not reconsider the decision to put on the play, its subject matter and tenor certainly put an unexpected damper on any enthusiastic sense of expectation one might have anticipated hearing from the prince in his private musings as the stratagem’s impending performance neared.

After contemplating three alternative courses of action—passivity before threatening events; violent confrontation of them; and suicide—each, in its turn, proving literally a debilitating dead-end, the soliloquy breaks off stymied, once again leaving Hamlet with the claustrophobic sense that he has nowhere to turn. Passivity in enduring the “slings and arrows of outrageous fortune” (3.1.57) amounts to suicidal martyrdom, such submission before deadly incoming fire hinting of a pointless “craven” lack of resistance to atrocity, especially when Hamlet’s word “outrageous” is given the subliminal weight of meaning it bears. The antithetical alternative to his mind’s dissatisfaction with that possible state of affairs—“taking arms against a sea of troubles / And by opposing end them” (58–9)—does not simply reinforce what audiences already knew about Hamlet’s enduring dilemma. Its dramatic ironies tell us something new about the prince’s occluded perspective on his own plight. In working through his reflections on the sufferer’s options, Hamlet imagines that the logical conclusion is that paralysis of will is both inevitable and self-defeating. He knows that the question of retribution for crime with which he feels singularly charged is an “enterprise of great pitch and moment” (85)—that is, ‘of great importance and urgency’; but his exploration of the three unsatisfactory options he has considered has convinced him to live in an indefinite “pause” before events and eventualities because the most attractive of his options (suicide) is haunted by the “dread of something
after death” (77)—whether his father’s ghost if he does not take vengeance or the judgment of his heavenly Father if he does or decides on self-slaughter in an effort to evade the thorny choice. The upshot is that he must remain in a sickly, irresolute state and “lose the name of action” (87). He cannot supinely suffer outrages against his father and his moral sense without compunction. He cannot enact violent reprisal without acknowledging that the attempt is either likely to fail or get the prince haplessly killed in the losing effort; and he cannot suicidally dodge his quandary with any commanding self-certainty because spiritual powers before which he quakes in fear may wait in “the undiscovered country” (78) ready to condemn him, one way or another, for his sinful inadequacies. Thus, irresolute, he concludes he must “bear those ills we have” (80) rather than “fly to others we know not of” (81). The various “currents” (86) on which he might ride thus eddy, “turn awry / And lose the name of action” (86–7) to leave the prince enduring “calamity” (68) of so long a life as his has become in his jaundiced estimation.

In view of the dimensions of his difficulties and his continuing frustration regarding exactly how to address them, it is not unreasonable to assume that when the prince offers his sympathies here to those whose “patient merit” must somehow endure the oppression “th’ unworthy” (73) impose on them, his remark is subliminally tinged with self-pity: he, too, a worthy innocent haplessly besieged and bedeviled by all the forces of heaven and earth combined in collusion against him. In the wry bitterness of his despair, Hamlet concludes here that the problem is that we’ve (read ‘he’s’) been cursed with “conscience” at all—whether conceived as the conscience that demands that we do something to redress crimes or as the conscience that worries the issue of possible crime in the means by which we might do so. The true problem, however, is not that conscience continues to inhibit him; it is that his exercise of it is lax. Hamlet rightly declares that the fact that death may not represent oblivion “must give us pause” (67) when our ideation has become suicidal. But that “pause” should not be the equivalent of the “pause” a vengeful Pyrrhus experiences, one that does not make him reconsider his purposes, but merely interrupts his unreconstructed course until such time as he reassumes it in the same unthinking rage, only to butcher the aged and hapless king, Priam, in his infirmity. The Pyrrhus-like pause Hamlet takes in this speech is no radical re-thinking of the situation arguing for the need of some more wholesome alternative course; it is, instead, but an interruptive moment that makes self-conscious in him the nature of the blockage he has been suffering in the past that the present meditation confirms will persist in the future, unchanged—his proper response to deadly crime “los[ing] the name of action” that might resolve it more satisfactorily. For Hamlet “los[ing] the name of action” means ‘not doing something’; but the truth that informs
against him in his behavior here that he fails to recognize is that he is in fact ‘doing something’—he is, in fact, acting—but that ‘something’ he’s doing has “lost [but] the name of action” in his consciousness, his persistence in the course of his pausing verifying no less a suicidal ideation and course than weak-kneed passivity before the slings and arrows of an outrageous fortune threatening his life or the desperate oblivion of taking arms against a sea of troubles and so ending them.

When the “enterprise” (85) in which one is involved is an urgent matter of life and death for oneself and for one’s nation—that is, a matter of “great pitch and moment” (85)—one does not have the luxury of indulging unreflective pause or delay, no matter how tempting further deferring consideration of the thorny issue may prove. Hamlet’s predicament is not amenable to schoolboy exercises in debate of the esse aut non esse sort over which one can linger at one’s leisure; it is, as Hamlet only partially appreciates, a matter of graver urgency. The idle question is not to try to determine merely “in the mind” (56) which is the “nobler” death-dealing and death-seeking course but how to discover and actually do something noble that might yet ‘do some good’ for the prince and his people, meliorating their lives. The non-reflective pause Hamlet chooses instead serves only to “make [ongoing] calamity of so long life” (68) the prince persists in leading.

The healthy or “native hue of resolution” (83) that Hamlet rightly finds “sicklied o’er” with the “pale cast of thought” (84) is not, as he imagines, the result so much of the ghastly / ghostly spirits of wrath—both heavenly fathers so conceived—who have seemingly imposed their wills on him as it is the result of the ghastly and pale, or ‘insubstantial’ nature of his own thinking which he has allowed to supplant more vigorous and healthy reflection. The roadblock to some salvific course here is not conscience itself, but its not being exercised regularly and vigorously enough. Thus, rather than ‘bare’ the ills he has or ‘himself possesses’ in more conscientious self-examination, in his folly Hamlet decides simply to “bear the ills” he has unknowingly—in the process merely “flying to others [he] knows not of,” truantly evading a more mature sense of responsibility for himself and his actions. The question should not be one’s own self-regarding sense of honor—that is, which deadly course is, to one’s sickly way of thinking, a “nobler” form of suicidal behavior—but how in deed to act nobly in freeing what is innocently at the stake: the victim or victims—not the least of whom, of course, is the prince himself. The need to answer the stirring challenge latent in that reflection, not haplessly continuing to shake one’s head in self-pity over one’s stymied condition, is what alone should “give” Hamlet “pause” here. With due regard for the greatly mitigating effect Hamlet’s horrible predicament has in making him ill, it
remains to be said that his allowing his personal fear of powers greater than his own (no matter how seemingly exalted) to short-circuit or delay indefinitely his moral self-determination to enact self-improving virtue constitutes an unseemly self-regard and sign of arrested development. Only someone whose moral calculus has not fully matured could allow fear of punishment ultimately to stand in the way or indefinitely defer the effort to serve good when grave evil otherwise threatens to flourish unchecked. To do so is to become but a theatrical ‘actor playing’ at virtue, who “in a mere dream of [a] passion” for justice “forces his soul to his own conceit” (in both senses of that last word). To do so is to become an ad-libbing, deeply ‘unwitting’ simpleton whose antic ways “laugh, to set some quantity of barren spectators to laugh, too, though in the meantime some necessary question of the play be then to be considered” (3.2.41–3). That, as Hamlet himself declared of such impromptu ‘acting,’ is “villainous,” displaying a “most pitiful ambition in the fool that uses it” (44–5).

“The origin and commencement” of Hamlet’s grief, let us recall, is not, as Hamlet claims here, the ghastly burden of conscience he contemns with a wry sense of the absurdity of its effects. It is “neglected love” (3.1.178). Were it not for the prince’s neglect of proper love for himself and others he could not persist in the reckless endangerment of self and the nation he risks despite the wisdom even a defective conscience impresses upon him: that is, how “damned” it is to “let this canker of our nature [not the external villain now, but the internal one] come in further evil” (5.2.69–70). Realizing that he has no idea what course to set to enact justice in this situation, his next step should not be to continue to drift in bitter complacency down the irresolute course on which he has been floating in dereliction for so long now already but to ‘bare’ the ills he has and seek the help of others in the name of the love they might yet bear him and the love he might yet bear them.

There is very good reason why as a culture we have determined that fighting duels should be outlawed. It is not alone that the sense of personal honor so upheld risks vanity and factitiousness; it is also, and more importantly, that the consequences of duels are a much poorer guarantee of justice served than more deliberative collective hearings. Indeed, duels are little more than juvenile wagers threatening greater harm than the conflicted occasions precipitating them. The insufficiently reflective scion of one such reckless wagerer—Hamlet’s father and king who had gratuitously bet life and kingdom on a dare he himself provoked—Hamlet the Younger simply repeats the folly. His competitive fires stoked by furious dislike of his adversary, the prince places an ill-advised bet on a deadly ‘shot in the dark’ behind the arras (in “malicious mockery” of no one but himself) idly proclaiming Claudius “dead for a ducat” (3.4.23–4). Then, after staging The Mousetrap, he reenacts the same “malicious mockery”
of himself alone when he mistakenly bets that the play provided him the incontestable proof of the king’s guilt he needs to license violent retribution, saying to Horatio, “I’ll take the ghost’s word for a thousand pound” (3.2.286–7). Then, finally, when recklessly accepting the deadly challenge to the duel with Laertes despite personal misgivings, he foolishly presumes he’s still a good bet, telling Horatio, “I shall win at the odds” (5.2.211).

As in so much of his scholarly output, Northrop Frye was uniquely penetrating in his insight into the theological underpinnings of Hamlet. He greets with no satisfaction Hamlet’s presumption that divine providence directs his revenge when returning to Elsinore in Act 4; instead he correctly observes that in Hamlet “we see how persistently man creates his gods in his own image, and finds nothing incongruous when a ferocious and panic-stricken human revenge is called the carrying out of God’s own will” (89)—a hankering that tragically represents a “thought beyond the reaches of our souls” (1.4.56). Hamlet imagines that he is speaking with theological sophistication when near his journey’s end he complacently concludes that “there’s a divinity that shapes our ends, / Rough-hew them how we will” (5.2.10–11). But under the superficial self-deprecation the claim makes lurks a monstrous presumption—that the God he worships is a vengeful God who takes the weapons of assault we defectively fashion and hews or “shapes’ them to a fine, effective, and deadly ‘point.’ By the time we hear the prince make this claim we have previously heard him gleefully boast that heaven was also provident in that he had been carrying his father’s kingly seal among his personal effects on the sea journey. Consequently, he could readily forge a royal mandate upon the lives of Rosenkrantz and Guildenstern, accessories, he presumes, to the lawless execution that awaited him in England. Though the summary dispatch of the lives of two potentially innocent men gives reflective audiences an even more troubled “pause” (and should) than it does to a Horatio disconcerted by them (their names, somewhat surprisingly, suggest a ‘wreath of roses’ and a ‘gilded star’), the sacrifice of their lives remains nowhere “near” Hamlet’s sleeping conscience. The truth is, however, that Hamlet is not the king (and certainly not the king of heaven); and so his appropriation of a king’s authorization in this matter is an unknowingly criminal forgery. The emblematic symbolism of this is yet more far-reaching: from the very beginning and even after he has presumptuously identified the vengeful execution of Claudius as divinely ordained, Hamlet conveniently manages to elide from explicit awareness and admission the fact that he is forging a royal mandate in thinking and doing so since he is not in fact the king and lord of all creation whose most high edict he Appropriates illicitly in declaring ‘vengeance is mine.’
Unlike Hamlet’s, Hamlet’s theodicy is Aeschylean: meliorative rather than savage. For the poet, the gods do not, as Hamlet bloodthirstily imagines, sharpen the point of the spears we can only imperfectly fashion. The “end” that the gods shape, despite our deeply imperfect human ways, is the “end” or ‘teleology’ that obtains in The Oresteia: *pathei mathos*, or the divinely ordained law of ‘learning through suffering.’ The gods in their mercy have seen to it that evil unfailingly makes its presence felt in its consequences, even if and when men persist in ignoring it. Divine grace—whether negative or positive—means that men cannot escape learning through suffering: either to live over again and again the same disastrous consequences because they learn nothing from their experience except to suffer them again or, more benignly, to learn from suffering their errors not to repeat them—as when the Athenian citizenry make the profound cultural advance to disinterested collective responsibility taken for the adjudication of violent crime, displacing and ruling out of order the disastrous ancient ways of personal vendetta wherein horrific retaliations beget in their turn yet more of the same. Heeding Athena’s divine wisdom, instead of merely ‘learning by suffering’ again what they suffered previously, the citizenry learn from their suffering to seek a better way and “shape their ends” differently, favoring creative collective betterment to the barren repetition of violent infuriation and ruin. *The Oresteia’s* mindless replication of “sacilegious offerings” (*charin achariton*)—alternatively translated in a more psychological idiom as ‘unloving self-sacrifices’—manifests itself in Agamemnon’s butchering his daughter on an altar at Aulis; in Clytemnestra’s butchering Agamemnon in turn at the domestic altars at which he wished to cleanse himself of war’s pollutions upon his weary return from Troy; and then again in Orestes’ murderous reenactment of his father’s crime in a second butchery of a female member of one’s own immediate family in order to redress a sacrilege that had previously been committed against the household. In *Hamlet* the Aeschylean nightmare reenacts itself in the unrelieved litany of “maimed [religious] rites” leading up to and including the culminating bloodbath whose deadly “end” all its victims bear some criminal responsibility for having fostered. This is true even down to the sacred anointment of a blasphemous villain as the new king of Denmark and the maiming rite of sacred burial he institutes that would honor Hamlet’s indulgence of blood lust as if it were heroic soldierly virtue, the sole purpose of Fortinbras’ lawless precipitation in doing so being the Machiavel’s seizure of the opportunity to forge (in both senses of that word) his *bona fides* as the kind of king the people of Denmark need and should honor for such displayed magnanimity.

The nearly identical way *The Oresteia and Hamlet* introduce themselves to readers and viewers confirms beyond reasonable doubt that Shakespeare had Aeschylus very much in mind when he set about his own
examination of the tragic consequences of personal vengeance, no matter how seemingly sacred its impetus. In the initial play of Aeschylus’ trilogy, the Agamemnon, the first character the audience encounters is a guard alone on his watch on the roof of Agamemnon’s compound. Sworn to protect the kingdom, he quickly discloses in his private meditation that what concerns him most is not the protection of the kingdom or his king, but his self-regarding and truant desire to have his watch relieved at last by the homecoming of Agamemnon. Though he expresses ominous suspicions that the returning king (and by extension the kingdom itself) is greatly at risk from Clytemnestra’s fury, in self-protective fear and near-sighted dereliction of duty he swears he will say nothing to anyone about such troubling matters and simply hope for the best despite his having reason to fear the worst on Agamemnon’s account at his return. In their failure to say or do more than they do to fulfill their faithful duty to the nation’s well-being, the guards who introduce the action of Hamlet (in this, read Hamlet himself here, too, metaphorically) show that their overriding preoccupation is not their sacred duty but short-sighted fear for what might happen to them personally in the murky darkness in which they have been forced to function, solely questioning which of them possesses commanding authority on their watch, not what most needs doing to fulfill their charge more conscientiously and responsibly. Content to relieve their enduring fears as best they can and saying nothing to anyone in higher authority than their own, they live out their anxious duty truantly, complacently doing nothing that might save their threatened community and themselves in it from the ruin threatening it. Theirs is the emblematic center of the play’s design: another “maimed rite” of burial for the short-sighted benefit of the criminal burying the truth about his own suspect part in an atrocity. But thanks to the divinity that shapes our ends for good, the “rotten” condition in which the “state of Denmark” persists cannot effectively stay buried. As Hamlet himself unwittingly but rightly concludes: “Foul deeds will rise, / Though all the earth o’erwhelm them, to men’s eyes” (1.2.256–7)—available to recognition and amelioration through conscience. Conscience does not make cowards of us all. Our stay against confusion, it represents the divine grace and mercy that allows us to confront the visage of offence in ourselves and our fellows. Thus, despite its difficulties, it allows for our spiritual advance. It alone allows us to show virtue her own feature and to give loveless “scorn’s” disregard for others (and even at times our own lives) the healthful contempt it deserves.

Near the climax of his graveyard meditation on the leveling effects of death, Hamlet notes—as much to himself as to Horatio—“to what base uses” human beings “may return” (5.1.202). Even the likes of Alexander and Caesar Augustus, after their bodies’ disintegration, may find them-
selves unceremoniously mingled with dirt and put to use to stopper wine casks and patch walls against wintry blasts. But the contempt for human life the prince registers in thinking and saying so is clearly myopic. Though lowly, there is, nothing “base” about such crucial “uses” or ‘utilities’ humans are capable of even after death: keeping sustenance and nourishment for the living from spoilage and waste (food) and vulnerable bodies protected from the elements that threaten from without (shelter). Only those in whom love for others and the human condition has not died off or atrophied in self-contempt and scorn of one’s fellow sufferers, however, are likely to appreciate how essential and exalting such uses are and must ever remain, lowly though they may be, if human being is to prosper or endure. The problem, then, at the heart of things here is not what base or ‘lowly’ uses may be made of our bodies—whether those of king or beggar—after our deaths, but the genuinely “base uses” as we live to which we may commit our spirits, spirits, like the prince’s, obsessed alone with death-dealing violence. To those “base uses” we may “return” relentlessly and unregenerately, “purposes mistook” (5.2.384), to make but a “calamity of so long” a “life” (3.1.68) whose goods we might have multiplied and sustained through love instead.

NOTES

1. Cf. Bradley 109: Hamlet is a man “whose conscience secretly condemned the act which his explicit consciousness approved.”
2. Cf. Rosenberg 135: the prince is a “civilized man plunged into a barbaric nightmare.”
4. The most helpful chapter of de Grazia’s recent study is her marvelous summation of the history of the interpretations of Hamlet’s delay.
5. Cf. Levin “Hamlet’s Dramatic Soliloquies” and Bell.
6. William Kerrigan 98 notes how strangely irreligious Hamlet’s reason for rejecting suicide is. Cf. Blits: “what keeps him from killing himself is not his unfulfilled sworn duty to his father, but his fear of God’s punishment after death” (181) for violating the divine interdict against it.
7. Acting alone to avenge his father’s murder is, in effect, suicidal. If he is not killed in the attempt on the king’s life (even if it were to prove successful), he will surely be hunted down thereafter by the king’s guard as a regicide and traitor. Acting more collectively, even given the present impossibility of conventional proceedings at law, promises a greater likelihood of a happier and healthier outcome. Because of the great favor the prince enjoys among his people (a favor affirmed by Claudius himself in explaining why he would not risk arraigning Hamlet for Polonius’ death publically) and given that Laertes finds little significant resistance to his revolt because the new king inspires so little devotion, subsequent to a minimum of fact-checking and coalition-building Hamlet could well have organized
Chapter Three

a successful challenge to Claudius’ rule (had he any real interest in doing so) and once in command brought forward the Ghost’s accusations publically—the word of Horatio and the guards as corroboration under oath to the apparition’s reality. From what we learn later about Claudius’ deeply troubled conscience, perhaps such action alone would have been sufficient to elicit a confession from his uncle and happily brought a better man to Denmark’s throne in villainy’s place.

But if initially Hamlet does not trust even his loved ones and faithful friends sufficiently to begin organizing such an action, fearing perhaps as well the inadequacy of his evidence to unseat Claudius and bring him to a just punishment, later, after he has killed Polonius and himself been hot-footed to England, when he returns he then possesses incontrovertible evidence in the king’s writ upon the prince’s life to convict Claudius both of attempted murder and of the king’s having been an accessory after the fact to a cover-up regarding the suspicious execution of his chamberlain. Had he arranged under careful guard some mediated private colloquy with the dangerously infuriated Laertes and in it forwarded an acceptance of fault, a confession of deep regret, and a partially exculpatory explanation that he had assumed the man behind the arras was the king, not Polonius, he could well have won Laertes’ allegiance away from Claudius, both because Laertes would have seen in the prince’s suffering and grief over Hamlet senior a mirror of his own agony and because Hamlet’s disclosures about Claudius would have comported completely with the deceitful revenge scheme with which the king had just previously seduced Laertes. Recall that even without such good reasons, Laertes will soon express real misgivings about continuing with the deceitful scheme to murder Hamlet in the very midst of their duel. Had the two orphaned sons joined forces they could have readily placed Claudius under arrest and brought him to a more just reward.

Hamlet remains trapped in a debilitating double bind only so long as he doesn’t realize or acknowledge that his choices are not limited to two equally vile extremes: committing bloody murder and thus threatening to alienate his heavenly father or doing nothing and alienating the spirit of the earthly father he worships as a hero, and in so failing to act on grave suspicions of criminality disregarding the moral obligation to seek redress for the innocent victim. Virtue and virtu need not be irreconcilably opposed. Reasonable alternatives exist to modest reflection, promising both extrication from the prince’s horrific self-laceration and final ruin and a healthier national destiny than the gored state unhealed to which he instead consigns Denmark, the villainous opportunism of Fortinbras alone liberated by Hamlet’s anomie. Though in his concern for his posthumous repute he would have it otherwise, absent any charges leveled or proved against his dying uncle and any attempt at explanation of himself and his behavior (including a repentant admission of his guilt for manslaughter in the death of Polonius), to the assembled survivors his name must live on clouded by grave suspicions of treason and homicidal guilt. Nothing Horatio is likely to say subsequently will clear Hamlet’s name of at least three unnecessary deaths.
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